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ABSTRACT

'This thesis addresses evaluating higher level collaborative learning in the ICT
(Information and Communication Technologies) environment within a university setting.
It is essentially a methodological prologue that introduces a constructivist. and in

particular a Vygotskian, perspective to the ICT environment. and focuses on the
interactivity involved in videoconferencing and computer conferencing. An underlying
tenet is that the ICT environment enhances and facilitates higher level learning through
increased social connectivity and text-based interaction. This thesis argues that a
Vygotskian perspective can enrich and enhance theorizing the ICT environment.
Because the Focus is on the university setting. it is also argued that the evaluation
structure of Bloom's Taxonomy - Cognitive Domain (1 954) and Affective Domain
(1964) can be informed by a Vygotskian theoretical foundation for subcategory

development and expansion. The emerging modes of evaluation identified are process
and pattern evaluation, with specific applications of conversation analysis and embedded
assessment techniques suggested.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

As society moves forward in the third millenium. the technologically mediated learning
environment continues to increase its presence in education. The mediated learning
environment offers many new possibilities for learning. including that of enhancing and
supporting collnborative learning. Collaborative learning is not a new concept or activity
in education. particularly at the higher levels such as graduate. senior undergraduate and
professional education. However. certain characteristics of the mediated environment
and its associated interactive technologies. specifically videoconferencing. synchronous

and asynchronous computer conferencing, lend themselves to supporting and enhancing
collaborative learning in ways substantially different than a traditional educational
setting.

Research Focus and Question

This thesis is concerned with the interactivity introduced through ICT's (Information and
Communication Technologies). and how the interactive technologies referred to can
enhance collaborative higher level leaming in a university context. as well as the
associated modes of evaluation emerging.

Conceptually. ICT's (Information and Communication Technologies) have potential to
introduce enhanced leaming opportunities through creating a learning space that is

qualitatively different than a traditional learning environment on a number of dimensions.

Significant among these is using time and text-based interaction differently than in a
traditional learning environment. While traditional modes of evaluation are adequate to
capture the conventional leaming that occurs in the ICT environment. this may not be a
sufficient and/or appropriate for evaluating the enhanced learning opportunities provided
by the ICT's.

The specific research question formulated from my interest in this topic and addressed in
this thesis is: What modes of evaluation for collaborative learning in mediated
environments within graduate level university settings are emerging?

From this research question several ancillary questions flowed. which had to be
addressed. For example: How can graduate level education be defined or interpreted? Is
it the same as higher level learning? What constitutes higher level learning? What does

the ICT environment contribute to the learning and/or learning environment? Is learning
in the ICT environment different and if so. how? How can this be evaluated?

In other words. to address my specific research question it was necessary to first establish
what 1 meant by learning. This provided the starting point for my inquiry. and From there

I proceeded to establish the parameters and boundaries within which to work.
Ultimately, to address my research question I develop a Vygotskian perspective to apply
to learning in the ICT environment. This Chapter sketches the path followed.

To address the research question it was necessary to examine several bodies of literature,
including education, education policy, instructional technology, psychology, sociology
and social psychology. Because 1 believe there are advantages to basing evaluation on a
theoretical foundation rather than solely on educational practice. ultimately my inquiry
led to the work of Vygotsky and his sociocultural theory of intellectual development. In
this I found a satisfactory theoretical foundation to apply to higher level learning in the

ICT environment. The emerging modes of evaluation I ultimately identify are congruent
with this theoretical foundation. On the practical side. ICT's are often equipped with
advanced evaluation capabilities such as sophisticated statistical programs and tracking
features. In essence. the ICT's present both the enhanced learning opportunities and the
means for evaluation. The two dimensions come together in the emerging modes of
evaluation.

I identify process nndpatrern evalziation as emerging modes of evaluation For the 1CT
learning environment. Two readily identifiable and significant differences behveen the

ICT learning environment and a face to face environment arc ( I ) the dimension of time
and (2) text-based interaction. Because the ICT environment lacks the immediacy of a
face to face environment and slows down the speed and patterns of human
communication we commonly engage in and, in the case of text-based interaction a
different form of interaction. the technologies are sometimes viewed as an impediment.
While this can be accurate from a traditional or conventional perspective. it overlooks the
opportunities a time delay creates for learning both individually and collaboratively. The
altered dimension of time reconfiigures the learning space and provides the learner with

more time for reflection and the higher level learning processes involved in analysis,

synthesis and evaluation, which are required at the graduate level and are important in
collaborative learning. In this sense, process and patterns are increasingly important and
qualitatively different in the ICT environment. In traditional forms of evaluation the
emphasis is on the prodztcl of the education experience. not the process or patterns
involved, and this approach to evaluation is being carried through to the ICT
environment. I am not suggesting there is anything inherently negative about a
traditional approach to evaluation. The point is that it may not be the most appropriate or
complete approach to evaluation because it may not capture all the critical elements and
components of higher level collaborative learning in the interactive ICT environment.

Rationale for this Research

The general relationship between ICT's and education is increasingly being understood
as a result of a great deal of research in the past decade. and research findings continue to

accumulate. Typically. the research approach is to use the traditional tiameworks of face
to face education and superimpose them over the mediated learning environment as if the
technologies were invisible and the learning environments interchangeable. In the early
stages of ICT's in education. primarily based on a "broodcasr" model of education, this
approach seemed adequate. However. as the ICT learning environment continues to
become more sophisticated, complex and interactive, this approach is less so.

In a sense, it is increased interactivity that renders the traditional approach to evaluation
somewhat inadequate or incomplete. A progression of increased activity is reflected in

what Garrison (1985) has referred to as the three generations of distance education.
Generation One involved correspondence education, with interactivity occurring through
the mail. Generation Two is teleconferencing, which involves audioconferencing and
vidroconferencing and immediate. "real time" communication among participants.
Generation Three is computer mediated communication (CMC). which subsumes a
number of specific applications such as e-mail, computer conferencing, bulletin boards
and access to databases. According to Archer (1999). pure Generation Three distance
education is based on written language. but this is starting to change as images and other
features are being incorporated into multi-media presentations.

Archer (1 999) suggests distance education is entering another era. that of rlistribztted
rci~rcaiion.which is a

hybrid resulting from the convergence of generation three and on-

campus education. As the ICT environment becomes more sophisticated and complex. it
becomes increasingly important to provide a solid theoretical foundation to apply to the

activity it enhances and facilitates.

Progression of this Inquiry

This thesis unfolds in the following manner: Chapter Two serves three purposes. First, it
establishes what I refer to as the "traditional approach" to education and evaluation, an
approach that arose from the Post WWII years, and the educational requirements of that
time frame. This approach views education as linear, sequential, cumulative and
hierarchical, and is exemplified by the categories of Bloom's Taxonomy, which remains

the standard for setting educational objectives. Second. the Chapter considers the calls
for change discemable fiom the literature on higher education and educational policy.
The call for change essentially is to reconceptualize modem higher level learners as
lifelong iearners. and position these learners in a social. collaborative and mediated
learning environment. Third, the Chapter begins to consider the adequacy of the
traditional approach to education and evaluation, and how well it fits the lifelong learner.

Chapter Three examines constructivism. specifically the of Vygotsky. for the purpose of
identifying and drawing out theoretical components that can inform higher level learning
in the ICT environment. I closely examine his research methodology and interpretive

framework. and explore the concepts of internalization. mediation and the relationship
between thought and speech. Using these concepts. in Chapter Four I create a bridge

between Vygotsky's theoretical work and the emerging modes of evaluation. and argue

that a Vygotskian approach can enrich theory and practice in higher level learning in the

ICT environment. This position is supported through several interrelated arguments and
discussions, including "reading" the ICT environment through a total Vygotskian
perspective to illustrate its appropriateness. and applying his theory of the relationship
between thought and speech to text-based interactivity. I also create two theoretical
extensions to address gaps in his original work. One is the original theoretical concept of

'-The Vygotsky Planes", and the other suggests a conceptualization of two ZPDTs(Zone
of Proximal Development), specifically an individual ZPD and a collaborative ZPD. and
speculate on collaborative learning fiom a Vygotskian perspective.

In Chapter Five I consider emerging modes of evaluation from a Vygotskian perspective.

Because this inquiry is focussed on the university setting, the evaluation structure of
Bloom's Taronomy - Cognitive Domain ( 1954) and Affecrive Domain ( 1 964) is of
primary importance. In this Chapter I consider how the structure of Bloom's Taronomy

-

Cognitive Domain ( 1 954) and riffective Domain ( 1 964) can be tied to the theoretical

foundation of Vygotsky to advance subcategory expansion and development. There are
striking similarities between the concept of internnlixtion between Vygotsky and this
concept in Bloom 's,-f ffective Domain ( 1964). which suggests this evaluation structure
holds potential for development. This is in terms of evaluating both knowledge
acquisition and the enculturation aspects of higher level learning, which I suggest could
occur through the original theoretical concept of "The Vygotsky Planes" created in
Chapter Four.

Chapter Five considers emerging modes of evaluation. and process and pattern evaluation

as modes that are consistent with a Vygotskian perspective and the evaluation categories
of Bloom 's Taxonomy - Cognitive Domain ( 1954) and Agective Domain ( 1964).
Conversution analysis and embedded assessment techniqlies are suggested as specific

applications of these modes. I again turn to consider the ZPD and evaluating
collaborative learning.

Chapter Six provides a summary of the main conclusions reached.

This thesis is essentially a methodological prologtie. and throughout identifies how a
Vygotskian perspective can enrich theory, practice and research of higher level learning

in the ICT environment.

CHAPTER TWO
Literature Review

Paradoxically, in order to move forward in theorizing learning in the ICT environment,
the first step is in a backward direction. This Chapter takes that backward step to

establish what 1 refer to as the traditional approach to education urtd evalrrution. This
serves the purpose of providing a starting point to move forward fiom in terms of the
many aspects involved in the increasing integration of interactive technology in the

educational environment.

The chapter starts by summarizing the truditional approach to educational evaluation
within a sociocult~alcontext. This approach evolved from approximately 1930 to 1955.
and is immersed in a positivist orientation. Despite the many social changes in Western

society. the traditional. quantitative approach remains the standard approach to evaluation

today. From this perspective. learning is considered to be linear. sequential. cumulative
and hierarchical. This approach is exemplified by the categories of Bloom 's Taronomy -

Cognitive Domain ( 195 4) and '4ffective Domain ( 1 964). which remains the standard for
setting learning objectives. I argue that most aspects of the trcrditional approach,
including its underlying epistemological and pedagogical assumptions, are not
appropriate for evaluating higher level learning in the ICT environment.

The recent proliferation of ICT's in the world in general, and education in particular, has
brought about many sociocultural changes. A new learner has been created - the

"lifeelonglearner." Demographically, the lifelong learner is significantly different fiom a

traditional learner and this has resulted in a more heterogeneous student body with
different needs and requiring different skills and education. In this sense. both the leamer
and the skills and knowledge required have changed the meaning of higher level learning
significantly. as well as how this learning occurs and where. A quote from Garrison,
Anderson and Archer (2000) reflects many of the aspects of education that need to be
reconceptualized:

"Reaching beyond transmission of information and establishing a
collaborative community of inquiry is essential if students are to make any
sense of the often incomprehensible avalanche of information
characterizing much of the educational process and society today. The
educational process is largely concerned with being initiated. not only into
the common body of knowledge (i.e.. public knowledge). but also into the
meta-cognitive processes and culture of a discipline or field of study.
Here is where collaboration and critical discourse is essential.
Collaborative inquiry provides for a qualitative dimension beyond
acquiring specific content of a discipline."
(Garrison. Anderson and Archer. 2000)

This thesis will address many of these issues, a central one of which is reconceptualizing
a number of concepts. such as higher level learning. For the purposes of this thesis.
higher level lecrrning is considered to be the higher level cognitive processes and activity

involved in reasoning, analysis, synthesis and evaluation and also include concepts such
as metaskills. metacognition. metalearning as such concepts are included and
encompassed within the above quote. Because both the lifelong learner and the skills and
knowledge needed are different, they need to be conceptualized and understood as such
rather than within a traditional framework. The lifelong learner is part of a complex
social system individually, socially and globally. This kind of learner is not simply

learning more and more knowledge sequentially on his or her own, but is actively
engaged in complex cognitive processes that incorporate new information into an existing
cognitive framework. To the lifelong learner, learning is not an isolated and individual
activity, but more and more is of a collaborative nature and occurs within a mediated
learning environment. These changes require new concepts for higher level learning, and
new forms of evaluation.

This Chapter starts by establishing the "traditional approach" to education and evaluation.
According to Slattery (1 995). the "traditional" educational landscape was shaped by
several key figures:

"The modern educational structures created in the spirit of Frederick
Taylor's scientific management. Ralph Tyler's curriculum rationale,
Abraham Maslow's hierarchy of needs. Benjamin Bloom's domains of
learning, B.F. Skinner's behaviourisrn. Jerome Bruner's early work in
cognitive structures. and the systems of other patriarchs of contemporary
curriculum development still dominate our rhetoric and practice on all
levels of schooling.. ..These theories. despite their contributions to
previous generations. have proved to be impotent in the face of growing
turmoil in the modern world."
(Slattery. 1995. p. 245)

The explication of the fratiitional approach in this Chapter proceeds primarily through
considering the work and influence of two of the key shapers of the traditional landscape.
Ralph W. Tyler and Benjamin Bloom, and includes Bloom 's Tmonomy - Cognitive
Domain (1 954) and Affective Domain (1 964). After establishing what I refer to as the
traditional approach, 1 then review the literature from the perspective of higher education

and educational policy that clearly calls for change in conceptualizing higher level
leczrning and the lifelong learner at the social level. as well as the individual level. The

chapter concludes with a consideration of collaborative learning, and suggests a
constructivist approach to theorizing higher level learning in the ICT environment.

PART I:

Traditional A~proachto Education and Evaluation

Adult learning in Canada and the U.S.was significantly expanded and reconfigured
during the 25 years following World War I1 (Grace. 2000). as a result of two major
factors. One was the practical need to educate the massive number of veterans coming
out of World War 11. and the second was the rise of science and technology. Together.
these formed a need to expand adult education in terms of both numbers of programs and
content of those programs. In response to this state of affairs a practical need arose to
evaluate and assess education m d learners.

Historically, educational institutions performed a selection function to permit forward
movement of selected individuals based on a principle of individual meritocracy. This
Function called for an objective method for selecting the most deserving individuals. and
quantitative assessment fit the purpose. The basic principle of meritocracy. along with
objective assessment, were useful in serving the expansion and reconfiguration of adult
education,

Together, the expansion of adult education and the principle of meritocracy formed a
particular need. specifically a need for a framework to guide practice. This appeared in
the work of Ralph W. Tyler and his student, Benjamin S. Bloom. The work of these two
key figures shaped the traditional landscape of education and evaluation. As will be

discussed. the seminal works of Tyler and Bloom are extraordinary examples of how
short, vague and general pieces of work take on monumental importance by filling a
particular need at a particular point in time.

The Influence of Ralph W. Tyler: The "Tylerian Rationale"

Ralph W. Tyler is well known for his position as Director of Evaluation of rhr "Eight
i'eclr St~rdy".which

occurred from 1934 to 1942. This study was a longitudinal

assessment of students from 30 progressive and traditional high schools through four
p a r s of high school and four years of college. essentially for the purpose of gaining
information about students to guide the future development of education. The study
included both private and public schools. large and small schools. and scl~ools
representing different sections of the u.s.' The study investigated every conceivable
angle to education and generated massive amounts of information. including substantial
quantitative assessment.

In 1949 Ralph W. Tyler published a short book entitled "BasicPrinciples of Curriculum
and Instnrction" (Tyler. 1949). which became a cornerstone for education in the U. S.
and Canada. The book sets out a rationale for viewing, analyzing and interpreting the

curriculum and instruction of an educational program. The rationale. which came to be
known as the "Tylerian Rationale

".identified four fundamental questions to consider in

developing any plan of instruction:

1.

What educational purposes should the school seek to attain?

1.

How can educational experiences be provided that are likely to attain these
purposes?

3.

How can these educational experiences be effectively organized?

4.

How can the effectiveness of learning experiences be evaluated?

Tyler posed these questions. but did not attempt to answer them because he intended to
provide an approach to designing instructional programs. not a prescription for doing so.
The central feature of the "Tvlrrictn Rurionulr " is the linkage of purpose to educational
objectives.

The linking of purpose and objectives through the "Tvlerian Rationale

".the practical

needs of post World War 11 society for education. and the rise of science and technology
all occurred within the same time as the then prevalent psychological paradigm of
behaviourism. This particular configuration of influences led to viewing learning as
linear. sequential. cumulative and hierarchical.

The Influence of Benjamin S. Bloom

The educational standard for educational cbjectives and evaluation is BIoorn 's Taronomy
- Cognitive Domain ( 1954) ond clffectivr Domuin ( 1964). This standard was developed

between 1949 and 1953. and is still in use in its original form today at all levels of
education. including universities. all around the world. Bloom 's Tc~ronornycomprises
two short volumes. one for the Cognitive Domain (published in 1954) and one for the
.4..ective Dorntrin (published in 1 964). Bloom 's Tnronomy rnj oyed a rapid proliferation
across the U.S. and the world right from the publication of the first volume. the C'ognithw

Donlain in 1954'. The key to its success seems to be that it addressed a need for basic
planning in education.

The development of the tzx~onomywas a collaborative effort. with approximately 34
people working on it between 1949 and 1953. The idea of a classification system
originated From an infolmal meeting of college examiners attending the 1948 "American
Psychological ..lssociation Convention" in Boston. blassac husetts. Many of the

conference attendees were college examiners. who were interested in developing a
theoretical framework that could facilitate communication and promote the exchange of
test materials. The framework ultimately agreed on would classify the goals of the
educational process in terms of intended behaviours. The committee initially decided to
develop three domains - cognitive, affective undpsychomotor. They started with the
Cognitive Domain because it was the domain where most of the work in curriculum

development was taking place. and where they decided the clearest definition of
objectives could be found and worded in terms of student behaviour. The Cogniiive

Domain deals with the recall or recognition of knowledge and the development of
intellectual abilities and skills. Development of the .J.ective Domain occurred much
later. Initially, the committee intended to define objectives for the Affective Domain in
terms that would describe changes in interest. attitudes and values. While the committee
recognized the existence of a third domain. the Psychomotor Domain, they did not see it
being relevant for the purposes of college education and did not plan to develop it right
from the onset. The Psychomoror Domuin was viewed as an area involving motor-skills.
which were not considered to be at the level of college e d ~ c a t i o n . ~

From the onset. developing Bloom 's Trrronomy - Cognirive Domain ( 195 4) presented

many critical issues for the project. A major one was how to apply a tavonomy
framework. well suited for classifying "concrete" phenomena of the physical and
biological sciences. to the unobservable realm of cognitive and affective processes in
humans. To resolve this problem. the committee decided to focus at the level of
behaviour. which allows objectives to be stated in behavioral form. Other major
decisions included selecting principles to guide and organize the taxonomy. and
conceptualizing the relationships between the categories. Many of these issues. such as
the latter. were never resolved. An interesting feature of both volumes of Bloom's

Taronomy is that it was not based on experiment or guided by theory. but rather on
consensus among the various committee members based on their own experiences and
perspectives.

The categories of Bloom 's Taronomy - Cognitive Domain (1954)and brief descriptions
of the intended behaviours are set out in Table 1 below. The committee organized the

Cognitive Domain according to a hierarchical continuum from simple to complex, guided
by the organizing principles "educational - logical -psychological". Because the

developers of Bloom 's Ta~onornywere educators developing it for their own purposes,
they prioritized their own interests and perspective. As a result. ed~rcationalprinciples

take priority over logical and psyclloZogicul principles. This means the boundaries

between categories were established on the basis of the distinctions teachers made in
planning curricula and choosing learning situations.
TABLE 1 - BRIEF CATEGORIES OF THE COGNITIVE DOMAIN

Taxonomy of Educational Objectives - Cognitive Domain (1954)
I

II Major Category of Cognitive
I Domain

I
1.0

Knowledge

The recall of specifics. universals. methods.
terminology. etc. (essentially "remembering").

1.0

Comprehension

The individual understands what is being
communicated.

3.0

Application

The use of abstractions (general ideas. rules.
procedures. methods) in particular and concrete
situations.

4.0

Analysis

Breakdown of a communication into its constituent
elements so the hierarchy of ideas is clear and the
relationships are explicit.

5.0

Synthesis

Combining, putting together and arranging
eiements. parts and pieces into a pattern.

6.0

Evaluation

Judgment made about the value of material and
methods. use of a standard of appraisal.

i
I

7

Brief Description of Assumed Cognitive Action

I

I

Table 2 sets out the subcategories of the Cognitive Domain. The lowest category.
"

Knowledge", is the most clearly defined. with the subcategories geared towards testing.

The "Knu~vledge"category and subcategories are oriented toward concrete and
hierarchically structured disciplines. particularly science and technology. The higher
levels of this structure encompass the lower both between and within categories.

In 1994 Bloom estimated as high as 90% of instructional programs and testing remained
at the lowest level of the Cbgnitire Domclin. knowledge acquisition. whish also has the
most categories. In his view. the ability to use higher mental processes has assumed

prime importance because of the explosion of knowledge that has taken place. The
categories of the Cognirive Domcrin associated with higher mental processes (analysis.

synthesis and evaluation) are almost vacant. The committee did not justify their final
result. explain why the upper levels of the Cugniriw Domain are not more developed. or
establish the relationships between the categories. As such. one may speculate that it
may be as a result of these categories being more difficult to test quantitatively.

TABLE 2 - SUBCATEGORIES OF THE COGNITIVE DOMAIN
Categories and Subcategories of Bloom's Taxonomy - Cognitive Domain (1954)
1.00

Knowledge
1.10
1.1 1
1.12
1.20
1.21
1.22

1.30
1.31

1

I 1.32
2.10
2.20
1 2.30

3.00
4.00

Application
Analvsis
4.10
4.20
4.30

5.00

6.0

Synthesis
5.10
5.20
5.30
Evaluation
6.10

6.20

Knowledge of Specifics
ffiowledge of Terminology
Knowledge of Specific Facts
Knowledge of Ways and Means of Dealing with Specifics
Know ge of Conventions
Know ge of Trends and Seauences
ge of Classification and Categories
ge of Criteria
/ Know ge of Methodology
Know ge of the Universals and Abstractions in a Field
Know .ge of Principles and Generalizations
I Know ,ge of Theories and Structures
Y

I

I

Translation
Interpretation
Extrapolation

1 Analysis o f Elements
Analysis of Relationships
Analysis of Organizational Principles
Production of a Unique Communication
Production of a Plan or Proposed Set of Operations
Derivation of a Set of Abstract Relations
Judgments in Terms of Internal Evidence
Judgments in Terms of External Criteria

According to Bloom. the Affecfive Domain was much more difficult to structure.
Eventually, the development committee structured the ..lffecfive Domain according to a
continuum of inrernc~lizurion.which they perceived to be the process by which a
phenomenon or value succcssively and pervasively becomes a part of the individual and
comes to guide his or her thinking. Developing the .4ffecrive Domain proved to be an
arduous task for the development committee because on the whole they experienced a
certain discomfort at entering the private territory of affect and values.

In fact. rather than seeing it as a valuable contribution to educational testing. the original
committee seems to have felt compelled to complete categorizing the rlfjecrive Do)nain.
According to Bloom:

"It was evident that we had dropped one shoe and that the tenants in the room

below were waiting for the second shoe to fall. Perhaps is is an illustration of
the principle of closure. in that an attempt had been made to order educational
outcomes into three domains - cognitive. affective and psychomotor - and that
the original proposers of the scheme are to be held to the completion of the
scheme. or else to a confession that it is unworkable."
(Bloom. 1964. p. 13).
There was a 10 year span between the publication of the Cognifive Domain and the
. - f , c t i v e Domain. The categories of the ..lflcrive Domain. published in 1964, are set out

in Table 3.

TABLE 3 - AFFECTIVE DOMAIN
Categories of Bloom's Taxonomy - Affective Domain (1964)
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1.0

Receiving
1.1
1.2
1.3

2.0

3.0

Responding
2.1
2.2
2.3
Valuing
3.1

1 3.2
4.0

i
5.0
b

Awareness
Willingness to Receive
Controlled or Selected Attention
Acquiescence in Responding
Willingness to Respond
Satisfaction in Response
Acceptance of a Value
Preference for a Value
Commitment

3.3
Organization
Conceptualization of a Value
4.1
Organization of a Value System
4.2
Characterization by Value or Value Complex
5.1
Generalized Set
Characterization
5.2

Critique of Bloom's Taxonomy
While Bloom 's Ttruonomj~-Cognitive Domain ( 1954) and Affecrive Domain ( 1 964) have
proven to be useful at all levels of education. primarily for the purposes of curriculum
planning and testing, it has not been subject to extensive academic critique in and of
itself'. The Taxonomy has been more of a point of departure for contemporary thinking5.
The SSCI cites only one critical academic piece of literature. This is a brief book review
by Barbara Seels ( 1995) published in the journal Educational Technology Research and
Development. The book reviewed was a1994 publication of the "National Society for the
Study of Education ", which produced the Ninety-third Yearbook of the National Society

for the Study of'Edzrcation entitled "Bloom's Taxonomy: A Forty-Year Retrospective".

The book features an introduction by Benjamin Bloom. and various other contributors
who were on the development committee of the Taxonomy.

The vo!ume under discussion contained articles from various perspectives. Kreitzer and
Madaus (1994) commented on the empirical aspects of the Tavonomy in terms of
statistical correspondence between judges in rating items from the various categories of
the Taxonomy. They reported a range of agreement from 7% to 90%. depending on the
study. which did not seem to concern them. They conclude their article by stating:

"Debunking or upholding the Taxonomy through empirical evidence is unlikely to
change its status as truth in some educators eyes or to alter its usefulness for
others. Perhaps persevrrating on the empirical truth also evidences an overly
serious approach to Bloom's categories."
(Bloom 's Taxonomy: .4 Forty Itor Retrospecrive. p. 78)

In the same volume. Anderson ( 1994) investigated the impact of BIoom 's Tc~.~onornj~
on
educational researchers. teacher educators and teachers in the United States. She
discusses several aspects of these professionals' use of Bloom 's Ta~onorny.and
conciudes:

"Relative to teaching and teacher education. then. the Taxonomy remains
something of an enigma. Like the weather, everyone talks about it but no one
does much about it. But before one bemoans this state of affairs. it should be
remembered that the primary purpose of the Taxonomy was to facilitate
communication."
(Bloom 's Taxonomy: .4 Forty Year Rerrospecrive, p. 141 )

The above excerpts illustrate the state of critique of the Taxonomy. To return to the book
review by Barbara Seeles ( 1999, the one critical review cited in the SKI, the final
paragraph succinctly summarizes critique of the Taxonomy:

"The extraordinary intellectual contribution of Bloom and his colleagues is.
however. indisputable. Curriculum and instructional designers owe them an
enormous debt. This book is a valuable historical document worthy of the time of
anyone who deals with learning classifications or communicates about
instructional design. As a classification theory, the taxonomy of5ers explanatory
power. testability. usefulness and a common terminology. One cannot ask for
more. Would that we could provide the same level of documentation For the
development and impact of the affective domain!"
(Seeles. 1995. p. 80)

BIoom 's Taxonornj~- Cognitive Domain ( 1954) and .4flkrtirv Domain ( 1964) in its

original form continues to be the standard evaluation Framework for education. For
example. "The Post-Degree Continuozcs Learning Task Force" of The U n i v w i y of
CaIgary. Calgary. Alberta. adopted the original Bloom 's Ti~~onorny
- Cognitive Domoin
( 1954) and Affective

Domain ( 1964) in its entirety as part of its '-Terms ofReference " in

the context of discussions of Circtdzcate Diplomas and accreditation of prior learning
experience. Clearly. Bloom 's Taronomy - Cognitive Dornrrin ( 1954) and il'ective
Domain (1964) will continue to remain the standard for the foreseeable future.

Bloom's Taxonomy - Cognitive Domain ( 1 954) and Affective Domain (1964) is

somewhat of a paradox. Its main weakness vagueness and imprecise. is also its main
strength because it holds potential for development and flexibility within its framework.

To refer to the quote of Garrison. Anderson and Archer (2000) presented earlier in this
chapter, thinking skills and metaskills such as metacognition and metalearning appear to
be increasing in importance and in demand in an information society. To accommodate
evaluating such higher level thinking skills. it seems that reconceptualizing movement
through the structure may be an appropriate approach. Conceptualizing higher level
thnking skills as a system accommodates iterative. multi-dimensional cognitive activity
such as reasoning. analysis. synethsis and evaluation. The evaluation structures of
Bloom 's Ta~ononiy- Cognitive Domain ( 1954) and ;lffrctire Dumain ( 1964) are loose

enough to accommodate an iterative movement through the categories. However, this
implies a movement away from the traditior~aiview of learning as linear. sequential and
cumulative.

BIoorn 's .-Iffective Domoin is amenable for further development of higher level learning
by virtue of being based on a continuum of internrrlization. Higher level education.

particularly graduate level education. promotes the internalizririon process whereby a
phenomenon or value successively and pervasively becomes a part of the individual. A
deep commitment to and internalization of the values in a discipline is desirable when a
penon is becoming part of a profession or expert in a field.

The relationship between the Cognitive Domain and the .4ffective Domain is unclear and
unresearched at this time. The committee saw success and achievement in one domain as

a means of controlling behaviour and achieving success in the other, but did not explain
what this opinion was based on (Affective Domain,1964. p. 45). It seems reasonable that

a relationship likely exists between the domains, but the nature of this relationship
requires research. a fact noted by Bloom in 1964. The committee felt there was a
hdarnental unity of humans. and speculated that every cognitive behaviour had an
affective counterpart. and that these exerted influences on each other. Conceptually, they
recognized this. but determining relationships between the two domain structures proved
problematic. Several reasons seem to account for the lack of linkage between these
domains. The committee was uncomfortable in the Affective Domain. and they were not
psychologists. Their interest was in education. and it seems because the Cognitive
Don~ainsuited their educational purposes. the primary focus was on it.

The development committee of Bioorn 's Tc~~onomy
could not find a psychological theory

that would provide a sound basis for ordering the categories of the taxonomy. After
reviewing psychological theories of learning and personality. Bloom concludes:

"We were reluctantly forced to agree.. . that each theory of learning accounts for
some phenomena very well but is less adequate in accounting for others. Whar is
neetied is a larger synthetic theory of learning that at present seems to be
tmmailtrbie. W e are of the opinion that our method of ordering educational
outcomes will make it possible to define the range of phenomena for which such a
theory must account." (Cognitive Domain. 1954. p. 17).

I suggest that the constructivist orientation. in particular the social constructivism of
Vygotsky?unknown at the time of the development of Bloom's Taxonomy. provides such
a theory.

Traditional Approach to Evaluation and Assessment

So far. I have been using the terms "evalzration" and "assessment"interchangeably
because in the rraditional upproaclt to education and evaluation they are essentially the
same thing. However. in a strict sense. "crssessrnent" measures the degree to which a
standard has been attained according to rather definite criteria such as a test score. This
of course says nothing about the standard itself. which may need to be questioned on
various grounds. The traditional approach presumes the standard is acceptable. .
"Evuhrrttion" implies a value component. which immediately places evaluation in the

realm of the social and judgmental rather than the objective realm of assessment and
measurement.

The rra~litionulcrpprouch to evaluation mirrors the traditional approach to learning in
terms of viewing learning as linear. cumulative. sequential and hierarchical. The
traditional method for assessing learning is quantitative.

Qzruntitotive ussessment in education is an approach that numerically quantifies the level

or amount of knowledge a person can demonstrate, through testing. to have attained from

an educational experience. This amount can be measured in a variety of ways, and
methodology and techniques involved in quantitative assessment comprise a large body
of literature. For the purposes of this thesis it is not the actual test or methodology
involved in test construction. or issues such as reliability and validity. that are relevant to
the discussion, but rather what quantitative approach says or implies in terms of

conceptualizing learning. Accordingly, a brief overview of quantitative assessment is
provided to contextualize and complete my discussion of the traditional approach. Two
key tigures are exemplary of the literature: again we encounter Ralph W. Tyler and
Benjamin S. Bloom.

Tyler and Bloom are major contributors to educational evaluation. As key shapers of the
traditional landscape. their work laid the foundation for quantitative evaluation upon
which numerous others built. .As a result of his involvement with the "Eight Yerrr Sttc~fy"
and the development of the "TrJrrinn Rutionole". Ralph Tyler had established a
prominent position for himself in education. He continued to extend his influence into
quantitative assessment. much of which derived from the "Eighr Yeor Stutly ". A
comprehensive body of literature in education evaluation can also be found in the work of
Benjamin loom^.

Educational assessment and evaluation forms an extremely large body of literature.
which. for the sake of brevity can be considered to fall along two basic dimensions.
These are norm-referenced assessment (associated with standardized tests) and criterionreferenced ussessmenl (associated with competency-based or mastery learning). There is

a great deal of slippage between these two types of assessments. although it is normreferenced standardized testing that is most criticized and to which I now briefly turn.

Stundardized assessment entails controlling the conditions of testing to keep conditions
as invariant as possible. From this point of view, variation in student scores is then

attributable to variations in intelligence and ability. A full discussion of standardized tests
is beyond the need or scope of this work, but one aspect of standardization deserves
mention because it forms an important component of the traditional approach. This is the
underlying selection function that advances people to according to their score.

Summary of the Traditional Approach to Education and Evaluation

The traditional approach to education views learning as linear. sequential. cumulative and
hierarchical. Traditional education is characterized by objectivism. with knowledge
considered to be empirically observable and measurable. and imparted to the learner
through a more knowledgeable person or espert. The strategies involved in this include
rote memorization and lectures. The pedagogical approach is one of separate roles for
teacher and student.

The traditional approach to evaluation mirrors these concepts. and is characterized by
quantitative measurement of individual achievement according to a predetermined
standard. often for the purpose of advancement to the nest level. In essence. the
traditional approach lifts the learner out of their social context of learning, and considers
the person in isolation. measurable against some objective and measurable standard.

PART 11:

The Call for Change

Within the social context of the modem day learner. a number of changes are occurring,
most significantly the proliferation of ICT's within a global context. The literature
referred to below tiom the perspective of higher education and education policy. broadly
supports and advocates positioning the higher level learner within a global, collaborative
environment. This literature is relevant to the research question because it draws out
relevant emergent social. economic and cultural trends that indicate a movement away
from a traditionrrl approach to education and evaluation. Many of these trends directly
impact the university. and will result in increasing collaborations with business. industry
and other educational institutions. This \+ill necessitate a negotiation of interests.

priorities and agendas. The strategy often relied on in response to these challenges is
collaboration through 1CT.s. In Fact. according to Smyth and Shacklock (1998). the
contemporary trend in research is to require collaboration in university research as a
condition of funding. They call for systematic research into collaborative research itself
to understand and maximize benefits both economically and in terms of research effort.

The Social Level - The Three R's of 1CT.s in Higher Education

In the literatures of education, higher education and education policy. numerous debates
and discussions are occurring over what changes are required and how they should best
occur. The following section reviews literature that addresses the social level.

Three calls for changes are discernible from the higher education and education policy
literature - reconceptualize, restrzrctzrre and reform. All of these calls support the
movement toward conceptualizing learning within a social and collaborative context
instead of as strictly an individual endeavour. This literature has developed macrolevel
concepts of the lifelong learner and the learning society. and clearly recognizes the
complex social nature of learning. The following sections illustrate the themes through
representative samples of the literature.

The reconcepnruiix theme prioritizes identifying conceptual aspects of education that no
longer fit modem day society and learners. Discussion is primarily at the level of
discourse. and most debates have centered around definitions and approaches. Key areas
include examining the impact of KT'S and

and the convergence of

business. industry and educational institutionsx. The major focus is on the *'lifelong
learner". This literature takes the view that learning is an intricate. inseparable part of the
totality of a person's existence that estends over his or her lifetime and is social in nature.

The reconceptlcalize theme encompasses an emerging body of literature that focuses on
the convergence of business. industry and educational institutions, and the dynamics
involved as stakeholders employ strategies to protect their interests9. The major focus is
the relationship between education and industry in terms of establishing a framework that

serves the needs of both.

Discussion of the lifelong learner is far from over, as more and more scholars from every
discipline and field add their voices to the conversation from every conceivable
viewpoint and approach. Out of the cacophony of voices one thing is abundantly clear the call for change in conceptualizing higher level learning. What is not clear is its shape
or impact. Equally unclear is what "lifelong learner'' and '-lifelong learning" will
ultimately mean. and what voice and agenda will define it.

In fact. the debate over "lifelong learning" has become so large, unwieldy and
fragmented that another layer of discussion primarily focussed on defining the term has
been added to the debate". Aspin and Chapman (2000) turn to the work of Richard

Bagnall(1990) and provide his description based on the four main functions for the
notion of lifelong which he has draw from the literature and which he sees as accurately
describing the term:

"The preparation of individuals for the management of their adult lives
(White. 1982: 132):
The distribution of education throughout an individual's lifespan (Kulich.
1982):
The educative function of the whole of one's life experience (Pena-Borrero,
1984)
The identification of education with the whole of life (Lengrand, 1979)."
(Bagnall. 1990. taken From Aspin & Chapman. 2000)
With the general notion '.lifelong learningg'in mind, it is apparent that realizing such an
activity will require reform and restructuring.

The reform theme focuses on altering existing procedures. rules and requirements to
enable or force the educational institution to adapt to new circumstances and
requirements of modem day society. The focus here is primarily on equality and access
issues in educational policy'1. and is usually from a critical perspective. Paquette (1998)
exemplifies this theme. He takes a broad approach to reform. and calls into question the
contemporary status and meaning of equity by focussing on issues around horizontal
equity (equity according to the common good) and vertical equity (according to need and
merit). Ultimately he poses an important question: Equity to whar? In answering this
question. he states public policy presumes sufficient agreement on a shared vision of
educational purpose. which is erroneous because such a presumption flanens differences
and silences marginalized individuals. He also directly takes on the issue of student
performance standards. and the need to view and evaluate each person as a unique
individual. In this regard. he calls for courses of action that go beyond the traditional
approach to evaluation. particularly of the disadvantaged.

The literature indicates growing awareness of the diversity and individuality of each
learner. and the call to conceptualize each learner as existing in a social system. It is
apparent that a traditional. standardized approach to education and evaluation is
insufficient and will exacerbate existing inequalities. The reform theme is specific as to
outcomes, and accountability in terms of producing the outcomes it advocates. It calls for
action. and this differentiates it from the reconceptualization literature, which is more at
the level of language and discourse.

The restructuring theme calls for change at the level of the structure of the university. Its
focus is on what is perceived to be a changing role of the university in society in general
and, essentially. how to integrate its perceived changing function with other aspects of

society.

The resrrztcruring theme is arranged around two basic positions. educational and
university restructuring according to socicll jlrsrice principles. or according to market
principles. The theme emphasizing social justice principles is similar to the rejorm theme

just discussed. but sees the way to change through a direct restructuring of the
educational system and the larger social system it is embedded in. rather than indirectly
through shaping educational policy. This theme focuses on poverty and macrolevel

reforms. and is concerned with issues such as strategies to link schools to community
services and health-related delivery systems1'. This literature encompasses every level
and area of education. and forms an important and formidable opposition to restructuring
according to market principles.

In contrast, the theme of restructuring according to market principles is a very different
approach to university restructuring. An excellent example of is found in the work of
Samuel Marginson ( 1999). who that in addition to transforming older kinds of education,

globalization creates new kinds of education. specifically high-tech education required by
people in the information industry. According to Marginson (1 999), digitization has
produced the perfect vehicle and commodity for a global economy and information
society - the corporation. The corporation can easily span the world through technology

and provide its commodity - information - in textual and multimedia formats. However,
this requires a new form of higher level education. Marginson (1 999) examines the
emerging politics of education in terms of globalization. and suggests higher level
education should be restructured within a market framework.

The above literature is relevant to the research question on both the social level and
individual level. Scholars in education. higher education and educational policy are
increasingly incorporating the impact of ICT0sinto their respective discourses. There is
an obvious concern with practicality and managing integration of ICT's into education in

a socially responsible and equitable fashion. However. understanding of these issues is
still at a rudimentary level. Much of the academic iiterature at this point in time is
centered on definitions and concepts. as disciplines and fields grapple with defining what
needs to change in this new learning environment from various perspectives and agendas.

~t

this time. it seems clear that there will be a new definition of learning and the learner.

and these concepts will be positioned in a social and collaborative context

PART 111:

Collaborative Leaminq

The concept of coilaboration and positioning the learner within a social context runs
directly or indirectly through all of the literature reviewed. and it is clearly gaining
significance as a concept and practice associated with lifilong learning. Collaboration
needs to be reconceptualized as well because there is a mismatch between the Western

ideology of individualism and the practice of collaboration. At present. collaboration is
associated with forced conformity or negotiated consensus, which threatens individuality
and individual liberties. and ultimately encourages competition over co-operation.

However, another view of collaboration exists which can be adopted and expanded in the

ICT learning environment of higher education. This perspective views collaboration as a
tiiaiogzte ofclfirence. According to Trimbur ( 1989):

"Consensus is not a matter of group-think. but more importantly is a
process of identifying differences and locating these differences in relation
to each other. 'The consensus we ask students to reach in the collaborative
classroom will be based not so much on collective agreements as on
collective explanations of how people differ. where their differences come
from. and whether they can live and work together with these differences."
(Trimbur. 1989. p.37)
In this definition of collaborative learning, consensus is seen as a strategy of structuring
differences by organizing them in relation to each other. and learning to handle different
viewpoints and positions. and where these viewpoints originated. Here. collaborative
learning becomes a democratic dialogue. not a forced consensus or conformity. This is a
notion of collaboration which lends itself to higher level thinking, as the people involved
in a collaborative learning environment seek out, analyze. compare and evaluate the
different perspectives and viewpoints held by other participants. This perspective for
collaborative learning encourages an understanding of dibersity and difference. and
recognizes the unique individuality of each participant. It points directly towards a

cons~uctivistapproach to learning.

It seems reasonable to assume that the concepts of lifelong learning, social learning and

collaborative learning will continue to move towards becoming central concepts in
higher level education. This raises an important question: Are there theoretical or
empirical grolrnds to j~rstihsociul learning as a phrnontenon distinct and qualitatively
tliffrentfrom solo, indivitlrral learning?

Chapters 3 and 4 will address that question directly through the constructivist theory of
Vygotsky.

Chapter 2 Notes

Details of the study and assessment can be found in volumes such as
" Ethrcational Evalziotion: Classic Works of Ralph C
K Tyler " (Madaus and Stufflebeam.
1989) and "Perspecrives of'Czrrriclrl~imEvallrafion " (Tyler. 1967).
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By 1971 Bloom's Taxonomy was in use by more than 23 countries on 5
continents. By 1986 it had been translated to Chinese. and more than a million copies
distributed. and by 1994 it had been translated into at least 18 languages.
1

Bloom's Taxonomy has significantly impacted education all around the world. The
Social Sciences Citnfion Index ("SSCf')cites the Taxonomy literally thousands of times
between 1966 and 1999 with. for example 150 citations in 1992 alone. The secondary
academic literature is replete with references to the Taxonomy in every area of education.
Details of the development of Bloom's Tavonomy - Cognitive Domain ( 1954)
and Afkctive Domain ( i 964). as well as several of the challenges and decision processes
are detailed in the two volumes. The present discussion relates primarily to the
development of the Taxonomy in general. with the current focus in particular on the
cognitive domain. and the material presented appears in Bloom's Taxonomy - Cognitive
Domain (1954). The details of the development of each of the Cognitive Domain (1 954)
and Affective Domain ( 1 964). and the descriptions of the categories as they are referred
to and appear in this thesis are taken directly from the two volumes.
4

A June. ZOO0 search of the ERIC database through the University of Calgary
revealed 340 hits for "Bloom s.' Tcixonony". However. a careful review of each of the 340
descriptions failed to reveal any that referred to or implied critique of the evaluation
structure itself.
5

The work of curriculum scholars such as Michael Apple. Eliot Eisner and Henry
A. Giroux for example call into question the basic approach of technical rationality. See
for example Pinar. Reynolds. Slattery and Taubman. 1995: Slattery. 1995. Other
curriculum scholars have essentially integrated critique directly into their work by tying
the structure of Bloom to various other models, paradigms and approaches. For example
Howard Spicker and Shirley Aamidor (1996) investigated G a r h e r 's Theory of ibf~rltiple
lnteNigences and Bloom1 's Taronomy, and suggested curriculum and classroom activities
based on that combination. Bloom's Taxonomy has also been investigated in
conjunction with "gifted" persons and creativity. C. June Maker and Aleene B. Nielson
( 1 compiled a book containing a comprehensive review of several teaching-learning
models. and relates the material to approaching gified educational curricula.
t)

Bloom actively sought to predict academic success in college fiom high school
scores by developing academic prediction scales (196 1) and in 1971 produced a complete
work entitled "Handbook on Formative and Srrmmative Evaluation of Student Learning"

(Bloom. Hastings and Madaus. 197 1). In 198 1 he coilaborativeiy published "Evaluution
ru Improve Learning" (Bloom. Madaus and Hastings. 198 1).
See for example Malitza. 1997; Hamm, 1997; Green. 1999; Henry. Lingard, Rizvi
& Taylor. 1999: Dale, 1999; Ainley. 1998
I

s

See for example MacDonald & Brooker, 1995: Taylor. 1998: Avis. 1998. Hartley,

1998
J

See for example MacDonald & Brooker. 1995; Taylor. 1998; Avis. 1998

see for example Aspin and Chapman. 2000: Grace. 2000; Johnston, 1999: Hake.
1999). Hartlry. 1998
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II

II

see for example Paquette. 1998: Kovach. 1998: Genvitz. 1998

see for example Gewitz. 1998: Kovach. 1998. 1997. 1995: Mensh and Mensh.
199 1: Barlett and Steelr. 1992: Wang and Gordon. 1995: Taverne. 1995

CHAPTER THREE
Constructivism and the Theories of
Lev Semyonovich Vygotsky

In this Chapter 1 begin to develop an argument that a constructivist approach. and

specifically a Vygotskian perspective. can enrich theoretical development of the ICT
learning environment. The purpose of this chapter is to detail specific components of
Vygotsky's work and theories that support this claim.

Consrrlrcrivisrn is an orientation that sees knowledge and reality as constructed. rather

than objective. and based on activity and shared meaning between people. According to

Biesta ( 1999). crN rotrds ofconstrtrcfivism lead to C'ygotsb in one ~vciyor another1.In
addition to Vygotsky. other constructivist theorists include Seymour Papen. Jean Piaget.
Jerome Bruncr and John Dewey.

The term "constructivism" lacks specificity. and has been appropriated into a variety of
academic disciplines and fields in a number of forms. Two of the more common usages
are social constr~rctivismand cognitive constructivism. In education, constructivist
learning is based on active student participation in problem-solving. constructing his or

her own knowledge rather than being given it.

In sociology. social constrz~ctivistsfocus

on the social construction of reality and knowledge. and within the discipline of
psychology cognitive constnictivists consider the construction of inner thought processes.

The concept of constructivism has been appropriated into higher level education and the

ICT learning environment as well.

The concept of constn~ctivisrnis imported in higher level learning in the ICT learning
environment in various forms. For example, Jonassen and Rohrer-Murphy (1999) use
activity theory as a framework for designing an "CLEW(Constructivist Learning
Environment) in a fashion that closely resembles a constructivist orientation, but lapses
into a somewhat rigid prescription for a structure of activity. which is then referred to as a
"system". Olsen ( 1999) takes a cognitive constructivist approach into developing
constructivist principles of learning and teaching methods. and provides an excellent
rendering of strategies for improving learning and teaching. rnindhl of the need to
reconceptualize the learning environment. From a cognitive constructivist approach. Hill
( 1999) investigated how

learners formulate and employ information-seeking strategies on

the web and suggests an ecological perspective for developing a conceptual framework to
address this activity. Also from a cognitive perspective. Lin. Hmelo. Kinzer and Secuies
( 1999) offer

a practical framework for scaffolding individual and collaborative reflection

in the mediated learning environment.

In addition to research that is of a general constructivist orientation. there is a substantial
body of literature that references certain of Vygotsky 's concepts. such as collaboration

and the ZPD (Zone of Proximal Development). For example. Larry Katz and Alireza
Rezaei ( 1999) of the University of Calgary investigated coflaborative learning and the
role of a number of ICT technologies and reached several progressive conclusions,
including that appropriately using educational technology requires giving up foundational
assumptions (about learning) and integrating technology within social relationships.

Bowman and McCormick (2000) investigated the effect of peer coaching versus
traditional supervision effects on undergraduate students, which was essentially an
investigation into collaboration, and empirically concluded peer coaching increased the
students clarity skills. and their reasoning and actions. Kilgore ( 1999) applied the
concept of the ZPD to understanding collective learning in social movements. which was
essentially an investigation of collaborative learning. and identified several factors that
could contribute to facilitating collaboration. Hannafin. Hannafin. Land and Oliver
( 1997) advanced

the concept of grounded design to guide the development of

constructivist learning environments.

As evidenced above. there is without a doubt a vast array of excellent literature in higher

level learning in the mediated environment. However. it is usually based on practice and
refers to the activity of learners within a predetermined environment. The words of
constructivism and some concepts such as the ZPD (Zone of Pruximui Development) are
used. but theoretical development of the mediated learning environment is decidedly
lacking.

My review of the secondary literature left me with a sense that the meaning of the word
g~constrztctivism''is exnemely vague, notwithstanding the Frequent reference to Vygotsky

in articles. I also noted that what was under discussion was often essentially a renaming
of education practice. rather than rheoretical development that could inform the ICT
leaming environment.

These factors resulted in my decision to return as close as possible to the original work of
Vygotsky, for the specific purpose of identifying and drawing out concepts that lend
themselves to theoretical development of the ICT learning environment. The remainder
of this Chapter focuses on the theoretical components I have identified as relevant for the
purposes of this thesis.

PART I:

Vvgotskv and Constructivism

Vygotsky's work is considered to be timeless. with the ability to reach across space and
time and still be relevant to today's academic and social worlds. However. using this
historical work presents several challenges. Vygotsky lived and worked close to six
decades ago in Russia. and produced his work within the context of postrevolutionary

Russia. Following his death in 1934 (at age 38). his work was suppressed for 20 years.
Eventually it was translated piecemeal from Russian to English. usually for a particular
agenda or reason. The result is a nonlinear. fragmented body of work.

In the time Vygotsky worked and lived. experimental methods and academic standards
were substantially different from those that exist today. This presents a major challenge:
How can Vygotsky's work be brought forward in a form acceptable by today's academic
institutional standards of logic rationality? My response to this challenge is to present his
work and central tenets in this chapter. on its own terms and within the context of its
development and/or aanslation (See Appendix A: Vygotsky 's Work in English

Trans!ation - Sources Referred to and Cired in this Thesis).

However. prior to doing so I now briefly digress into an explication of some of these
challenges. In a general sense. these fall into two major categories: (1) challenges
arising from accessing Vygotsky's work. and translation and publication challenges,
which affect this thesis primarily in terms of accurate and thorough referencing, and
which are outlined in Appendix A: and (2) the form and style of Vygotsky's work, which
presents the most significant challenge to using Vygotsky's work for the purposes of this
thesis.

As indicated in Appendix A. there are a number of translation challenges. All illustrative

example of one appears appears in Volume 1 of The Collectetl CVorkr. Volume 1 includes
a complete rendering of "Thought and Ltmngzcuge ". which has been retitled to "Thinking
cmti Speech" in Volume 1. According to the Editor's Foruvcmr~lin Volume 1 of The

CollecreJ Works (p.v). the retitling of this work was an intentional decision because the

translators and editors were of the opinion that since Vygotsky describes a thinking
process in his discussions. thinkirig is a better rendering of his intended meaning than
rhotight. They also believed speech more accurately captured the essence of Vygotsky's

interest. rather than language. which they saw as the grammatical and semantic system
derived from observing speech. According to the translators, it was the relationship
between thinking and speech. rather than thozcghr and lcingzrage, that interested Vygotsky.

The above illustrates one of the challenges presented by using Vygotsky's work.
specifically the possibility of a difference in focus and meaning between literal and

interpretive translations. Such issues reflect important fundamental challenges when
using historically and culturally dislocated works for modem day academic purposes.
However, for the purposes of this thesis, such fine distinctions are not germane to the
focus and go beyond the level of inquiry and scope of this thesis.

For the purposes of this thesis. the second challenge I referred to. being specifically
Vygotsky's writing and creative style. as well as his experimental and investigative styles
as these are described in the sources referred to above. present a much larger challenge.

This is specifically in terms of supporting Vygotsky's theoretical concepts. and also in
imposing linearity on a nonlinear narrative and theoretical structure. A quote from
Volume 3 of The CoNecteJ Work describes his style:

"Vygotsky did not create some tinishcd psychological system. In his
intensive search he constantly generated new ideas. He gave up his ideas
without regret. proposed other ones. and at times abruptly changed the
course of his thinking. He was. perhaps. the most agitated figure in our
psychology. And the fruitfulness of this agitation we feel until this very
day."
(Volume 3. The Collected Works of L.S. Fygotsky. p. 368)

Vygotsky's work is not linear, but rather has a hypertextual quality, and ranges from
conceptual webs or points of view containing multiple and layered arguments to
disjointed segments that consider each other through cross-references. Often. Vygotsky
reaches sweeping generalizations and conclusions abruptly, only weakly supported
through logic or experimental results. In developing arguments, he often relies on
suppoa &om other arguments created the same way. or on the logic of his method. For

example, Volume 3 of The Collected Works contains a chapter entitled "On Vygotsky 's

Creative Developmenf

".outlines several major influences on Vygotsky and his creative

approach. These include his consideration of genetic and biological factors.
developmental factors. experimental outcomes and investigations, the then current
psychological theories including psychoanalytic theory and behaviourism. methodology,
his background in "defectology". schizophrenia, the psychology of art. theatre, Marxist
political economy. and primate studies. to name several. He draws these diverse
influences into various stages and components of his work. Several upcoming sections of
this Chapter illustrate Vygotsky's different creative approaches to developing and
supporting theoretical concepts.

Several concepts. including internalizution mediation. and the reforionship between

rhoirght and speech. are developed in a multi-referential fashion. These concepts can not
be lifted out of the theory and defined in isolation: indeed. they gain meaning through
their use in Vygotsky's work and the continual cross-referencing that ultimately
culminates in an understanding of the complexity and intricacy of Vygotsky's work.
Vygotsky's work can be read a number of times on a number of levels. and each time
something new can be found. or a deeper understanding of previously read material. For
example. the word "internalization" does not appear throughout the text in Thought and

Langzrage (1962). This seems somewhat unusual since "internalization" is one of the
core concepts ~ s e din that work to develop Vygotsky's theoretical conception of the
relationship between thought and speech. The concept of internalization is explicated in

Mind in Society (I 978); to re-read Thotrght and Language (1 962) provides a new and

deeper understanding of the material in the latter. The same could be said of the concept
of mediation. Both these concepts become richer and fuller tiom the context of their
development, and the reader is afforded the opportunity to move beyond reading and
learning about these concepts to using these concepts him or herself. This. in a sense,
demonstrates both the concepts themselves. and the dialectic approach.

In terms of my comment that Vygotsky's work has a hypertextual quality. the foregoing
pangraphs and those related to the fragmented nature of the translated work previously
outlined. illustrate that Vygotsky's work can be thought of as "nodes" forming
conceptual webs or points of view. and disjointed segments. These nodes may result
from experimental outcomes. theoretical arguments. or a reliance on method. As will be
illustrated. much of Vygotsky's work is multiple and layered. For the purposes of this
thesis. a main thread that provides a common ground is based in Vygotsky's
methodology.

Presentation of Vygotsky's Work in this Thesis

For the purposes of this thesis. I am primarily interested in the aspects of Vygotsky's
work that relate to higher level learning and the theoretical concepts that can inform the

ICT learning environment. I have identified several relevant aspects. and present them in
three sections:
General Orientation: The Dialectic Approach and Vygotsky's Methodology
Basic Tenets and Core Concepts
Operationalization of the Core Concepts

The remainder of this Chapter focuses on drawing out the concepts of Vygotsky's work
that hold potential for development in connection with theorizing higher level learning in
the ICT learning environment. The implications of these theoretical concepts will be
addressed in the next Chapter.

General Orientation: The Dialectic Approach and Vygotsky's Methodology

The introdztcfionto Mind in Society (1 978) sets out Vygotsky's basic position regarding
the relationship between the individual and society. Vygotsky believed individuals

inrernulized the social world through culturally produced sign systems. which cause
behavioural transformations and form bridges between early and later individual
development. Supposedly. the mechanism of individual development and change is
rooted in society and culture. This mechanism is a dialectical process. which operates at
the level of both the intellectual and social development of the individual through signs.
According to Vygotsky, the very essence of human intellect and higher level thought
consists of human beings actively organizing their thoughts, memories and
communication patterns through signs, primarily language. Language and other sign
systems. such as mathematics and music. are products of specific conditions of cultural

and social development. In his theory, language plays the central role in the organization
of higher psychological functions. Vygotsky's sociocultural theory of development is
essentially a theory of intellectual development.

Vygotsky developed his sociocultural theory of development within a Marxist
kamework. According to M m and Engels theory, hisioricol materialism,historical
changes in society and material life produce changes in human nature (consciousness and
behavior). Vygotsky extended Engels' discussion of tool use by including language and
other cultural symbols as tools that transform the inner processes of a person'. This
orientation establishes both individual cognitive and social development to occur at a
sociocultural level. rather than as a product of natural development or maturation of the
organism in a predetermined fashion. By transforming nature. man transforms himself.

Vygotsky was an intensely critical methodologist. To him. method was an important
factor not to be compromised:

"The search for method becomes one of the most important problems of
the entire enterprise of understanding the uniquely human forms of
psychological activity.. . the method is simultaneously prerequisite and
product, the tool and the result of the study."
("itfindin Socieiv". p. 65)
To a large extent. Vygotsky rejected the methodology and interpretive frameworks in use

in his time, and his own methodology was borne from this rejection. In order to trace the
logic of his methodology, which he relies on heavily in theory development. it is usehl to
outline his basis for rejecting the dominant methodological and interpretive Frameworks.
Vygotsky's dissatisfaction with existing methodological and interpretive approaches is
specifically dealt with in Chapter 5 of Mind in Society (1978). from which the following
material is presented in detail for two main reasons: (1) to clearly explicate the basis for
Vygotsky's methodological approach, which he relies on heavily to support theoretical

development and; (2) the potential for adapting the approach to researching and
evaluating higher level learning in the ICT environment.

Vygotsky argued that the dominant interpretative paradigm for psychological
experiments and theories of his time was within a stimulus-response framework. By this
he meant that regardless of the psychological phenomena under discussion or the
approached used. the researcher confronted the subject with a stimulus designed to
intluence the person in a particular way. and then examined and analyzed the elicited
response. The stimulus-response framework reflects the very essence of experimentation.
which is to evoke the phenomena under study in an artificial and controllable way and
study the variations in response that occur with variation in the stimulus. This Framework
is an obvious Feature of stimulus-response theories of behaviour. such as those of Ivan

Pavlov and John B. Watson. However. according to Vygotsky even the other dominant
school of thought. which was based on the Gestalt psychology movement. used a
stimulus-response interpretive framework. For both schools of thought the S-R
interpretive Framework provided the context for the experimenter to obtain descriptions
of the processes presumably elicited by the stimulus. and interpret them within their
respective theoretical frameworks while still staying within a reactive context.

Vygotsky considered this basic Framework to be adequate only for the study of
elementary psychological processes. He did not consider the higher psychological
functions to be amenable to study within a S-R framework because he saw them as

fundamentally and qualitatively different.

To address this problem. Vygotsky developed a new method and interpretive Framework
for studying the higher processes, which he believed are created by the internalization of
mediated sign systems. specifically language.

Foundational Assumptions of Dynamic Analysis

Vygotsky's approach to studying higher psychological processes is a dialectical
approach. which admits the influence of nature on man. but asserts that man influences
nature as well. and in so doing creates new conditions for his existence. To study
something historically is to study it in the process of change. and this orientation forms
the base for his theoretical approach.

In Chapter 5 of blind in Sociev ( 1 978). V ygotsky developed three principles which
provide the foundation of his approach to the analysis of higher psychological functions
through dynamic nnrrlysis. These interrelated principles form a unified research and
interpretive framework for his experimental work, and are outlined below.

I. Analyze processes, not objects. Vygotsky saw an important distinction between
analyzing a fixed object and a process but. From his point of view, psychological analysis
did not make this distinction. To him this was an inadequate approach for a number of
reasons. To begin. he believed that analysis required a dynamic display of the main

points making up a process' s history. Consequent1y. developmental psychoZogy~not

experimenta! psychology, provided the approach he sought. According to Vygotsky, any
psychological process undergoes change. and it is possible to trace these developmental
changes historically. He also believed experimental research methods could be used to
provoke development, and that one way to accomplish this was to introduce obstacles or
dilemmas into a situation and observe the outcomes.

Vygotsky referred to his method as e-rperimental-developmentc~lbecause it artificially
provoked or created a process of psychological development. This is the basic aim of
tlynannmic onalysis. which requires a reconstruction of each stage in the development of the

process.

2. Explunation v. description. In Vygotsky's view. mere description of the external
manifestation of a psychological process will not sufficiently explain or reveal the
underlying causal-dynamic relations. This matter may be further complicated because
two profoundly different types of activities can have the same external manifestation.
V ygotsky distinguishes between phenotypic analysis (descriptive) and geno rypic unalysis

(explanatory). Phenotypic analysis refers to the description of the external manifestations
of a phenomenon. while genotypic analysis refers to the developmental study of the

origin of a phenomenon.

According to Vygotsky, these viewpoints are often blurred and have resulted in serious
interpretive errors and even an entire line of reasoning based on erroneous interpretation.
A prime example of this is interpreting the similarities between the speech of very young

children and adults. On the basis of similarity between the external manifestations of
speech i.r. the words sound the same when spoken by a child or an adult. it seems

reasonable to conclude that a child as young as 18 months is already conscious of the
relationship between sign and meaning. Phenotypic analysis would classiFy these two
phenomena together. but from a developmental point of view they have nothing in
common.

3. The problem of' '~fbssilized
behaviolrr". The third principle underlying Vygotsky 's

analytical approach is based on the fact that psychology often encounters processes
that have died. or become fossilized after a long stage of historical development.
Fossilized forms of behaviour are found in automated psychological processes that
have been repeated so often they have become mechanical. They have lost their

original appearance. and their outward appearance reveals nothing about their internal
nature. Vygotsky refers to cohrntnry and involuntary attention as an example of
fossilized behaviour. These phenotypically appear the same but genotypically differ.
Once established. voluntary attention functions just like involuntary attention.
Vygotsky hypothesized a third and higher stage in the development of attention.
which consists of a return to the first stage. This is accomplished by disrupting the
fossilized behaviour and turning it back to its source to study the process of its
development. Vygotsky saw the fossilized form of a behaviour to be the "end of the

thread" that ties the present to the past and the higher stages of development to the
lower ones. While he does not say so directly, he appears to be refemng to a

disruption of activity for the purpose of evoking reflection and analysis, thereby
instigating and stimulating a higher level of development.

These three principles form the foundation of Vygotsky's dynamic analysis approach.
However. it was not just the methodological approaches of his time he rejected. He was
also critical of the analysis and interpretation of experimental results.

Throughout his work. Vygotsky cites several examples of issues and problems inherent in
different interpretations of experimental conditions and data. A prime example appears
in Chapter 5 of blind it1 Society ( 1 978). immediately following the development of the
dynamic analysis approach. This is the complex choice response experiment. where he
saw what he considered to be a b c k ofchoice in n choice experiment. In a complex

choice response experimental subjects are required to react to either a simple or compfe-r
stimuli. A simple response involves presenting one stimulus. with the subject required to
press a button when it appears. A complex choice response involves two stimuli and two
responses, such as pressing the button with the left hand when stimulus d appears and the

right hand when B appears.. which presumably increases the complexity of the response.
Objective data such as response time and errors is easily obtainable and measurable.
However. it is the inrerpretutiun of the data and experimental conditions that are
questionable for Vygotsky. Data interpretation is according to the interests of the
experimenter and the operational definitions used. Accuracy of the terminology is also
questionable, because naming reactions "choosing" and "differentiating". really refer to
the external conditions of the task and are not necessarily indicative of assumed

psychological processes. Setting the experiment up in a certain way and interpreting it
within a certain framework could lead to an entire line of analysis that might not actually
reflect the causal underlying dynamics. Vygotsky recognized the inherent problem of the
validity of operational definitions in experimental psychology. an issue that continues to

be problematic3.

Vygotsky believed information From an experiment's "practice session " should not be
discarded because it revealed a reaction's entire origin and links to other processes.
Obtaining an entire history of the reaction provides an integrated explanation of both its
internal and surface manifestations. The reaction should be studied as it appears initially,

as it takes shape. and after it is firmly formed. Essentially. according to Vygotsky the

tsperimental method used to study higher psychological functions should capture the
"process" of organizing a reaction. For this purpose. Vygotsky developed the
r.rperimmral-ciet'eIopmenta1 method and related rnethotl of riozrbie srimulution.

The Experimental-Developmental Method

The e.uperimental-devhprnenlal method consists of disrupting a subject's activity by
introducing an obstacle or dilemma into a situation. then observing their cognitive
processes as they draw on both internal and external resources to accomplish the task at
hand. Supposedly. this method brings cognitive processes to the surface in a linguistic

form, which can be captured and analyzed.

Vygotsky saw sign use and the creation of external memory as a uniquely distinguishing
attribute of humans. He believed the inner structure and development of higher
psychological processes could be studied through observing the process of organizing
activity and memory through using specific auxiliary means to accomplish a task. This is
thefiincfional rne~hodufdotrble sfimzila!ion.

In this method. a task beyond the current

capability or knowledge of a person is presented. along with a neutral stimulus. The
researcher observes how the neutral stimulus is drawn into the situation and takes on the
function of a sign.

Vygotsky's Use of the Experimental Method
The Introditction to M n d in Society ( 1975) comments on Vygotsky's use of the
experimental method. and states that even though Vygotsky refers to his laboratory work
as "experiments". they were not experiments in the scientific sense of the word. The

Inrrodzstion suggests it is useful to keep in mind the nature of the manuscripts that
formed the basis for the book. and that Vygotsky was more concerned with presenting the
basic principles of his theory and method. He drew on a limited pool of empirical work
available to him to support and illustrate these principles and, as a result his documented
experimental work is more akin to demonstrations or pilot studies. The inrroducrion in
.blind in Sociefy ( 1978) alludes to a sense of urgency:

"Vygotsky's laboratory existed for only a decade and his death from
tuberculosis was expected at any time. The implications of his theory
were so many and varied, and time was so short, that all energy was
concentrated on opening up new lines of investigation rather than pursuing
any particular line to the fullest. That task remained for Vygotsky's
students and their successors.. ."(Mind in Society,p. l 1)

Vygotsky applied his version of the experimental method to three main areas: (1)
practical activity: ( 2 ) voiltntary orrention. and: ( 3 ) ntedintrrf rnemov and are outlined in

the next section in conjunction with his theoretical development of the concepts relevant
to the focus of this thesis."

PART 11:

Vvgotskv's Core Concepts

From his experimental observations and data. as well as several other influences
previously mentioned. Vygotsky created a number of theories and core concepts.
Indeed. Volume 4 of The Cbllecred IVork~refers to rssmricri charur*rrristicsofa
Cygorskian opprocrch. These are:

"The concept of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), as given center
stage since it was taken to mean that development structure dependency was
not an absolute limiting factor. Rather than following development and
depending on it. learning could be seen to actually lead developmental change
(Vygotsky. 1978. pp. 86-9 1)
The concept of "mediationy8similarly implied that factors external to the
developing organism could influence its development (Vygotsky. 1978, pp.
52-55)
And. the assertion of the social origins of development was given law-like
status. asserting that every function appears twice. first in interpersonal
process and then as intrapersonal process (Vygotsky. 1978, pp. 56-57)

By now these three notions are currently quite well understood and seem to be the
essential characteristics of the Vygotskian approach."
(Volume 4, The Collected Works, p.x)

These correspond to the ZPD, mediation and internaliz~ltion.all of which appear in this
thesis, although not in that order. For the purposes of this thesis and developing a
Vygotskian perspective for viewing the ICT learning environment, I have identified the
most relevant core concepts to be:

The relationship between rholight and langictrge, and specifically the notion
that rholight anti lungiuge tlo not "mirror"ecrch other. This refers to

Vygotsky's view that thought and speech are structurally and functionally
different. Yet. he also claimed that tholight ~cleveloprnentis tierermined by
lungrage.

These core concepts are discussed in this section, and the ZPD is discussed in the next
major section appearing in this Chapter. entitled "Operationali=nrion oflhe Core
Concepts ".

All of these concepts are complex. intricate themes that defy an initial concise definition
or description. but rather weave and reveal themselves throughout Vygotsky's work and
each other. For this discussion. I have imposed a linearity on these concepts that may not
have existed in Vygotsky's theoretical development. As a result of Vygotsky's creative
style and/or in the process of translation and interpretation. the documented theoretical

development of the core concepts is cross-referential, with multiple layers and
components.

Internalization
Internalization refers to the reconstruction and transformation of an external activity into

an internal one. However, the process of intemalization entails more than transfemng an
external activity to a pre-existing internal plane of consciousness. Internulizcztion refers
to the process oj'jurrning cmtl trunsjbrrning this plane.

In general. Vygotsky's concept of interncrlizution is developed cross-referentially
between several forms of internalization. and also with other core concepts. Theoretical
development is multi-layered. and through a variety of approaches. The support he draws
depends on the form or use of the intemalization under discussion. For example.
internalization of sign operations is developed through experimental studies. mediated
remembering. voluntary attention. practical activity. which are combined with genetic.
biological. developmental and cultural components.

Vygotsky theorized several forms of internalization:
internalization of the visual field
intemalization of higher psychological h c t i o n s
intemalization of sign operations
internalization of the social world.
All of these aspects of intemalization are relevant to the focus of this thesis, either
directly or indirectly. However, the following discussion focuses on the concept of

internalirarion of the visualfield for two reasons: (1) internalization of the visual field is
a well developed area of Vygotsky's work, but yet contains under-developed concepts

with potential for theoretical development in the mediated learning environment; and (2)
there is potential for using this concept as a theoretical foundation to research the ICT
learning environment. In particular. videoconferencing. internet courses, synchronous
and asynchronous computer conferencing may confine and direct the visual field of

leaners.

These aspects are pursued in the next Chapter of this thesis. in the context of their

relationship to the ICT learning environment. The following sections explicate one line
of theoretical development of the concept of '~intemalization":'.

Internalization of the Visual Field

Vygotsky did not assign any particular importance to vision itself in internalization. but
rather focussed on the function of language rhrough the visual field. In his view.
restructuring the visual field through language creates new psychological fields and
reorganizes cognition. This development of this process will proceed through discussion

of the following:

The Influence of Koehler's Ape Studies

The Role of Speech in Internalization of the Visual Field
Experimental Evidence on Children's Speech and Practical Activity

The Influence of Koehler's Ape Studies

Koehler' s experimental work with apes (circa 1920) heavily influenced V ygotsky.
Admittedly, by today's standards and the state and findings of modem primate research.
Koehler's work is outdated and many of his "findings" and "conclusions" are indeed
questionable and doubtfb16. Nevertheless. Koehler's work was foundational for
Vygotsky's theory of internalization of the visual tield and is presented in that context
only.

Koehler viewed the ape's rudimentary "language" as an emotional language only. not
connected to symbolic use and functioning apart from the animal's intellect. Koehler
relied on his experimental evidence and concluded the ape is entirely bound by its visual
field. He believed the success of the ape's action depends on it being able to see all of
the elements of a situation simultmeously7. Koehler concluded that embryonic
intelligence in the ape (e.g. tool use in reaching a banana) is in no way related to speech.
According to Koehler, it is the lack of speech that accounts for the tremendous difference
between anthropoids and man in terms of intellect and tool use.

The Role of Speech

Building on Koehler's work and forefronting the role of speech. Vygotsky hypothesized
that the unity of perception, speech and action ultimately produce internalization of the
visual field, which leads to the development of the planning function and the creation of

new psychological fields, specifically the field of attention. This transformation, which
results from the intercession of speech, frees people from the constraints of their visual
fields and the concrete world through creating a plane of ccnscio~rsnessconducive to
thinking in abstracr symboiic represenmfions. Vygotsky developed the concept of the

internalization of the visual field through both experimental means and theoretical

arguments.

Experimental Evidence

Vygotsky drew support for his hypothesis of internulizrrrion of the vis~lulfieldthrough the
experimental-developmental method. where children were engaged in essentially the
same task as Koehler's apes. that of obtaining an out of reach "goodie".

In lLIind and Society (p. 25). Vygotsky detailed a study by his collaborator. Levina, in
which a child is confronted with the practical problem of obtaining a piece of candy that
had been placed in a cupboard out of the child's reach. Of interest were the relationship
between what the child was doing and saying. and when and under what circumstances
the speech was occurring. As the child got more and more involved in trying to obtain

the candy, egocentric speech (a concept imported from the work of Jean Piaget, which
refers to the child talking to him or herself) began to manifest itself as part of the child's
active striving. At tirst the speech consisted of describing and analyzing the situation. but
gradually it took on a planning character. setting out various possibilities for solving the
problem at hand. Vygotsky noted that children not only act in attempting to achieve a

goal but also speak, and that this is both natural and necessary. Generally. speech arises
spontaneously and continues without interruption throughout the experiment, although it
tends to increase and intensiQ as the task becomes more complicated. Attempts to block
the speech are futile or render the child unable to complete the task. To Vygotsky, speech

is an integral part of activity in the child's mastery of action in the world.

Theoretical Argument

According to Vygotsky. there is a difference between the practical intelligence of apes
and children because children are capable of controlling their perception and attention

through the use of words. With the help of words. the child begins to master his or her
attention and this creates new structural centers in the situation. In Vygotsky's view. this
begins to occur in the first few months of a child's life. as adults point to and carry the
child near places of adaptive significance. such as toys. playpen and so. This helps the
child to ignore irrelevant features of the environment. such as adult objects. and assists

her in developing voluntary attention. Vygotsky sees words as closely related to gestures
and the development of pointing. In his view, pointing develops from an unsuccessful

attempt to grasp something. As the child's fingers make grasping movements in the air

and the caregiver realizes the movement means something and assists the child. the child
realizes her action engendered actionfrom another person. not the object she was
attempting to grasp. The function of gesturing and pointing changes from being objectoriented to being aimed at another person. and a means of communication. In

Vygotsky's view, this socially mediated attention eventually develops into independent
and voluntary attention, which she will eventually use to classify her surroundings.

Words function to let the child focus on particular aspects of the visual field, evaluate the
relative importance of the elements. and single out particular elements to bring forward.
This reorganizes the visual-spatialfield. In addition to re-organizing h e visual-spatial

field. the child can create a time-fdd through words that direct his or her attention in a
dynamic way. The child can view the immediate situation as part of a temporal
sequence. and can act in the present from the viewpoints of the past and the future.

According to Vygotsky. the child'sfirid of attentior1 encompasses not one but u whole
series afporrntiril percepr~rcilfieltis(hotfbrm s~iccrssivr,tlyncrmic strlrctltrrs over time.

The child's ability to unite perception. speech and attention frees her from being bound
by the simultaneous structure of the visual field as Koehler believed the apes were. As a

result. the child can become involved in using the successive structures of the dynamic
field of attention. In Vygotsky's terms. the field of attention detaches itself from the
perceptual field and unfolds over time. Vygotsky saw this unity and detachment as
enabling the child to develop two new functions: intentions and symbolic representations
ofplrrposefiil action. which changes the structure of the child's behaviour and thought
processes. By not relying solely on the immediately perceptual visual. the child is able to
focus on the nature of the solution. not just the outcome. In other words, the planning
fimction has developed. Recall that the process of internalization is more than
transferring an external activity to a pre-existing internal plane of consciousness.

Internalization refers to the process offorming and transfirming this plane.

Internalization of the visual field is an example of this.

Vygotsky's investigation into internalization of'the vislmlfielii influenced his interest in
sign-using activity in general.

Mediation

Mediation and internalization are interrelated concepts. but there are essential differences.
Internalization refers to an outcome. while mediation is the process by which
internalization occurs. According to Vygotsky, all the higher psychic functions are
nletiiuredprocrsses. and signs are the basic means used to master and direct them.This

section looks at Vygotsky's investigation into the structure and development of sign
operarions through his examination of mediated m e m o d .

As stated in M n t f in Society ( 1978) Vygotsky's assumes two basic types of memory: ( I )

natural memory, which arises out OF the direct influence of external stimuli on humans;

and (2) mediared memory. which are sign operations that are the product of specific
conditions of social and cultural development. Natural memory and mediated memory
differ in their srimulzrs-response IS-R) relationship.

Vygotsky saw natural memory as being very close to perception and arising out the direct
influence of the environment. It is nonmediated or direct. and immediate.

In contrast, he theorized mrdiuted memory to have a mediating link, or second order
stim~tlus(sign). depicted by S-X-R. In this depiction. a person must draw the second

order stimulus "X" into the situation, and actively establish the link. The second order
stimulus or sign has the characteristic of reverse action. which is to say it operates on the
individual, not on the environment.

Vygotsky's experimental work in mediated memory involved dynamic analysis of people
using auxiliary stimuli as an external aid to organize their behaviour. A typical
experimental condition involved supplying subjects with - u ~ cards"
~ l ~ tor use as an aid in
achieving the experimental task. In the experiment. subjects were required to answer a
series of questions. which included some questions about color. However. certain colors
were "forbidden" to be spoken or used twice, even though there were some questions that

required the forbidden colors as answers. Vygotsky observed the process of the subject
drawing the external stimulus. i.e. the color cards. into the situation in order to satisfy the
experimental task9. He found that children and adults differed in their ability to
successfUlly perform the experimental task.

Based on experiments of this nature, Vygotsky's results led him to conclude that
mediated memory is structurally and ftinctionally different in children and adults.
Vygotsky theorized there to be a transitional stage in adolescence where there is a
fundamental transformation in sign use. which he referred ro as the internalization of sign

function^.'^ Vygotsky's research led him to conclude there are three basic stages in the
development of mediated remembering or internalization of signfirnctions:

Stage 1: The child is not copabie of mastering his or her own behaviour through
organizing auviliary stimuli.
Stage 2: The a~uiliarystimuli is a psychological instrument uctingfiom the
outside, i.r. the external sign predominates.
Stage 3: Auxiliary signs are emancipated from the primary external forms and act
h r n the inside. i.e, interncrlizaiion ofthe sign fiinction has occurred.
Vygotsky's experimental evidence indicates that auxiliary signs contribute to success in
mediating behaviour if they have been internalized. Othenvise. they may actually hinder
performance.

According to Vygotsky. all the higher mental processes involve mediation. and linguistic
mediation plays the central role.

Thought and Speech do not "Mirror" Each Other

The relationship between thought and speech. and the mediating tool of inner speech, are
central to Vygotsky's work and, arguably. the basis for his entire theory. This
relationship holds potential for theorizing the mediated learning environment. specifically
in higher level thinking. and has a central relevance to the focus of this thesis. It will
therefore be discussed in some detail. This area is one of the least linear of Vygotsky's

work and, as mentioned, I have imposed linearity on it in order to simplify a nonlinear
narrative' l . The discussion proceeds in three parts:

V~gotskv'sBasic View: To provide the starting point. a brief summary of
Vygotsky's view of thought. speech and the relationship between them is
outlined:
The Development of Inner Speech: Vygotsky theorized inner speech to be the
mediating tool between thought and speech. Vygotsky's development of the
genesis. structure and function of this tool is outlined through a discussion of the
major point of divergence between Vygotsky and Jean Piaget on the fate of
egocentric speech:
Relationships Involved in Thought and Speech: Vygotsky's view of the
following relationships will proceed through a discussion of the role of inner
speech. which he sees as establishing particular relationships between:

Thought and Speech
Speech and Written Speech
Thought and Written Speech

Vygotsky's Basic View of Thought and Speech

Vygotsky made a profound statement regarding the relationship between thought and
speech: "Thought development is determined by langzmge ". This claim essentially
establishes the basic constructivist position of individual cognitive development and
social development to occur at the sociocultural level, and the direction of development

to brfrom the social to the inrlivid~cal.These are dense statements that require substantial
examination. which is the purpose of this section.

In Vygotsky's time. the popular view was that thought and speech "mirror"each other.
He rejected this view. primarily on the basis of what he considered to be flawed
methodology and interpretation in the 'botomistic" and "@ion " approaches1'. As a result
of his experiment studies, Vygotsky concluded thought and speech differ both

jiinctionally (speech being social and thought being for oneself) and strtrctlrrally (thought
having an extreme. elliptical structure compared to the linear structure of language). The
mediating tool between thought and speech is inner speech.

Vygotsky suggested that schematically. thozrgllr and speech could be represented by two
intersecting circles. with the overlapping parts coinciding to produce verbal thotight.
Verbal thought does not include all forms of either thought or speech: it is an intersection

of the two and the psycholopical space where the mediating tool of inner speech
functions for the purpose of internalizing the social world through sign systems.
This is the basic scheme. I will return to it following the discussion of the genesis and
function of inner speech.

Development of Inner Speech

Vygotsky's theory of the relationship between thought and speech developed from his
rejecting a specific theoretical point in the work of child psychologist Jean Piaget. The

fate of "egocentric speech " provided the major and specific point of departure behveen
these two theorists. and formed the basic underlying premise of Vygotsky's
constructivist theory. Both Piaget and V ygotsky were heavily influenced by
psychoanalytical theory. and theorized three forms of thought in child development:

Autistic rholight: This form of thought is considered ego-bound. It is
individualistic thought that operates through images and dreams, and
incommunicable by means of language.
Egocentric thought: This form of thought is theorized to occupy an
intermediate position genetically. structurally and functionally between
crtttistic thought and direcfecithotcght. (According to Vygotsky. this form of
thought becomes inner speech).
Directed thought: This form of thought is conscious. logical and social. and
for the purpose of communicating with others.
In this typology. egocentric thought expresses itself through egocentric speech. which is
essentially the child talking out loud to him or herself. Both Piaget and Vygotsky noted
that egocentric speech disappeared in children at approximately eight years of age, but
their theories diverged on the specific point of what happened to it. Piaget saw it as
atrophying and dying, while Vygotsky theorized it to turn into inner speech. or speech for
oneself. Rather than disappearing, Vygotsky be1ieved itsfirnction changed and it became
essentially o mediating tool for the interaction between autistic thought and directed
thought 13.

Functionally, Vygotsky saw inner speech to be the linguistic mediating tool between
thought and speech. Structurally, he hypothesized inner speech to be characterized by
two related tendencies:

1.

rl Tendency to ubbreviation, which is the tendency to require fewer words

in inner speech than social speech.
2.

A tendency to predication. which is the tendency to omit the subject of a
sentence and all words connected with it while preserving the predicate.

In Vygotsky's view. predication is the natural form of inner speech. By this he means
that in its innermost form. speech is almost without words. In his view. inner speech is
on a continuum from a form identical to social speech at one extreme to the other extreme
of being condensed to the point where only predicates remain. In inner speech verbal

signs are so saturated with sense that many words in external speech would be needed to

communicate the verbal sign and its meaning to another in external, social speechI4.

Relationships Involved in Thought and Speech

There are three main relationships that flow From Vygotsky's view of the relationship
between thought and speech. with inner speech performing the function of the mediating
tool between them. This scheme has the potential for providing a usehl analytical

framework for theorizing the mediated learning environment. Vygotsky's view of the
relationship between thought and speech has been outlined. Essentially he suggested
they could be represented by two intersecting circles. with the overlapping parts
coinciding to produce verbal thozrght. which is the space where the mediating tool of
inner speech functions for the purpose of internalizing the social world through sign
systems.

in Vygotsky's view, oral speech and written speech are not structurally or functionally
equivalent. Written speech requires W e r expansion and mediating as a result of the
lack of immediacy characteristic of oral speech. Oral speech typically (but not always)
involves dialogue. while written speech involves essentially monologue directed towards

an absent audience. More linguistic mediation and effort are required to go from oral to
written speech.

The movement from thought to written speech requires the most linguistic mediation and
effort. Here. a person is required to p from the elliptical form of thought to the linear

form of oral speech and finally to the fully expanded form of written speech.

.An Unresolved Tension in these Relationships

A consideration of the linearity and abbreviation Vygotsky hypothesized in this theory

presents a certain tension that is unresolved in his original work. Vygotsky's theory of
the relationship between thought and language posits a positive correlation between
expanding linguistic mediation and increasing linearity. However. it also posits a
negative correlation between linguistic linearity and abbreviation. with the tendency to
abbreviation and predication increasing as linguistically mediated linearity decreases.
This presents a certain tension. as it seems reasonable that linguistically mediated
linearity would be positively associated with abbreviation. This suggests the intervention

of another factor. and one could speculate this may be the influence of an affective
component. Vygotsky's theory of the relationship between thought and language in a

sense blurs what could be referred to as the cognitive and dfective domains, as he tends
to couch thozrght in terms of aflect and speech in terms of linearity. Vygotsky mixes
thought and language in the area of verbal thozrght. but does not explicate the dynamics
involved.

PART 111:

Operationalization and Integration of the Core Conceots

Two instances of the operationalization of the core concepts detailed in the last section
are particularly relevant for the purposes of this thesis. specifically conceptjorrnution and
the ZPD. Each of these theoretical components addresses both the individual cognitive
level. and the social level of development.

Higher Mental Functions and Concept Formation

.According to Vygotsky, all the higher mental functions are mediated processes. and signs

are the basic means used to master and direct them. Concept formation

is the highest

level of thought. It is a dynamic process carried out at the level of abstract thought, and
all the psychological processes take part. Essentially. thinking in concepts is a movement
between pyramids of concepts for the purpose of abstracting, synthesizing, comparing
and expanding prior concepts. In Vygotsky's theory. a concept is never complete but
rather constantly undergoes change. The concept itself becomes a tool for thinking.

Vygotsky makes a sharp distinction between the concrete level of complex thinking and
the abstract level of rhinking in oncepts. There is direct relevance to learning and
evaluation in the ICT learning environment as the notion of concept formation provides a
potential analytical Framework for theory development.

The following section outlines Vygotsky's development of the theory of concept

formation. which was based on experimental studies of over 300 children. adolescents
and adults. From studying these subjects. Vygotsky observed a consistent pattern in how
these people accomplished the goal of the experiment.

The "Vygotsky Blocks" and the Method of Double Stimulation
Vygotsky developed the theory of concept formation using the method ofdouble
srinltrla~ionto investigate mediated memory and concept formation. His experimental

results indicated concept formation proceeds in three basic stages. each of which contains
several distinct phases. Following a brief description of the material used and the task.
these phases and stages are outlined.

The material used in the concept formation experiments are the "Vygotsky Blocks". which
consist of 22 blocks varying in color. shape. height and size. There are 5 colors. 6
different shapes, 2 heights (tall and short16). and 2 sizes for the horizontal surface (large

and small). One of four nonsense words ("lag". "bik". "mu". "cev" ) is written on the
underside of each block. Eventually, the subject realizes that regardless of color or

shape, "lag" is written on all tall large figures. " b i k on all short large figures, "mur" on
the tall small ones. and "cev" on the small short ones".

The subject's task is to create categories based on the physical attributes of the blocks.
thereby arriving at the definition of the nonsense word. This arrangement provides
double srimzdution because individuals are required to operate on both an abstract

linguistic level and a concrete level. The two sets of stimuli used differ in function in
terms of the subject's behaviour. One set of stimuli (the blocks) serves as the object
around which the subject can organize their behaviour. The second set (the nonsense
words) function as signs that facilitate the organization of this activity.

Consistent with process evaluation. there is no "practice" period. and the task is presented
fully to the subject in the initial moments of the experiment. The underlying assumption
is that a definition of the task and emergence of the goal is a prerequisite for the

development of the process as a whole

Stages of Concept Formation
The following section sets out the stages and phases leading to concept formation.

Stage 1 :

Syncretic Heaps

The first stage involved in the process of concept formation is based on syncretic heaping
of the blocks. It proceeds in three phases.

Phase I :

This phase corresponds to a trial and error stage, where new groups

of objects are randomly formed through a series of unrelated probes that
supersede one another as the erroneous nature of the previous grouping becomes
apparent. The criteria for grouping is random.

Phase2

The spatial distribution of the objects plays the decisive role. and

groupings are based on the spatial positions of the blocks or some subjective
connection perceived by the subject. Objects are brought together not on the basis
of general features inherent in them. but according to some subjective kinship

established by the subject's impressions.

Phase 3: This is a two stage development of syncretic connections rather than

isolated perceptions. In this phase. syncretic groups are first formed. then
representatives of these groups are isolated and syncretically united again.

Stage Two:

Formation of Complexes

The most important characteristic of complex thinking is that it occurs on the plan of
concrete-empirical thinking. rather than abstract-logical thinking (which is the defining
characteristic of concept thinking). In this stage. the child begins to unite objects in a
common group in accordance with objective connections between the things themselves,
and there is an ordering and systemization of the whole experience.

Vygotsky's research indicated there are five basic types of complexes that provide the
foundations for the generalizations that arise in thinking. These are:

Type One:

Associative Complex. In this complex, objects are grouped around

a nucleus and an object is included on the basis of any similarity the subject
happens to notice between the object and the nucleus. For example, an object
may be included because it is the same color as the nucleus object. or the same
form. Another may be included because it is the same size. The objects chosen

do not have to be similar to each other; the decisive factor for inclusion is that
each must have an association with the nucleus.

Type h s o :

The Complr.r-Collecrion. In this complex. association is by

contrast and objects are grouped according to a single feature upon which they
differ and consequently complement each other. For example. blocks are grouped
because they are all different colors.

Type Three:

The Chained Comple.~.This complex is characterized by a joining

of individual links into a single chain. Each link is just as important as every other
and there is no consistency in the selection. For example. a subject may select a
yellow triangle. then a few other triangles. notice the color blue and switch to blue
blocks of various shapes. The decisive attribute for inclusion continues to change
through the whole process.

Type Four:

Diffiise Complex. This complex is characterized by changeable.

fluid, indeterminate bonds. A subject may select a yellow triangle. followed by a
trapezoid (because it reminds her of a triangle with the top cut off), which could
lead to a square, then to a hexagon, then a semi-circle, then a circle.

Type Five:

Psezi~locomplex.The grouping in a pseudocomplex look as if they

have been formed by a concept. but the grouping process is actually based on
concrete perceptual bonds. not abstract thought.

Stage Three:

Concept Formation

Complex formation is one root of concept formation. The principle function of complex
formation is to establish bonds and relationships. and it is characterized by an
overabundance of connections and linkages.

The other root in this theory of concept formation is the abstrtrction and singling oztt of
elements. and viewing them apart from the concrete situation. In genuine concept
formation it is necessary to both synthesize and tmrtlyzc. and be very selective in making
connections.

Vygotsky hypothesized three stages in abstraction. which ultimately leads to true concept
formation:

rtlcrimully Similar Objects: For example, the subject groups objects that are

small and round, or red and short.
Potential Concepts: The subject groups objects on the basis of a single

attribute? for example only round or only short.

True Concepts: A concept emerges when the abstracted traits are synthesized

and the abstracted synthesis becomes the main instrument of thought. The
decisive role is played by the word. instead of the concrete object.

In true concepts, there is a transition from the concrete to the abstract. For Vygotsky.
concept formation is an intellectual function. guided by words.

Interpretation of Results of the Vygotsky Blocks Study

In Thought anti Lnngztuge ( 1962) Vygotsky interpreted the study's results within a
framework that focussed on cognitive development in adolescence. Vygotsky
hypothesized people to enter a "transitional stage" at appro~imatelyI2 years of age a
person. when the capacity for higher level thinking developed as a result of increased
demands tiom the social world. and he was looking and found support for this notion. In
interpreting the study's results within a developmental framework. he relies on the
psychic unity doctrine. which essentially asserts all humans share the same basic
psychological characteristics, regardless of culture. This presents a certain tension with

his use of the dialectic and his basic concept of development.

In Thought and Language (1962) Vygotsky mentions an important point in his work on
concept formation. but does not develop it. Social patterns are also internalized.
including problem solving approaches and strategies. and this predetermines the range of

activity available to people. While the point is made, it is obscured by interpretation

within a cognitive development framework. In a related vein, he also notes that at the
individual cognitive level stable and constant meaning in lvords channel thought and

.

activiq into particlrlar patterns. In this sense, a person's experience of the world is
linguistically determined. and this obviously includes the shaping of thought in academic
disciplines.

These issues have direct implications for education. particularly higher level learning. as
they offer a framework to investigate sirnilarity in higher level thinking through concept

and within a variety of academic disciplines based. for example.
Formation both brf~vren
on a dimension of linearity.

The Zone of Proximal Development

Vygotsky is most often associated with the theoretical construct of the Zone of Proximcil
Development, or "ZPD". where he theorizes learning to occur. According to Vygotsky:
"The Zone of Proximal Development is the distance between the actual
developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level
of potential development as determined through problem solving with more
capable others." (Mind in Society, p. 86)
Vygotsky's surface definition of the ZPD is seductively simple, but ZPD is a dense
concept that requires substantial examination.

Vygotsky7sbasic position on learning and development is that learning "leads"
deve~o~rnent'~.
According to Vygotsky, the ZPD contains the "buds" and "flowers7' of

development, referring to those mental functions that have not yet matured but are
currently in an embryonic state. The buds and flowers are brought into fruition through
social interaction in this zone. specifically imitation. collaboration and interaction with
more capable others.

Vygotsky saw two main issues in developing an adequate position on the relationship
between learning and development. These were: ( 1 ) the general relation between
learning and development. and (2) the specific features of this relationship when children
reach school age. On the first issue, he saw learning and development to be interrelated
from a child's first day of life. and to continire through life. Children have acquired a
great deal and variety of information. as evidenced by the ability to speak. count. and so

on. before reaching formal schooling age. Clearly. the learning environment should be
matched in some way to the child's developmental level and capabilities.

Vygotsky saw two developmental levels as being significant in establishing the capability
of the child. The first level is the acrlral developmentrrl /eve/. which is the level of
development of mental h c t i o n s that have already occurred. This level is established by
tests. where the things a person can accomplish entirely on their own are assumed to be
indicative of mental abilities. Standardized tests quantitatively establish the level of

difficulty for tasks at each age level. The second level (which Vygotsky does not name),
consists of the higher level at which children can solve problems if they are in a situation
where they can learn by imitation. given leading questions to solve problems. or work in
collaboration with others. Social interaction through imiiarion and collaboration are

critical in bringing out the embryonic functions. The difference between these two levels
is the Zone ofProximal Development, or ZPD, where Vygotsky theorizes learning to lead
tlevelopment. Standardized evaluation measures only the low end of the ZPD,where

development is complete. According to Vygotsky. if testing consisted of leading
questions. imitation or collaboration, a person would reach a higher level. and this may
be a more accurate reflection of their capabilities.

The second issue Vygotsky addressed in the relationship between learning and

development was: What are the specific features of this relationship when children reach
school age? Vygotsky identified several features. generally in terms of the impact of
assessing only the actual drvelopmental level at the low end of the ZPD through
standardized tests. and relating this to instructional design. In terms of curriculum and
instruction. he believed instruction directed at functions that had already developed was
ineffective from the point of view of the person's overall development19. Vygotsky sees
the only "good" instruction as that which is in advance of development. and for

mz~imumbenefit the focus must be on developing the mental functions in the embryonic
state,

Vygotsky related this viewpoint to several other issues. One was that a child can go well
beyond the limits of their own capabilities through imitation and collaborative activity. a
fact of fundamental importance in that it demands a radical alteration of the entire
doctrine concerning the relationship between learning and development.

What is the ZPD?

In studying the ZPD with a view towards its applicability to higher level collaborative
learning, it became clear to me that this question can not be satisfactorily answered
through Vygotsky's work. notwithstanding that it is his concept. While the ZPD is the
concept most often associated with Vygotsky and the concept most appropriated in
education, it is the least developed areas of his work. It has intuitive appeal. and a
definition that appears precise. at least on the surfice. However. going beyond the
surface reveals that Vygotsky actually offers very little on the nature or character of this
concept. In fact. the concept raises many more questions than it answers. Is it a
characteristic possessed by an individual? A learning environment? Or both? Is it a
subjective zone. or can it be shared? Can it be theorized as an objective space? Can it be
measured? What influences or shapes it? How does it relate to individual learning? How
does it relate to collaborative learning? Vygotsky's available and translated work
remains silent on most of these questions.

In general, the ZPD lacks a certain consistency with the central concept of the dialectic.
In theorizing the ZPD,Vygotsky shifts to a concern with intellectual capabilities and
predictability. However, predictability is based on stability and linearity. and this calls
for assumptions about learning and potential that contrast sharply with a dynamic view of

learning and development through the dialectic of continual change and development.

Vygotsky has left the reconciliation of this theoretical inconsistency to his successors.

I will be examining the concept of the ZPD more fully in the discussion of implications in
Chapter 4, and again as it relates to evaluation in Chapter 5 .

PART IV:

Rationale for Applying a Vygotskian Orientation to Higher Level
Learning in the ICT Environment

Through examining Vygotsky's work in this Chapter. I have identified a sufficient
number of relevant aspects of his work to conclude that a Vygotskian approach is
appropriate for theorizing and researching higher level learning in the ICT environment.

The reasons include:

1.

It firmly positions ferrrning in o socini conte.rt. This is particularly appropriate for

graduate level education and. which involves a high degree of enctrlttrration into
an academic community or group. This includes senior undergraduate education.

and professional and continuing education as well.

2.

It provides a theoretical foundation for conceptualizing and theorizing

collaborative leurning. This will be taken up in depth in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.

Several of the core theoretical components and central tenets have direct
applicability to videoconferencing and synchronous and asynchronous computer
conferencing. These will be specifically explicated in Chapters 4 and 5.

4.

The central tenets and core concepts of Vygotsky's work create an organizu~ional

fiamework to explain the processes involved at the levels of both individual
cognitive development and social development, including the enculturation
dimension of higher level education. In essence this refers to a Vygotskian
concept of learning. which is based on the concept of internalization. A detailed
perspective on a Vygotskian view of learning is provided in Chapter 4.

5.

A Vygotskian approach is a grounded theory approach. Theoretical development

is based on research, and his original work provides a complete research
methodo logical and interpretive framework applicable to researching and
theorizing the ICT environment. It also provides an approach to evaluation. Both

of these notions are taken up in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively.

This Chapter focussed on presenting and maintaining the integrity of the original work of
Vygotsky. and was concerned with drawing out theoretical components that could inform
theorizing and evaluating higher level learning in the ICT environment both directly and
indirectly. A substantial number of these were identified. and the next Chapter focuses
on applying these theoretical components to higher level learning in the ICT
environment.

Chapter 3 Notes

I

Biesta (1999) is currently examining lecture notes of George Herbert Mead from
lectures given in Chicago in approximately 1920 to establish linkages between Mead and
V ygotsky.
*

Vygotsky did not see sign and tool as identical. but rather an essential difference
between them based on the different ways they orient human behaviour. The tool is
externally oriented, with the function of changing objects as a result of human influence.
The sign is internally oriented. with a function of mastering oneself. Higher
psychological functions use a combination of tool and sign in psychologicai activity.
Discussions of issues related to operational definitions can be found in volumes
such as Social Research 1Cletkods: Qtrulitntive and Qzmnritatir*e..lpproaches ( W .
Lawrence Neuman, f 997)

The details of Vygotsky's experiments as they are available and known appear in
Thulrght and Lungrage (1 962). ,blind in Society ( 1 978) and are readily obtainable from
The Collected IVorkr, which includes a thorough cross-referencing index.

4

5

The material presented can be found in Mind in Society ( 1 978). specifically
Chapter 7 (entitleti The DeveIoprnent oj'Percrption unrl ..lrrenrion ") and Chapter 3
(entitled ":Llasreryof ~Wernoryand Thinking ").
"

For current positions and research findings see for example The Symbolic Species:
The Co-Evoltrtion ofLangtrage cmcl the Brain (Terrance W . Deacon. 1997). and the work
of primatologist Jane Goodall with chimps and Lyn Miles of MIT with orangutans.

t7

According to Koehler's experimental work. a remarkable aspect of the
rudimentary "language" between apes is that it fiinctions apart from its intellect. He
noted that the wide range of phonetic expressions used by apes denote subjective states
and are essentially expressions of affect among these most gregarious animals. While the
ape has the vocal apparatus and phonetic range required for speech, their vocalizations do
not relate to any objective state or objective representations. Koehler noted that gestural
interaction and vocalization. which appear to be communication between apes, is directly
related to action. and does not rise to the level of symbolic representation or intellectual
interaction. The ape has a rich "language", but it is an "emotional" language only,
originating in emotion and not connected with intellectual or symbolic use. It is far
removed from any intentional. conscious attempt to inform others symbolically or
objectively.
Based on experiments and investigations into intelligence in apes, Koehier demonstrated
by precise experimental analysis that the success of an ape's actions depends entirely on
if it can see all of the elements of a situation simultaneously. In the experimental
condition an ape can readily learn to reach a banana with a stick, as long as both are
present in the animal's visual field. If the banana and stick are separated so they are not

visible to the ape in one glance, the solution becomes impossible for the animal. The ape
is quite capable of learning to make a longer tool by putting two sticks end to end, but if
the two sticks accidently cross in its hands and form an " X . it is unable perform the
familiar operation. From experimental observations such as these. Koehler concluded the
activity of the ape is entirely bounded by its visual field.

The material in this section appears in Mind in Society (1978),specifically
Chapter 3 (entitled "lblasteryof !Clernoryand Thinking") and Chapter 4 (entitled
"lnternalizatiot~of Higher Psychologic~dFunctions "). This material can also be found
in various Chapters of the Volumes of The Collected FVorks through the cross-reference
indexing system.
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1

Vygotsky's conducted a central experiment that led to the development of his
theory on mediation. The experiment involved the use of color cards for the purpose of
investigating early sign operations in children. In this research. children were asked to
play a game in which they were to answer questions without using certain words in their
answers. There were 18 questions. seven of which involved color. There were 3 or 4
experimental situations, with each one differing in the constraints placed on the answers
and the external stimulus aids provided. described brietly as follows:
Task I : The child is asked the 18 questions and asked to respond in a single
word.
Task 2: Additional rules are introduced: ( 1 ) the use of two color names are
forbidden eg. green and yellow. and (2) no color name could be used twice.
Task 3: Same rules as Task 2. but the child is given 9 colored cards as aids to
playing the game.
Task 4: Same as Task 3, used when the child failed to use the color cards in
Task 3. or began to do so late in the third task.

.

The following table appears in "Mind in Society" (p.4 1 ). and sets out the results obtained
on Tasks 2 and 3 for the 30 subjects. who ranged in age From 5 to 27 years:
Table 1. Errors on forbidden colors task.
*Number of
Errors (average)
Task
2
Task 3
Subjects
Age
5-6

7

8-9

7
8
8

10-13
22-27

-

Difference

(no color cards)

(with color cards)

3.9
3.3
3.1
1.4

3.6
1.5
0.3
0.6

0.3
1.8
2.8
0.8

These results indicated to Vygotsky that preschool children (5-6) were generally unable
to discover how to use the auxiliary color cards and had a great deal of trouble with both
tasks. Even with explanation of how to use the color cards, they were incapable of using
external stimuli to organize their own behaviour. Some were apparently actually
hindered by the distraction of the cards.

* It is interesting to note the very small number of subjects involved .
According to Vygotsky, this is also when the person becomes capable of higher
level thinking and concept formation. He accounts for this in terms of the capacity for
higher level thinking developing as a result of increased demands from a person's social
world.
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II

The material in this section appears in Thozcghr und Lungzrage ( 1962), a complete
rendering of which appears in Volume 1 of The Collected Works as "Thinking and
Speech".
12
Vygotsky is critical of what he considers to be a reductionist methodological
approach to studying the relationship between thought and language. In fact. "Tholcght
und Language" begins with a simple assertion by Vygotsky. The study of thought and
language is an area in which a clear understanding of interfunctional relations is
particularly important. and as long as that relationship is not understood no questions can
be posed or answered in that area. In his view. there had not been systematic and detailed
investigation in this area.
Investigations into this relationship oscillated between two extremes. On one extreme
was a complete identification or ''fusion" of thought and word. with thought considered
to be "speech minus sound". or essentially the same things. This renders the question of
a relationship between them meaningless. The basic issue is simply avoided because the
problem is irresolvable From the outset.
On the other extreme is the "atomistic" approach. which involves decomposing the
complex whole into the components of thought and speech and studying them in isolation
from each other. The underlying assumption in this approach is that the links or
connections among the mental functions are constant and unvarying. This assumes the
relationship between perception and attention. memory and perception. and thought and
memory are unchanging and constant. The relationships can then be simply factored out
and ignored.
According to Vygotsky. both approaches fail to take into account the dynamic processes
and relationships benveen the components, which were his main interest and which to
him held the key to understanding the relationship between thought and language.
"

To summarize the basic position of each theorist. Piaget theorized the
development of thought and speech to follow the same path, and this path to be from
autistic to egocentric to social. Vygotsky reversed this order, and theorized the direction
of the development of thinking to be From the social to egocentric to individual. In
Piaget's order of development. egocentric speech would have to precede social speech
and by implication, then inner speech (autistic) would have to precede egocentric speech.
This assumption is untenable from the genetic point of view because it does not account
for how speech gets inside a child to begin with.

"

Vygotsky claimed that there are three main semantic peculiarities of inner speech.
These appear in Thought and Language (1962). p. 134-1 50:
The preponderance of the sense of a word over its meaning. This refers to the
notion that the sense of a word is all of the psychological events aroused by the
word. which can change depending on the context. The notion of sense extends to
a sentrnce as well. In inner speech, there is a predominance of sense over
meaning. of sentrnce over word. and of context over sentence.
Word combination in inner speech is like agglutination. with several words
merged into one word.
The senses of words combine and unite, with senses flowing into each other.
A single word in inner speech is so saturated with sense that many words in external
speech are needed to explain it.
I5

See also Jerome Bruner's work on concept formation. See for example Bruner.
1966: Bruner and Haste. 1987: Bruner. 1990.

I6

The wording used in Vygotsky's Tho~igh!cmd Langztage ( I 962). p. 56 is "tall and
fkrt". which is an inconsisrent pairing. The pairing "tall and short " seems less confusing,
so I have used those terms.
I'

The "Vygotsky Blocks" experiment proceeds as follows: An experimenter
displays the 22 blocks on a board. The subject is shown one block, reads the nonsense
word wrirten on the bottom, and is asked to pick out all the blocks she thinks are of the
same kind. meaning upon which the same word is written. After the subject has done so.
the researcher turns up a "wrong" block. shows the block to be of a different kind. and
asks the subject to try again. After each attempt another wrongly selected block is turned
up. As the number of turned up blocks increases the subject has a basis for discovering
the characteristic of the blocks to which the nonsense words refer. As soon as she makes
this discovery. the words come to stand for definite kinds of objects. and new concepts
for which there is no name in the language are formed. Every step in the subject's
reasoning is reflected in her manipulation of the blocks. and this provides data that serve
as indicators of her level of thinking.

"

The position that learning "leads" development results from rejecting three
theoretical positions on the relationship between learning and development. briefly
outlined below:
Position 1 : Development is independent of learning. Learning is an external.
mechanical process and does not modify development. but uses the achievements
of development. Vygotsky associates this position with the work of Piaget and
Binet.
Position 2: Learning is development. Learning and development occur
simultaneously and coincide at all points. (Vygotsky does not provide specific
names with which this position is associated).

Position 3: Maturation is not equal to learning. Two related processes are
involved in development: (1) maturation. as in the development of the nervous
system and (2) learning. Learning and development do not coincide (Vygotsky
associates KoRka with this position).
Vygotsky rejects all of three positions, and develops another leading to the conclusion
that learning leads development.

'"

Vygotsky provides a particularly striking example of this in the case of what he
referred to as "retarded" (which today would be referred to as "developmentally
challenged") individuals. By determining through testing these individuals to be at the
level of concrete thinking and through a teaching system based on that view, activities
were not included that would encourage the development of their embryonic abstract
thinking abilities. According to Vygotsky, this not only failed to assist them in
overcoming their particular challenges. but had the effect of reinforcing their limitations.

CHAPTER FOUR

Implications for Higher Level Learning
in the ICT Environment

The purpose of this Chapter is to create a bridge between Vygotsky's work and emerging

modes of evaluation of collaborative learning in the ICT environment within graduate
level university settings. One of the primary activities of the universities and graduate
level education is research. and implications for that function underlie the discussion.

The bridge is created through adopting a Vygotskian perspective and viewing higher

level learning and the ICT learning environment through that lens. for the purpose of
examining the implications for educational theory. practice and evaluation.

The central argument developed in this Chapter is that a Vygotskian perspective can
enrich theory and practice of higher level learning in the ICT environment in a number of
ways, and blends into existing educational practices. For example. a Vygotskian

perspective provides an entire research and methodological and interpretive framework
suitable for this learning environment. which closely resembles and can be applied
towards an evaluation framework. It also provides a way to theorize learning, and a way

to theorize the pracricui acfivifiesoccurring in the ICT environment. In Chapter 3 I
referred to several examples from the literature referring to Vygotsky. and in particular
referencing some of his concepts. Much of that literature is inconsistent in its use of
theoretical concepts. and in fact in several instances uses fragments or components only.

This Chapter is concerned with establishing a total Vygotskian perspective for higher

level learning in the ICT environment. This begins with establishing a Vygotskian
perspective for higher level learning based on the rationale developed through the
relevant core concepts identified in the last Chapter. This is followed by viewing the ICT
learning environment through each of the core concepts identified as relevant for the
purposes of this thesis in the last Chapter (specifically internalization. mediation and the
relationship between thought and speech). Implications for theorizing the ZPD and
collaborative learning are then considered. The Chapter concludes with a discussion of
collaborative learning, and a theoretical extension to consider two ZPD's. specifically an
individual ZPD and a coilaborative ZPD.

PART I:

Internalization

In Vygotsky's work. intrmafizutionrefers to the reconstruction and transformation of an
external activity into an internal one. Vygtosky asserted that individuals internalize the

social world th-ough culturally produced sign systems. and that this occurs as a result of a
dialectic process that operates at the levels of both individual and social development.

For the purposes of this discussion. Vygotsky's view of internalization provides the
following, each of which is discussed in some detail below:

a conceptualization of higher level learning

the foundation for a theoretical extension of the hypothetical
" Vygotsky Planes "

a basis for linking research and evaluation

Higher Level Learning - A Vygotskian Perspective

For the purposes of this thesis. the theme of internalization provides a conceptualization
of higher level learning which resonates with the activity of higher level learning in the
ICT environment. This is a fundamental consideration when considering emerging
modes of evaluation. because every approach to evaluation involves background
assumptions about what is being learned and how knowledge and skills are acquired.

As explicated in the previous Chapter. Vygotsky's view of higher level learning is

essentially a theory of intellectual development. which he saw as rooted in both
individual cognitive and social processes. To him. intellectual development is not mereiy
a slow accumulation of unitary changes. but rather:

"A complex dialectical process. characterized by periodicity. unevenness in the

development of diKerent hctions. metamorphosis or qualitative transformation
of one form into another. intertwining of external and internal factors, and
adaptive processes." (Mind in Society. p. 121)
Vygotsky hypothesized higher level thinking to occur as a result of infernalizationof the
social world and mediated sign systems, which positions the learner in a social and
collaborative context. In the case of higher level learning. this logically involves the two
dimensions of knowledge acquisition and encctltziration into an academic community or
discipline. In this context enctrltzrration refers to. inter alia, the language. terminology,
concepts, strategies, orientations and patterns expressed directly and indirectly by

members of the community and which the student acquires through both knowledge and

imitation as he or she is becoming part of that community. This implicates an increasing
importance for imitation and collaboration. Typically, but certainly not always, this level
of education involves a seminar format. where participants are active and interactive.

This is essentially the level of graduate education. which typically involves highly
motivated learners who are or actively seek to become knowledgeable experts in their
chosen fields or disciplines. These students actively seek to develop networks and
become enorli~rrcltetlinto their chosen fields as they become members of an academic
discipline or community. This could not reasonably be expected to occur within the first
few years of higher education. but a progression that unfolds over time. As such. it is
reasonable to assume that in addition to the knowledge acquisition component of higher
level education. the enculturation dimension will become increasingly important.

I have referred to graduate level learning as exemplary of higher level learning. but this is

not to suggest that higher level leaming occurs exclusively at that level. or indeed that it
necessarily occurs at all in graduate level leaming. Higher level learning and learners are
involved in professional education. continuing education. and senior undergraduate
courses as well. For example. senior undergraduate students could arguably be as highly
motivated as graduate or professional students to develop professionalism and networks.
since the next step in their academic or work careers would likely involve an
enculturation component. Refemng to graduate level leaming as higher level leaming is
meant to provide a focus and boundaries for my discussion. and I am not suggesting other

groups of learners, such as elementary, junior high school or high school students are not
-genculturated".or subjected to a social component in learning1.

In terms of further clarifying the use the term "higher level learning" in this thesis. the
most accurate definition may be obtained from specifying what it is not. rather than what
it is. Specifically. I am not focusing on relatively short. content-based and assessed
courses where acquisition of knowledge and content is the intent of the educational
intervention. An example of this would be a sotiware application course focused on
specific content and knowledge acquisition rather than enculturation as I am referring to
it.

The following summarizes the meaning of higher level lerrrnbtg in this thesis:

Typically graduate level education. but includes professional. continuing and
senior undergraduate education that progresses and unfolds over a period of time
(as opposed to short. content-based instruction)
Social and collaborative in nature
Characterized by an abstract level of thought. and thinking in concepts

Occurs through internczli=ationof the social rvorld and mediated sign systems,
Two dimensions are implicated: ( I ) an individtccrl cognitive dimension and ( 2 )a

social or c~ilturaldintension
Two levels of learning are implicated, which roughly correspond to the two
dimensions referred to above: ( I ) kno~vledgeacq~risitionand ( 2 ) encultliralion
into an academic or professional community

At the higher level of learning described above, enculturation into an academic or
professional community is an integral part of the education process and an important
dimension to consider in evaluation. While Vygotsky firmly positions intellectual
development and learning in a social and collaborative context. his work does not contain
a unified theoretical component that bridges the individual and social in a form directly
applicable or adaptable to conceptualizing and evaluating the enculturation component of
higher level learning in the ICT environment.

To address this gap. the following section considers a theoretical extension of Vygotsky's

work for the purpose of conceptualizing and evaluating higher level learning in the ICT
environment by introducing the concept of "The L)gors& Plmes".

Theoretical Extension - "The i'ygotsky Planes"
In Chapter 3 I stated that Vygotsky's original work was not linear. but rather had a

hypertextual quality ranging from conceptual webs or points of view containing multiple
and layered arguments to disjointed segments that consider each other through cross

references. In studying Vygotsky's original work for the specific purpose of identifying
his conceptualization of the bridge between the individual and social in a form directly or
indirectly applicitble to higher level learning in the ICT environment. I noted that this was
the case. In attempting to locate an overall theoretical framework for this purpose I met
several disjointed theoretical and conceptual segments. This is a significant gap in
Vygotsky's work that needs to be theorized if higher level leaming is positioned in a

social and collaborative context and evaluated on that basis. Vygotsky forefronts the
roles of imitation and collnboration in learning and development, but provides little in the
way of a framework for theory and research. save for the rather vague concept of a
"plane".

This section draws together and integrates several disjointed segments under one original
and researchable concept. The term "The b:vgots@ Planes " refers specifically ro ihe
planes of consciozrsness invohted in higher level leurning in the iCT environment.

Clues from Vygotsky's Work
The notion of the formation and transformation of planes of consciozrsness created by
internalization is an intriguing concept that raises many questions about conceptualizing
and theorizing such planes. In Vygotsky's work. internalization refers to the

reconstruction and transformation of an external activity into an internal one. But the
process entails more than transferring an external activity to a pre-existing internal plane
of consciousness: internalization refers to the process offorming and transforming this
plane. Vygotsky also asserted that individuals internalize the social world through

culturally produced sign systems. and that this occurs as a result of a dialectic process
that operates at the levels of both individual and social development.

Vygotsky's work does not elaborate on the concept ofplanes of consciocrsness, but
several clues are contained in his work. A lengthy digression into "consciousness" is
beyond the level and scope of this thesis, and a brief outline of Vygotsky's view of

consciousness should suffice to establish his basic position on consciousness. Vygotsky

by which he means a
essentially associates "consciorcsness" with "conscb~rsu~t?oreness".
person is "aware" of their actions and mental processes. which leads to their mastery. To
Vygotsky, consciousness denotes awareness of the activity of the mind - the
"conscio~isness
of being consciozis". Volume 1 of The Collected Workis relates

consciousness to the ZPD and comments:

"The idea of the ZPD focuses attention on the role of dialogue as a
precursor to inner speech. in this case the dialogue between a more expert
teacher and a less expert learner. Once a concept is explicated in dialogue,
the learner is enabled to reflect on the dialogue. to use its distinctions and
connections to reformulate his own thought. Thought. then. is both an
individual achievement and a social one.
There is another outcome that results from such "assisted learning". that
bears upon consciousness and volition. For when one climbs to higher
conceptual ground.. .one crchieves consciuzrs control or the knowledge. n
raking into consciozrsnes.~~
V ygotsky (like Plato, Piaget and others who
have confronted this riddle) was obviously never fully able to explain how
consciousness takes over. "Inner speech" was plainly implicated. birt horv
longrage serves as an instrtrment o,f'consciozrsness escaped Vygotsky as it
has escaped trs all.
(Volume 1. The Collected Works. p.4)
"

From the above quote. it is evident that Vygotsky closely associates. if not completely
identifies, consciousness with conscious control of knowledge. In his consideration of
the relationship between thought and speech. it becomes evident that the he also closely

associates thought. consciousness and motivation:

"We must now take the final step in the analysis of the internal planes of
verbal thinking. Thought is not the last of these planes. Thought is not
born of other thoughts. It has its origin in the motivating sphere of
consciousness, a sphere that includes our inclinations and needs, our
interests and impulses, and our affect and emotion. The affective and

volitional tendency stand behind thought. Only here do we find the
answer to the final "why" in the analysis of thinking."
(Volume 1, The Collected IVorh. p. 6 )
Another clue to conceptualizing planes qf conscio~rsnrssis provided by Vygotsky's
theorization of several forms of internalization. Presumably. each creates or transforms a
plane of consciousness:

Internalization of the visual field
Internalization of the social world
Internalization of sign operations
Internalization of higher psychological functions
In Vygotsky's theory. these activities occ~crfirstrzt the interpersonal level, then uguin at
the intrcipersonril level through the process of internolizritic~n.This is essentially

intellectual development. or learning in a Vygotskian sense.

Finally. another segment or clue comes from Vygotsky's dicrlectic approach. which
indicates that any such plane tvould be dynamic, changing and lingrristical!~determined
through social interuciion. In one instance. Vygotsky operationalized the plane of

consciousness created by the internalization of the visual field in the form of thefield of
cirtention. This indicates the possibility of operationalizing pfanes of conrciozrsness. in

that instance through the notion of afield.

In drawing these disjointed segments together a picture begins to emerge, which is
essentially one of Vygotsky attempting to account for the individual in society, and the

society in the individual, which has been one of the central problems in the social
sciences and humanities for several hundred yean, and remains unsettled to this day.

However. if the disjointed segments are interpreted through a typical Vygotskian
framework of srnrcitrre andftmcrion, the broad contours of a general direction for theory
and research are suggested. These theoretical segments indicate a plane isfrcncfionally a
structuring device that bridges some aspect of the individual with some aspect of the

social world. through mediation and sign systems. Stnrcrlrrolly. it indicates three
components: ( I ) an individual component (2) a social component and (3) the mediating
bridge between them. The dialectic predicts this to be a dynamic combination. This
conceptualization of planes of'conscio~rsnessaccommodates individual knowledge
acquisition. enculturation. and the relationship between them. It provides a h e w o r k
for analysis and evaluation. which are taken up in Chapter 5 .

The nature and character of these planes. which I have referred to as "The Vygorsky
P/anes ",could be developed through theory. but a research approach is more in keeping
with a Vygotskian perspective. Again, Vygotskfs dynamic analysis provides an
appropriate research approach. For example, by being "aware of being aware" a person
can quite obviously indicate what they are aware of.

The concept of The Vygotsky Planes is applicable to theorizing, researching and
evaluating the educational activities involved in videoconferencing. synchronous and

asynchronous computer conferencing, and could be extended to include computer based
learning (CBL) as well.

Similarities Between Research and Evaluation

In the previous section I suggested the hypothetical Cygotsb Plunes as a researchable
theoretical concept. This section illustrates this approach through an example. and also
suggests that a Vygotskian approach to research is adaptable to evaluation.

Vygotsky developed his experimental approach and interpretive Framework specifically
to study higher mental processes. and focussed on sites similar to or corresponding to

those in the ICT environment. specifically:

Practical activity
Voluntary attention
Mediated Memory
A Vygotskian approach to research is in many respects similar to a Vygotskian approach

to evaluation and. arguably, could Form the foundation and background for discussing
emerging modes of evaluation of higher level learning in the ICT environment (which is
taken up more specifically in the next Chapter). Vygotsky advocated dvnamic analysis of
processes. and believed that processes should be studied "in tlight", meaning as they
initially occur. as they take shape. and after they are firmly formed. This section
illustrates the conceptual and practical linkages between research and evaluation through

a Vygotskian perspective, primarily through the concept of inrernalizution, and his

hypotheticalfield of mtenrion.

"Reading" Videoconferencing Through a Vygotskian Perspective
This section "reads*' videoconferencing through a Vytgotskian perspective and
interpretive Framework. An example is used as a structuring device for the discussion,
specifically the theoretical concept of the " j k l l oj'ctttmrion". potentially researchable in
videoconferencing. The "read" is through a total Vygotskian perspective. Vygotsky
having provided the theoretical concept itself. the research method. interpretive
frame\vork. and the terminology.

Vyyotsky hypothesized the inlernnlization of rhe vis~rrrljieltlto create afield of attention.
which he described as cr series ofpotentiul percepr~ralfie1dsrhorfornl sl/ccessive,
r!vnctmic srrucrrrres uver time. Vygotsky logically developed this concept. but it remains

underdeveloped in terms of research and practice. and is ripe for application to the ICT
environment. Thefield of attenlion is a concept that could. for example be investigated in
videoconferencing through posing a simple research question: ?7tarare people paying

'

~ttentionto? This is a deceptively simple research question in view of the magnitude of

potential for interpreting responses through a Vygotskian framework, and is easily
incorporated into existing videoconferencing. Llynamic analysis of answers to this

question could reveal substantial information about the shape and character of the
hypotheticalfield of attention, as well as the processes involved in its formation, stability

and transformation, and thereby provide a point of entry into theoretical development to

guide further research and practice in the ICT environment.

To consider how well the Vygotskian methodological approach fits. a closer "read" is in

order.

A readily identifiable difference between graduate level videoconferencing and a

traditional face to face graduate or senior undergraduate seminar is the presence of the

techno lo^. The videoconferencing environment lacks the immediacy of face to face
interaction and substantially slows the speed of human communication and alters
communication patterns. This includes interruptions. questions. comments and so on that
normally occur in face to face seminar interaction. As a result. some view the technology
as an impediment or obstacle. In Vygotskian terminology. this is an existing site of

research employing the experimental-developmental method The technology introdidces
tm obsrtrcle and disruptsfossilized behuviorrr of typical graduate or senior undergraduate

level face to face seminar interaction the same way Vygotsky deliberately disrupted
behaviour in his experiments3. Research of this type is analogous to Vygotsky's study of
practical activity. and easily positioned within that theoretical logic. As well. since
videoconferencing is an ongoing activity in education, it requires only the application of a
Vygotskian fnmework to an existing situation. and interpretation within that framework".

There is substantial practical applicability of the concept of thefield of uttention to the
videoconferencing environment. It seems reasonable to speculate that while

videoconferencing increases connectivity and opportunities for interactivity among
participants, it also might be viewed as a constraint or a forced narrowing of the field of
attention. Research of this nature would further learning. researching and, from an
instructional perspective, organizing the activity in this environment. A theoretical
framework is desirable. as videoconferencing becomes increasingly multi-dimensional.
Point-to-point videoconferencing could provide the initial research site, with research
extending to investigate the increased complexity of multicast videoconferencing and
auxiliary components such as multi-media used in videoconferences.

An example of increased complexity can be found in the work of David Mitchell

(Mitchell and Ring. 1999) who created an extremely complex and sophisticated learning
environment in the winter of 1999 by co-ordinating a project that invoived running a
nationally networked course using MVC over CA*Net 11. The course. entitled "The
Social Impacts of Commzrnicat ions and lnformaiion Technologies". connected six

communication programs across Canada. The course ran weekly for three hours For the
winter semester. during which time all six sites were simultaneously connected through
multi-cast videoconferencing technology for approximately 90 minutes of each session.
Each session involved a lecture by an expert at one of the sites. followed by a multi-site
discussion where all participants would interact with each other at any of the sites. This
created a unique learning environment for the participants. both visually and in terms of
the interactivity it facilitated5.

Vygotskian research and theoretical development orientation was through a grorinded
rheory approach6. This is suited for theorizing higher level learning in the ICT
environment because many activities such as videoconferencing and computer
conferencing are already well underway and rapidly proliferating in higher education.
notwithstanding the lack of theory to guide their development. At this point in time, it is
not a question of theory guiding practice. indeed it is clearly a case of practice informing

theory.

Vygotsky laid down a solid theoretical foundation and research methodology. and they
await further use and development

The Field of Attention and Computer Conferencinghternet Courses
In addition to videoconferencing, the concept of thefklri of orrention has direct
implication for internet courses involving higher level learning, which includes
synchronous and asynchronous computer conferencing. The implications extend to
theory. practical activity and research and. ultimately. evaluation.

In internet courses, the visual field is restricted to the size of the screen. and user
movement is restricted in accordance with the limitations of the technology. For
example. some computer conferencing software does not let the user back up and review
past material. The screen binds the user's visual field.

Within the structural and functional confines of the restricted visual field of the computer.
and the primarily text-based interaction required, it seems reasonable to assume there will
be tension between linear and nonlinear thinking, and that this would likely be
exacerbated by the introduction of multi-media capabilities and text-based interaction.

Clearly, the rapid proliferation of internet courses at the graduate level calls for a
theoretical Framework. A total Vygotskian approach to theorizing and researching this
site is appropriate as well. for the same reasons as outlined for videoconferencing. and the
shape and nature of thejield of'attmtion provides a structure and framework. The
hypothetical

" Vygotsky

Planes previously theorized are linguistically operationalizable
"

through a text-based format to examine both (1 ) knowledge acquisition and (3) the
C

development. or lack of development. of the enculturation aspect of graduate level
education in the socially isolated environment of. for example. internet courses. From a
Vygotskian perspective. imitation is an essential component OF higher level thinking and
learning. In the text-based environment of internet courses imitation will obviously be
substantially different than face to face or videoconferencing. Thefield of attenlion is a
theoretically based researchable concept which could provide valuable practical
information for organizing this environment in a way that will maximize its potential.

Part II:

MediatiodNonlinear Mediation

Vygotsky theorized mediated memory to be characterized by an intermediate stimulus
that he referred to as a second order stimulus or sign, which a person must actively draw
into the situation and create a linkage between the stimulus and response.

According to Vygotsky, mediation is the internalization of sign systems and the social
world, and this is basic to all higher psychological processes and creates new forms of
culturally-based processes. In his view. the very essence of human memory is people
actively remembering with the help of signs. In a Vygotskian sense. mediation is both
the tool and process for thinking.

In the discussion of concept formation in the previous chapter. I stated that Vygotsky
mentioned two important points that are underdeveloped in his original work. The first is
that social patterns are internalized. including problem solving approaches and strategies,
and this predetermines the range of activity available to people. The second point is that

at the individual cognitive level. stable meaning in words channel thought and activity
into particular patterns. Meanings are socially and culturally determined. including those
of academic communities. This has direct implications for higher level learning in a

global and multi-dimensional context and ICT environment. because participants cannot

t

assume meaning is fixed and constant. In this sense. the constructivist orientation, where
participants construct meaning. is particularly appropriate.

In terms of forms of' mediation, the increasingly nonlinear technologically connected
world would logically result in the internalization of nonlinearity in form and content in
terms of both sign systems and the social world. There are several implications flowing
from this strucrlrrally andfimcfionally. Structurally, a nonlinear mediated sign system
will result in the formation of networks or webs or meaning. Functionally, the process of
forming conceptual linkages wil2 be nonlinear as well. In other words, the increased

nonlinearity of the social world brought about by the presence and use of technology, and
increased multi-dimensionality such as multi-media and the internet will heighten and
increase the mediation tool of nonlinearity. This is not to suggest nonlinearity is
something new. but that the nonlinearity of technologies such as the internet is increasing
its salience.'

In terms of implications for higher level learning, nonlinearity in the ICT environment is
often equated with Fragmentation and disjointed flow. In videoconferencing and
synchronous computer conferencing. for example. students sometimes become somewhat
disoriented and even frustrated with this. Here a conceptual shift would seem to be
useful. Students could view themselves as refining an existing cognitive skill. that of
dealing with nonlinearity and multi-dimensionality. rather than fragmentation and
disjointed flow. Most students are quite adept at nonlinearity in common practical
activities. such as channel surfing and websurfing, but are somewhat critical of it in
educational practice involving technology. This is an excellent example of the benefit of
a solid theoretical foundation for the ICT environment to explain and guide the activity
currently underway and expanding in this educational space.

PART 111:

The Relationship Between Thought and Speech - Text-Based Interaction

Vygotsky's theory of the relationship between thought and speech (as detailed in the last
Chapter) offers a Framework to theorize text-based interaction in the computer
conferencing environment.

Vygotsky asserted that thought and speech do not "mirror" each other fUnctionally or
structurally. Functionally. he viewed thought as for oneself. and speech for social
communication purposes. Structurally. he viewed thought as extreme and elliptical, and
to be characterized by the tendency to abbreviation and the tendency to predication, and
speech to be linear and sequential. Schematically. two intersecting circles can represent
thought and speech, with the overlapping parts coinciding to produce 'verbal thought'.

The mediating component between thought and speech is language. specifically inner
speech.

Vygotsky also theorized that oral speech and written speech are not the same things, and
that more words are required to contextualize and explain when communicating in

winen language than in oral speech. This is because oral speech (as Vygotsky viewed it.
keeping in mind he was not speaking of a technologically mediated environment or
broadcasting) is characterized by immediacy and typically involves dialogue and
interaction. while written speech is typically for an absent audience and must establish
the context o f the communication.

In Vygotskian terms. the tendency to abbreviation and tendency to predication diminish
as thought expands into the linearity of oral speech. and oral speech further expands into
written speech. This illustrates the central role of language, and the importance of
discourse and linguistic skills for effective communication in the text-based environment.

It also indicates that time and conscious effort play important roles.

The last chapter set out three relationships that have implications for higher level learning
in the ICT environment. specifically:

Tholight and Orirl Speech: The general relationship is described above
Oral Speech ond lVrilten Speech: An extra layer of mediation is involved in moving
from the immediacy and dialogue of oral speech to the expanded. monologue form of
written speech.

Thought and Written Speech: This requires another layer of mediation as the person
goes from the elliptical form of thought to the linear form of oral speech and on to the
hlly expanded form of written speech.
Vygotsky's theory of the relationship between thought and speech addresses two
important components in higher level learning in the ICT environment: ( 1) the time
delay involved. and (2) the additional layers of mediation required in text-based
interaction. This section focuses on the implications of Vygotsky's theory for text-based
interaction in synchronous and asynchronous computer conferencing.

Synchronous and Asynchronous Conferencing
One of the biggest challenges facing students and curriculum designers is developing the

synchronotis conirencing space in a way that will facilitate higher level learning. This
learning environment requires people to go through extra layers of mediation compared
to face to face interaction, and this can be a somewhat arduous task. One layer of
mediation is the task of putting thought into written speech instead of only to the level of
oral speech as in face to face interaction. Another layer of mediation is the technology

itself and its restrictions and capabilities, including confining and directing the visual
field, and possibly restricting backwards scrolling.

.4ccording to Vygotsky, language occupies the central role in organizing both thought

and social interaction. As such, there is a heightened need to be aware of the linguistic
referents and meanings operating. In a text-based synchronolrs environment, in which
interaction is much slower as a result of the extra layers of mediation involved,
interaction tends to become somewhat cryptic and abbreviated. with typically several
superficial conversations going in different directions. It seems reasonable to assume that
people are operating on the basis of their own assumptions regarding the existence of a
shared background of meaning and specificity of the linguistic referents. which may not

be accurate.

In the text-based environment. extra layers of mediation are required as people go from
the elliptical. condensed form of though hypothesized by Vygotsky to the linear form of
speech, and finally to the fully extended form of written speech when sending out a
message. The process reverses when receiving a message. This form of communication
requires more conscious effort and words than communicating in oral speech. In
addition, synchronolcs computer conferencing lacks visual cues. which are present to at
least some extent in videoconferencing. The technology often restricts backwards
scrolling. so after text has passed the visual confines of the screen it is essentially lost to
the participants. These factors do not bode well for synchronous conferencing and
attaining high level interaction.

It seems more reasonable to view the synchronozrs conference as a tool that performs the
h c t i o n of providing a means of social interaction and contributing to enculturation, and

an organizational tool for specific tasks and purposes. People clearly enjoy the social
aspect of synchronous conferencing and. in the case of distance education, it provides a
sense of social connection between participants. This in itself is a valuable contribution
to the ICT learning environment.

In direct contrast. the Vygotskian theory of the relationship between thought and speech
implicate asynchronolrs text-based interaction to be particularly well suited to higher
level learning. It is reasonable to assume these participants have a high degree of
commitment to a given academic endeavour. are intellectually mature and knowledgeable
of subject matter content and issues. For this type of learner it is reasonable to speculate
that the extra layers of mediation may actually benefit the learner by providing more time
to think and reflect before responding and interacting as in face to face interaction.
People need time to contemplate. reflect and prepare a thoughthl and reasoned response
or challenge. and to incorporate new information into an existing cognitive Framework.

The time delay involved in asynchronous conferencing reconfigures the learning space

and provides the learner with more time for reflection and the higher order thinking
involved in psychological processes such as analysis. synthesis and evaluation.

In Vygotskian terms. the altered (extended) dimension of time provides time for the extra
layers of mediation required to go from thought to speech to written speech. It also
provides time for a person to engztge in verbal thought, the intersecting area of thought

and speech. In this area. Vygotsky believed logical and linear language meets elliptical.

affective thought. Here. a person can reflect on both external information and inward
processes.

This section has applied several theoretical components of Vygotsky's original work and
considered their implications for higher level learning in the LCT environment. Many of
these provide a theoretical framework for the ICT environment directly in terms of
explaining the educational activities that occur there.

PART IV:

Concept Formation

According to Vygotsky. concept furmalion is the highest level of thought and is the
culmination of a complicated process in which all the basic intellectual functions take
part. In his theory. all the higher mental functions are mediated processes. and signs and
sign systems (in particular language) are the basic means to master them. In fact.
according to Vygotsky. without lungrage there is no thoughr.

For the purposes of the discussion in this Chapter, the actual individual stages of concept
formation are not relevant, and will be addressed in the context of evaluation in the next
chapter. Rather, this discussion is at the broader level of acquiring the means and
capabilities to engage in concept formation, and how the ICT cnvironrnent impacts them.

Therefore, in the context of this discussion, the main implication for higher level learning
in the ICT environment is the use of concept formation as a tool. Vygotsky's method of

double stimulation and the resulting categories of concept formation provide a
methodological and interpretive framework for researching concept formation, and the
social patterns and problem solving strategies of the various disciplines8.

PART V:

Social/Collaborative Learning and the ZPD

Virtually every aspect of Vygotsky's theories places learning in a collaborative, social
context. As such. a picture begins to emerge of social and collaborative learning that
resonates with higher level leaming in the ICT environment in a number of ways, which
can be summarized as t'ollows:

I.

People leczrnfrorn each otlrer. In a collaborative learning environment every
person is a viewed as a resozrrce.
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The implication of this is that knowledge is ~iistribrrtrdthroughout the
collaborative learning environment.

3.

The Vygotskian dicaZectic and the ciistribzrted knowledge perspecrive would predict
that the collaborative learning environment is a changing, dynamic environment.
in terms of both the knowledge distributed throughout and the people themselves.

4.

The distributed knowledge perspecrive is particularly well suited to graduate level
learning in the ICT environment. because, in the information society. new
information is constantly being generated and time is of the essence.

i

In the collaborative learning environment, people are learning not only knowledge
and information from each other, but also social patterns and signs.

With these implications in mind. the ZPD can be considered.

Vygotsky believed that lecirning leads development, and that learning occurs in the Zone
of Proximal Developmenr. or ZPD. In his view. the ZPD contains the "buds" and

"flowers" of development. which refers to the mental functions that have not yet matured
and are in an embryonic state. and are brought into fruition through imitation and
collaboration with more capable others. He defined the ZPD as:

"the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by individual
problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through
problem solving with more capable others." (Mind in Society. p. 86)

In the previous Chapter I raised several issues relating to the ZPD. and stated it is an
underdeveloped but widely appropriated concept in education. Significant among these
was that Vygotsky did not provide sufficient information to conceptualize the nature and
character of the ZPD. which raises questions such as. for instance. if it is an individual
characteristic or a learning environment.

This section is concerned with the theoretical extension of the ZPD. I am suggesting

there are two ZPD's, an individual ZPD and a collaborative ZPD. To support this

argument, I am essentially bringing one component of Vygotsky's theory to bear on
another. Specifically, I draw on Vygotsky's theoretical component of internalization. that
each psychologicul fiinction appears twice, once as an interpersonalfirncrion and then

again as an intrapersonalfrinction. and apply it to the collaborative learning

environment.

Essentially, I am suggesting that learning in the collaborative learning environment is an
iterative process between the interpersonal level and intrcrpersonal level. whereby each
contributes to the development of the other. My argument is as follows:

I.

Kno~vlrtigeis distribzited through the collaborative environment. and each

individual is viewed as a resource, and also a knoltllrdge iiser.

.
3

Because the collaborative environment is comprised of individuals. with varying
backgrounds. education and other characteristics. it seems reasonable to suggest
that vis a vis the group. each person is likely to be cr more capable other in some
way.

3.

As a resource. each person makes kno\vletlge contribtitions to the colIaborative

ZPD. The colluborarive ZPD is the databank or repository for the group.
Contributions could be in an external form, or an abstract form that would. for
example. emerge through discussions. The collaborative ZPD also contains social
patterns and signs that can be taken up. and behaviour that can be imitated.
4.

Each person has an individzcal ZPD. This contains the "buds" of embryonic
abilities for that person.

5.

The collaborative ZPD is viewed a repository or databank containing "buds" for
the collaborative group, which can be drawn out and developed by group
members, or drawn out for use in developing an individual ZPD.

The process of learning through the collaborarive ZPD and individual ZPD can be
conceptualized as an iterative process of a person developing their individual ZPD
through contributions of the collaborative ZPD.and in turn contributing to the
development of the collaborative ZPD. In this sense. both the individual ZPD and the
collaborative ZPD are dynamic, changing spaces.

This scheme is obviously at a very rudimentary level and would require substantial
theoretical development to be defensible. which is beyond the scope and level of this
thesis. However. it does establish an alternative way of viewing collaborative learning
instead of the usual practice of collaboration in education. Typically. collaborative
learning in education refers to students engaged in the same project. This often results in
dividing the project into separate individual tasks which. when combined. result in one
finished project. This can be nothing more than a co-ordination of skills and effort. rather
than learning per se.

The existence of an individual ZPD and a collaborative ZPD is hypothetical. However.
viewing the ZPD as an individual characteristic places substantial limitation on theorizing
collaborative learning. For example. an individual ZPD suggests a limit to the high end
of the ZPD where. for instance. a person could not go beyond the level of the teacher
(Kilgore, 1999). A collaborative learning environment. because of the diversity of the
participants and viewing the participants as resources. has no limits. In other words,
there is no ceiling and the developmental possibilities are infinite.

Viewing the ZPD as an individual characteristic is also inconsistent with the Vygotskian
orientation of positioning learning in a social context, and an example will illustrate this.
In some computerized tutoring programs. a "hint' is given to the student, which
theoretically could extend the student's individual ZPD and enable higher achievement in
testing. However. this is simply a renamingof traditional educational practice. as I
referred to earlier. From a Vygotskian perspective. collaborative learning is social. with
the unlimited possibilities for learning that implies.

This conceptualization also forms a framework to evaluate collaborative learning, and
this is addressed in the next Chapter. There is a basic implication for evaluation in this
conceptualization of a collaborative learning environment. which is that evaluation
should be of burh orrfplir and inplrr.

Chapter Summary
This Chapter identified a number of implications for theorizing and researching the ICT
learning environment through a V ygotskian perspective. A V ygotskian perspective
provides an entire research and methodological and interpretive framework for the ICT
environment, which can be adapted to an evaluation framework. It also provides a way
to theorize learning, and a way to theorize the practical activities occurring in the ICT
environment. This is through the core concepts of internalization. mediation. and the
relationship between thought and language.

The next Chapter draws on these implications for considering emerging modes of
evaluation of collaborative learning within graduate level university settings.

Chapter 4 Notes
An entire body of literature surrounds the concept of "higher level" learning in the
tradition of Piagetian developmental psychology. which emphasizes developmental
stages. Jean Piaget theorized a "formal operational thought" stage at around 12 years of
age where a person becomes capable of higher level, abstract thinking. See for example
Piaget, 1975. 1977
I
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There are obvious inherent difficulties in establishing what people are actually
paying attention to. including the possibility of a person providing socially desirable
answers instead of socially undesirable answers. However. it does theoretically and
conceptually provide a starting point for researching the ICT environment within a
Vygotskian perspective. and the opportunity to identify the broad contours of the ICT
environment. For example. a possible research focus might be on determining to what
extent the visual image of a speaker is paid attention to. compared to what the speaker is
saying.
Arguably. it may be the fossilized behaviour of watching TV that is being
disrupted in videoconferencing.
Walter Archer. Randy Garrison and Terry Anderson. all of the University of
Alberta. see distance education as a "disrrlptive rechnologv" in university education. In
'*.i\dopting Disruptive Technologies in Traditional Universities: Continuing Education as
an Incubator for innovation". they take a market perspective and outline the disruption
that technology causes to traditional research universities. Ultimately. they conclude that
traditional universities must prepare themselves for changes in the marketplace of higher
education by "incubating" disruptive communication and learning technologies in semiautonomous units such as continuing education. According to them. moving the
incubated innovations From the semi-autonomous. peripheral unit into the main body of
the institution is a substantial problem. Their approach resonates with the Vygotskian
concept of disrupting fossilized behaviour. at an institutional level. it seems reasonable
to assume that researching the ICT environment and establishing a solid theoretical
foundation would facilitate this transition.

J
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Details of this and other projects undertaken by David Mitchell can be found in an
article entitled "Using Networked Technologies to Enhance instruction and Research in
Communications,'. in Canadian Journal of Comrnlmication, 1999, Vol. 24. pp.401-425.
Walter Archer and Kirby Wright of the University of Alberta. in a paper entitled
"Back to the Future: Adjusting University Continuing Education Research to an
Emerging Trend". argue that the case srzrdy shows great promise of being a tool that can
be used to improve practice in the "new university extension" era. According to them,
concentrating research efforts on case studies builds directly on improving practice.
They state that ultimately the preparation, publication and study of case studies should be
focused in the distance delivery of a joint. inter-university, graduate program, and this
program should be developed to the doctoral level. They see the case study as being

6

particularly appropriate for researching the ICT environment because of the substantial
diversity and uniqueness of major projects and programs.

This is particular reference to hypertext, around which there is well established
Literature. See for example Landow and Delany. 1993: Landow. 1994.
/
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Research possibilities for the "Vygotsky Blocks" are discussed in Chapter 5.

CHAPTER FIVE
Emerging Modes of Evaluation of Collaborative Higher Level
Learning in the ICT Environment Within a University Setting

This chapter draws together several threads that have been introduced in the last four
chapters. and weaves them together for the purpose of considering the emerging modes of
evaluation of higher level collaborative learning in the ICT environment in a university
setting, through a Vygotskian perspective. The modes that appear to be emerging are:

Process and pattern evaluation
Conversation analysis
Embedded Assessment Techniques

Throughout this thesis I have argued that there is a difference between the traditional
approach to education and evaluation and the highly interactive, process oriented ICT
environment. In essence. I have argued that the ICT environment provides a richer
learning environment, primarily because of the social and collaborative learning it
facilitates. By extension, evaluation should reflect the interactivity and the processes
involved in this interactivity. Conceptually, by applying a traditional evaluation
approach of evaluating the product or outcome of an educational experience, the
traditional mode is accentuated. This includes promoting a "broadcasf' or transmission
orientation to learning, rather than promoting and developing evaluation congruent with a
constructivist approach.

The focus of this thesis is the university setting. Therefore, emerging modes of
evaluation need to be consistent with the existing eval~rationstructure presented by

BIoom 's Taronomy - Cognitive Domain ( 1 954) and Affectiw Domain ( 1 964), the well
established and entrenched standard at the university level. As such. the structure itself is
of primary importance in considering evaluation modes.

The central argument developed in this chapter is that process and putfern rvuhrution are
emerging modes of evaluation consistent with a Vygotskian perspective as it has been
developed in this thesis. and the structure of Bloom 3 Tu~onomy.However. this raises a
central question: Whut are the processes and patterns involvecr! In essence. the question
of what is being evaluated must be addressed prior to addressing how evaluation should

proceed. The question of what is being evaluated has been addressed on a theoretical
level through Vygotsky's work. and a Vygotskian perspective on learning established in
the last Chapter. This Chapter moves to focussing on and considering horv evaluation
could proceed through a Vygotskian perspective, and the existing evaluation structure of

Bloom's Taxonomy - Cognitive Domain ( I 954) andriffrctivr Domain (1964).

For the sake of simplicity and because I am discussing evaluation in the university
context, I refer to grc~dtraielevel learning, but this is meant to encompass higher level

learning in general. as that meaning has been established in the previous Chapter, and
specifically to include the senior undergrudzicztr level.

In what follows, what I want to discuss the central argument through four interrelated
parts, each with a theme that contributes to developing the central argument. The first
part of this chapter considers the similarities between Bloom 's Tauonomy - Cognitive

Domain ( 1 954) and Vygotsky's "Concept Formation". and how these similarities indicate
Bloom 's Cognitive Domain structure can be tied to Vygotsky's theoretical foundation for
subcategory expansion of Bloom 's Cognitive Domain (1954). In the second part of this
Chapter I argue that Bloom's Tawnomy - .-1ffective Domain ( 1 964) presents an existing
h e w o r k based on the dimension of inrernalixzrion. and that it holds potential for
development of theorizing and evaluating higher level learning in the ICT environment
through a Vygotskian perspective. I will then discuss evaluation itself in the third part of
this Chapter. and argue that process antipattern evc~lltcitionare broad modes of evaluation
emerging which are consistent with a Vygotskian perspective. and conversc~tionunolysis

and embedded ossessmenftrchniqzres provide specific applications of these modes within
the frameworks of a Vygotskian perspective and Bloom 's Taxonomy. However. the
question of rvhrrt is being evaluated. i.e. the patter~lsand processes in graduate level

lraming in the ICT environment. needs to be addressed and identified through research
before specific evaluation methods can be developed and implemented. I also argue that
a Vygotskian methodological and interpretive approach to research provides a framework
adaptable to evaluation of higher level learning in the ICT environment. I conclude my
discussion with a consideration of the collaborative learning environment, and suggest it
can be viewed as a micro social world, and can and should be researched and theorized in
that fashion. This implicates case studies as an appropriate methodological approach.

Prior to embarking on the above discussions, in the interest of clarity I will establish the
parameters and underlying foundation for the discussion. The level of learning addressed
in this is the Vygotskian perspective of higher level learning established in Chapter 3
which. for the purposes of providing a focus and boundaries for this thesis, I have
described as gradirate level and senior zrndergraiiirate level in the university context'. To
brietly recap. learning is considered to be both kno~clledgeacqtrisition and enculirrration
into an academic community, and encompass both individzral cognitive development and
social deve lopnzenr. V ygotsky 's theory of saciocultirral cleveloprnent and in particular
inrern~zlization.forms the foundation for conceptualizing intellectual development. For

the purposes of this discussion. learning is assumed to occur in a social context. be
collaborative in nature. and occur in an ICT environment. With respect to the ICT
Iearning environment. I am referring to a mediated environment characterized by
inrrrucriviry and rwo way comrnimicafion.specifically videoconferencing and

synchronous and asynchronous computer conferencing. An underlying assumption is
that the point of a connected learning environment is the interacrion. which automatically
positions learning in a social and collnborative context. In terms of evaluation it is

therefore in a sense the interactivity rhar is being evallrured.

PART I:

Bloom 's Cognitive Domain (1 954) - Potential Subcategory Development

through Vvnotskv's "Concept Formation"

Both Bloom 's Taxonomy and Vygotsky's "Concept Formation'' deal with the notion of
"complexiry":Bloom structurally, and Vygotsky theoreticall9. In both cases, the word

complex is used in the context of a grotrp or assemblage of units, and the word
complexity refers to rlaborateiy interrelated or interconnecretl parts. Bloom 's Cognitive
Domain (1954) is based on a continuum of complexity in terms of classifying behaviour

tiom simple to complex, with external observable behaviour presumed to run parallel to

and be indicative of internal cognitive processes. Vygotsky addresses complexity as a
stage leading to -"ConceptFormation". Comparing Vygotsky's "Concept Formation" and
the categories of the Bloom i Cognitive Donrain (1954) indicates a number of areas
where the structures could inform each other for the purpose of development of f ' e r
subcategories of Bloom 'sCognitive Domain ( 1 954)on the basis of cumpie-~ity.For
discussion purposes and to simplify the narrative. I have separated the two structures into
three sections. In the matrix that follows. the middle and last rows are most reIevant to
this discussion:

Bloom's Taxonomy Cognitive Domain
Categories
(1 954)

Knowledge
Comprehension
-4pplication

Analysis
Synthesis

Evaluation

Cognitive Processes
Assumed by Bloom's
Taxonomy, Cognitive
Domain

Basic processes, such as:
Remembering
Understanding
Perceiving
Higher processes, such as:
Breaking into
components
Identifying
relationships
Abstraction
Combining elements

A value or judgment made.
use of a standard of
appraisal

Vygotsky - Stages
Leading to "Concept
Formation"
(1962)

Trial anderror
Spatial distribution
Two stage syncretic
connections
Complex Formation
Nucleus/Associative
Collection by Contrast
Chained Complex
Diffuse Complex
Pseudocomplex

(Conce~tFormation
nbstraction &
synthesis)

The middle highlighted section indicates a transition in both structures fiom basic
awareness and understanding of knowledge to active engagement in cognitive processes
of analysis and synthesis.

In Vygotsky's view. establishing bonds and relationships is the principle function of
"complex formation?',and an overabundance of connections and linkages characterizes
the process. From research with the "Vygotsky Blocks" (Thorrght and Langugage, 1962,

and Chapter 3 of this thesis), Vygotsky and associates developed categories based on the
patterns they observed, which are summarized in the third row of the table above. I am
not suggesting that these categories themselves are accurate or defensible. Rather. the
point is that the technique provides a basic foundation or standard from which
subcategory expansion and development could proceed on the categories of analysis and
synthesis. This is researchable and could extend to identifying differences in these

processes within the interactive ICT environments. with applicability extending to CBL
(computer based learning) as well3.

Bloom 's Cognitive Domain ( I 934) is not a theory. and no attempt was made to
theoretically ground its developmentJ. It was a collaborative effort based on consensus
among the 34 college examiners forming the committee. and these members drew on

their own experiences and perspectives to create the categories. However. it does not
have to remain that way. Vygotsky's theory of "Concept Formation" (specifically the
stages of "complex thinking") has the potential to provide a theoretical mooring to move
development of Bloom 'sCognitive Domain ( 1954) fonvard. Both postulate similar sets
of cognitive activity. specifically unalysis and synthesis. and this suggests similarities
between the structure of Bloom and the theoretical foundation of Vygotsky.

The concepts and categories of "Analysis " and "Synthesis suggest the relationship
"

between them is comparison, and this has potential to be another category for evaluation.

According to Bloom 's Cognitive Domain (1954), analysis is an objective of any field of
study. The category of "Analysis" emphasizes the activity of breaking material down
into its constituent parts, and detecting the relationships among the parts and how they
are organized. As a learning objective, rinalysis can also be directed at the techniques
and devices used to establish meanings. Bloom 's Cognitive Domain ( 1954) divides
analysis into three types or levels:

( 1)

Analysis of elements

(2)

Analysis of relationships

(3)

Analysis of organizational principles.

The divisions of the Bloom 's Cognitive Domuin (1 954) refer to the outward manifestation
of presumed internal cognitive activity that takes the form of a commlmica~ion,which is

actually what is being evaluated through the categories. Bloom 's Cognitive Domain
(1954) views the basis upon which analysis occurs to be discipline or subject specific

such as. for example. the analysis required by teachers of science compared to the arts.

Bloom 's Cognitive Domain ( 1 954) includes a discussion of the errors students make, and

subcategory expansion of analysis could conceivably occur on that basis. The errors in
analysis are grouped as follows:

Crrrde Errors:

Misjudging the nature of elements or the relationships between
elements in a communication; confusing basic and subordinate

elements; inability to identify forms and patterns; failure to see
the bearing of elements to the whole.

Incomplete A ~nalysis:
Missing some of the elements. relationships or principles the
student ought to see but did not.

Breaking the communication up into more minute elements
than is appropriate for the material. thereby often missing the
more important relationships.
Other Limited Errors

The Taxonomy groups errors into this category based on
quality and adequacy of the analysis.

In terms of a theoretical foundation for Bloom's Cognitive Domain (1 954) subcategory
expansion based on errors. Vygotsky 's "Concept Formation" categories of the stages of
complex thinking are limited in their direct applicability because thinking in complexes is
characterized by creating linkages, rather than breaking down the object of study.

The category of "Synthesis" in Bloorn 's Cognitive Domain ( 1954) considers synthesis to
be the putting together of parts and elements to form a whole. This involves combining
and working with elements to create a pattern or structure not clearly there before.

Bloom 's Cognitive Domain (1954) distinguishes among three different types of synthesis
primarily on the basis of their product:

Production of a unique communication
Production of a plan or proposed set of operations
Derivation of a set of abstract relations
Bloom 's Cognirive Domnin ( 1 954) also distinguishes types of errors students make in
synthesis:

Misinterpreting the purpose or nature of the problem
Misinterpreting the nature of important elements and their relationships
Omitting important elements
Applying iirrlevant or inaccurate elements
Over-organizing the elements so the result is inflexible
Othenvise failing to satisfy the requirements of an external theory. Framework
or of some other standard
Clearly. there is room for substantial subcategory development of "Qnrhesis" based on

error type. In terms of Vygotsky's work providing a theoretical mooring for this. several
errors in synthesis appear to correspond to the stages of comp!ex formation. Both are

characterized by creating linkages. However. logically linkages are established through a
process of both analysis and syihesis, which implies a process of comparison.

The errors involved in the categories of "Analysis" and bSynihesis"are similar in many

respects, such as misinterpretation. This indicates a lack of clarity in defining analysis
and synthesis individually, which suggests another factor may be at work. From a
Vygotskian perspective, there is the possibility that the categories of '%nalysis " and

"Synthesis"arebeing defined through an "atomistic" approach. Separating these two

interrelated processes does not permit sufficient definition or interpretation of either.
Here. a Vygotskian perspective could provide a theoretical basis for considering the
dynamic activity between the components, specifically conzparison. which could be
considered as a separate category.

The stages in Vygotsky's comp1e.rformation indicate an overall comparison process.
which varies and determines whether or not an object is included in the complex formed.

creates the categories. Understanding the basis for comparison and inclusion could
inform evaluation as it does not necessarily proceed according to predictable and logical
rationality. Vygotsky provides an example of this through the Bororo natives of Brazil.
who described themselves as "red parrots" and apparently meant it. Upon closer

investigation, Vygotsky deduced they did not really believe they were red parrots. but
were operating at the level of pseudo-complexes. The primitive mind had formed a
pseudo-complex that included humans and red parrots. a connection unrecognizable by
rational logic.

On a practical level and related to educational evaluation. when evaluating student term
papers it becomes apparent that various identifiable stages of conzpiexformation are
reached by some students. but indeed some do not actually reach the point of "Concept
Formation" as Vygotsky theorized it. In Vygotskian terms. true "Concept Formation''
operates at the abstract level, and every idea or element is related to the overarching
theme of the communication on the same basis as every other idea or elements.

While Bbom 's Cognitive Domain (1 954) and "Complex Formation" indicate potential
for informing each other and developing hrther subcategories, it must be noted that they

are not necessarily parallel structures. There is substantial blurring between notions such
as. for example. "abstract" and "bconcrete".and it is not even entirely clear what the
categories are actually referring to in terms of assumed cognitive activities. Such
inconsistencies do not permit direct comparison of the structures without further critique.
and pursing this line of inquiry would result in a major digression from the main focus of
this thesis. The purpose of this section was to illustrate the substantial potential for
subcategory development and expansion within a Vygotskian perspective. As well. it
indicates a point of entry for academic critique of Bloom i Cognitive Domuin ( 1 954)
within a Vygotskian framework. an activity also outside the scope of this thesis and
therefore not pursed but noted.

For the purposes of this discussion. an important element is missing from both Bloom 'S

Cognitive Domain ( 1954) and Vygotsky's "Concept Formation": On what basis are
components being analyzed mld synthesized? Is the standard andfrcrme~vorkexternal, or
internal? This is essentially the question of internalization. and when it occurs in
Bloom 's Cognitive Domain ( 1 954) and Vygotsky's "Concept Formation". Neither
Bloom nor Vygotsky directly address this question. This point is relevant to evaluation
because determining where internalization occurs specifies a particular point of
intersection with the Bloom 's -4ffective Domain ( 1 964), and a transformation that could
be theoretically addressed.

The third section appearing in the table above, the "Evaluafion"category of Bloom 's
Cognitive Domain (1954) and Vygotsky's movement to the abstract level of "Concept
Formation" both indicate a transition where some aspect of affect or value is suddenly
imported into the schemes. Without explanation. the processes are moved to an abstract
level. The transition in both cases is rather abrupt; prior to that point both schemes are
based on "complexity" in the sense of a group or assemblage of units. Vygotsky
theorized complex formation to occur at the concrete level. wirh a transition to the
abstract level of sign use as a result of the inrerna1i:aiion oj'si,qnoperations. The next
step up to the level of thinking in concepts in this scheme is through the internalization of

higher psychological processes. Bloom 's Cognitive Donruin ( 1 954) is not theoretically
based and did not address this point. However. with respect to evaluation this would
seem to be a major transition that should be accounted for more fully. both theoretically

and structurally.

The point where iniernalization. in the sense conceptualized in Bloom 's ilffective Domain
( 1964) and

by Vygotsky, appears to enter Bloom 's Cognitive Dornuin ( 1954) at the

':4nalysis" category. At this point the objective is to break down the communication into
its constituent elements so the hierarchy of ideas is clear. and the relationships are
explicit. The next category. "Synthesis". involves putting together and arranging
elements. parts and pieces into a pattern. These descriptions imply a framework or
guiding principle is operating, but it is not clear if it is an internal framework or an

exiernal one.

The question of internalization is central to evaluation, particularly at the graduate level

because it speaks to the component of enculturation. and the categories of Bloom's
.4ffective Domuin ( 1 964).

PART 11:

Bloom 's ..lffective Domain ( 1964) and Internalization

Bloom's rlffecrive Domain (1964) was very briefly introduced in Chapter Two. This
evaluation structure is underused and underdeveloped. but a tvell entrenched structure in
the university setting that in many respects reflects a Vygotskian perspective.

The word "affrct" is telling of the psychological dimensions that the Bloom i Aflective
Donruin ( 1 964) is attempting to categorize. Wrbstrr's Dictionary defines "affect" as:

"to have an affect on. influence:

to produce a change in:
to move or stir the emotions:
a disposition or tendency:

an emotion or feeling attached to an idea;

a stimulus or motive arousing an emotion. feeling or mood;
in general. emotion or emotional response"

Bloom 's .4ective Domain ( 1 964) encompasses all the above dimensions, which come
together in the concept of internalization. The similarities between Vygotsky and Bloom

on the concept of internalization are quite striking. but t t i s seems to have gone unnoticed
in the literature as a reasonably thorough search of print journals and the ERIC database
failed to reveal any articles discussing this. Direct excerpts from Bloom 's Affecrive
Domain ( 1 964) clearly illustrate the similarities:

"This ordering of the components (i.e.. categories of the Affective Domain)
seemed to describe a process by which a given phenomenon or value passed
From a level of bare awareness to a position of some power to guide or control
the behaviour of a person. If it passed through all the stages in which it
played an increasingly important role in a person's life, it would come to
dominate and control certain aspects of that life as it was absorbed more and
more into the internal controlling structure. This process or continuum
seemed best described by a term which was heard at various times in our
discussions and which has been used similarly in the literature:
"internalization." This word seemed an apt description of tfreprocess by
which the plrenornenon or val~desuccessively and pervasively becomes a part
of the individual."
(Bioonr 's Tuxonorry, ~ f f e c t i ~Dotrruin.
~e
p. 27)
**Thedescription of the process of internalization is not a product of any one
theory or point of view. As we see it. it is not a new concept but a useful
combination oFold ones. English and English ( 1958) define it as
"incorporating something within the mind or body: adopting as one's own the
ideas, practices. standards. or values of another person or of society" ... this
definition suggests that the culture is perceived as the controlling force in the
individual's actions."
(Bloom 's Taxonomy, Affective Domain. p. 29)

The above excerpts, which are only few of many possible linkages. illustrate the

similarities between the concept of internalization in Bloonz 's Affective Domain ( 1 964)
and Vygotsky theoretical concept of internalization. This indicates the potential for tying
Bloom 's Affective Domain (1 964) to Vygotsky's theoretical foundation of the concept.

Therefore, it is reasonable to examine the categories of Bloom i Affective Domain ( 1 964)

for the potential of developing and using it for the purpose of evaluating the social and
enculturation aspect of higher level learning in the ICT environment.

B/oorn 's Afrective Domain (1964) is structured according to a continuum of
internalization. According to Bloom (1 964), since the development committee was

constructing a hierarchy they needed to divide the continuum into stages or steps. They
tried to locate breaking points between steps or stages where they perceived some son of
transition to occur. such as the appearance of a new component or activity. However, the
boundaries between categories are completely arbitrary. For ease of reference and to
provide an overall view of the continuum. the major categories and subcategories ofthe

B/oorn 'srlffecrivr Domain ( 1964) appear below:
Bloom's Taronomy - Anective Domnirr
1964
1.O

2.0

3 .O

1
4.0
f

5 .o

Receiving
1 .I
I Awareness
1.2
Willingness to Receive
1.3
Controlled or Selected Aitention
Responding
2.1
Acquiescence in Responding
Willingness to Respond
2.2
Satisfaction in Response
2.3
Valuing
3.1
I Acceotance of a Value
3.2
I Preference for a Value
3.3
I Commitment
Organization
4.1
Conceptualization of a Value
4.2
I Organization of a Value System
Characterization by a Value or Vdue Com~Iex
5.1
Generalized Set
5.2
Characterization
1

According to Bloom (1964), the process of internalization can be described by
summarizing the continuum at successive levels as they appear in Bloom 's Affecrive
Domain ( 1 964):

"The process begins when the attention of the student is captured by some
phenomenon, characteristic, or value. As he pays attention to the phenomenon.
characteristic, or value. he differentiates it from the others present in the
perceptual field. With differentiation comes a seeking out of the phenomenon as
he gradually attaches emotional significance to it and comes to value it. As the
process unfolds he relates this phenomenon to other phenomena to which he
responds that also have value. This responding is sufficiently frequent so that he
comes to react regularly. almost automatically. to it and to other things like it.
Finally the values are interrelated in a structure or view of the world. which he
brings as a "set" to new problems."
(Bloom 's Taronom-v, .4flecrive Domtrin. p. 3 3 ) .

Obvious parallels and linkages to Vytosky's theoretical work are contained in this
description. including volzmtary crtrention. conceprformation. comp1r.r formation and
inrernalization of the social world. to name a few.

For the purposes of contextuaiizing the upcoming discussion on modes of evaluation. a
brief description of the most relevant categories follows. The details come directly from

Bloom 's Affective Domain ( 1 964):

2.0

Responding: This category best describes "interest" objectives. where a person

is actively attending to some phenomenon:

2.1

Acquiescence in Responding: Implies there is an element of compliance or

obedience with requirements.

2.2

Willingness to Respond: Implies voluntary uctivity, where the person is
proceeding From his or her own choice to do so. Indicators include:
voluntarily seeking out information
displaying interest
willingness to participate in activities.

2.3

Snrisfacrion in response: According to Bloom. this category is included at
this point to remind "us" of the presence of the emotional component and
its value in building affective behaviours. Indicators of satisfaction
include an emotional reaction.

3.0

Valuing:

The abstract concept of worth is in part a result of the individual's

o ~ v valuing
n
or assessment. but it is much more a social product that has been slowly

internalized and has come to be used by the student as his or her own criterion of worth.
According to Bloom. the objectives classified here are the "prime stuff'' from which the
ccnscience of the individual is developed into active control of behaviour. The central
problematic identified was a measurement problem between overt behaviour and internal
state.
2.1

..lrceptance of'tr Cblue: Ascribing worth to a phenomenon. behaviour.
object. etc. and this valuing is related to "belief'. In that context "belief'
refers to emotional acceptance of a phenomenon or value. This is the
lowest level of certainty about the value of a belief. and there is a
readiness to re-evaluate one's position. There is also a willingness to be
identified with the belief.

2.2

Preference for a Vahre: The individual is sufficiently committed to the

value to pursue it, seek it out. and want it.

2.3

Commitment: The individual acts to further the thing valued in some way.
to develop it or deepen his or her involvement with it. The person may try
to convince others and seek converts to a cause.

4.0

Organization: As the person successively internalizes values, he or she

encounters situations where more than one value is relevant. This necessitates organizing
values into a system, determining the relationships among them. and establishing the
dominant ones. The system is built gradually, and changes over time.
4.1

Concrpttraliz~tionof a bbhre: This category is concerned with higher level
cognitive behaviour such as analysis and synthesis. The quality of
abstraction, involving analysis and differentiation is involved. As well.
building concepts is added. which requires both the process of abstraction
and generalization.

4.2

Orgonizution of a Valrre System: The person brings together a complex of

values and brings them into an ordered relationship with one another.
Ideally. this relationship will be harmonious and internally consistent.

These categories indicate numerous behaviours that appear routinely and are desirable at
what I have referred to as the "graduate" level. but applies to higher level learning in
general as I have conceptualized it in this thesis. The categories also reflect the intimate
relationship between an individual and his or her social world. However. the descriptions

of the objectives tend to vary in terms of what the objective describes. including overt
behaviour and activity, emotional response. cognitive processes and attitudes. The key
organizer is the continuum of internalizarion, which increases throughout the categories
of Bloom 's Affective Domain ( 1 964).

For the purposes of this thesis. a significant transition occurs at "2.2 CViNingness to

ResponcP'. where, Bloom notes "he looks increasingly to an inner comptrlsion ". This

indicates internalization has occurred to the point where behaviour is internally guided,
rather than externally.

In the case of graduate level learning in the ICT environment. this would be the point
where The Vygotsky PZanes could enter as an evaluative framework for the social and
enculturation dimension of this level of learning. In this regard, "learning" is essentially
equivalent to internaliz~ztionand all that encompasses in a Vygotskian sense.

The foregoing sections focused on the current evaluation structure at the university level.
Bloom 's Taxonomy - Cognitive Domain ( 1 954) and Ajkctive Domain ( 1964)).for the
purpose of identifying and drawing out areas that can be discussed in conjunction with
emerging modes of evaluation. The discussion now turns to that topic.

PART III:

Emerging Modes of Evaluation

This section discusses the emerging modes of evaluation from a Vygotskian perspective

and through the categories of Bloom 's Tawnomy - Cognirive Domain ( 1954) and
;Iflective Domain (1964). The discussion will proceed through the following topics:

Dynamic Analysis
Process and Pattern EvaIuation
Conversation Analysis and The Vygotsky Planes

Embedded Assessment Systems
Talk Aloud Protocol

Process and patrern evaluation are broad and general approaches to evaluation, that are
consistent with a Vygotskian approach and form a solid foundation for future evaluation.
More specific emerging modes are conversation anulysis. which furthers research as well
as evaluation, and embedded assessment systems. a specific technique with substantial
practical potential.

Emerging modes of evaluation are discussed with a view towards evaluating higher level
learning in the ICT environment through the categories of Bloom's Tnronomy -

Cognitive Domain ( I 954 and AfiPrctive Domain (1 964). and focuses on
videoconferencing and text-based environments such as internet courses. and
synchronous and asynchronous computer conferencing.

Process and Pattern EvaluationfDynamic Analysis

As stated earlier in this Chapter. the processes and patterns involved in higher level

learning in the ICT environment should be researched in order to clarify the question of
whut is being evaluated. As detailed in Chapter 3 of this thesis. from a Vygotskian

research perspective three interrelated principles provide the approach to studying higher
psychological functions through dynumic analysis. the method he developed specifically
For that purpose:

Analyze processes. not objects
Distinguish between explanation and description
Disrupt fossilized behaviour

In Vygotsky's view, a reaction should be studied as it appears initially, as it takes shape,
and after it is firmly formed. He believed practice session data reveals the origin of a
process and its links to other processes, and should not be disregarded.

Although Vygotsky was referring to psychological research. his basic methodology is
con~patiblewith and adaptable to evaluating higher level learning in the ICT
environment. Support for this position can be derived through referring to his general
orientation and the dialectic approach, which are outlined in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
Vygotsky's sociocultural theory of development is essentially a theory of intellectual
development, and the development of higher mental functions. Following this line of
reasoning and the Vygotskian perspective of higher level learning established in Chapter
4 of this thesis. it is reasonable to argue that his methodological and interpretive

approaches for researching and studying intellectual development are appropriate for
researching and studying higher level learning. In other words. I am suggesting they are
either the same things. or have sufficient similarities between them to be considered so

for the purposes of this thesis and in particular emerging modes of evaluation. I am also
suggesting that a Vygotskian reseorchfinme~vurkis adaptable to creating a Vygotskian
rvalrrationjkame~vork.

However, while a Vygotskian perspective and approach is arguably appropriate for
research and evaluation, it does not provide precise measurement techniques and specific
methods. They need to be developed in a manner consistent with Vygotsky's overall

approach and theoretical components. several of which were identified in Chapter 3 of
this thesis and, to briefly recap. are:

Internalization
Mediation
The relationship between thought and speech
The ZPD
Each of these theoretical components has been discussed in some detail in this thesis.
Therefore, this discussion will proceed on the basis of the reader being familiar with
these theoretical concepts as I have appropriated them and identified them as relevant to
for the purposes of this thesis.

It seems reasonable to suggest that a Vygotskian perspective of [earning should be

accompanied by a Vygotskian perspective of evubation. and this implicates process and
pattern evalzmation. However. at this point in time even though the interactive ICT

learning environment is flourishing and rapidly proliferating, traditional evaluation
approaches and methods essentially remain unchangedb. To briefly recap the traditional
approach as I have explicated it. the basic approach is quantitative assessment of a
student's current status of knowledge acquisition. based on a product or outcome of an
educational experience. This approach has been largely extended to the ICT learning
environment, which seems reasonable given that the social and collaborative context of
learning, and the restrictions and enhancements are not well understood or theorized. I
have argued in this thesis that a Vygotskian perspective has the potential to directly or
indirectly inform and address several of these topics.

I have also argued that research is needed to provide information regarding the processes
involved in higher level learning in the ICT environment. Once research has advanced to
the point where relevant aspects of learning are identified and their interrelationships
hypothesized or suggested in at least a rudimentary form. pattern evabcation will be a
suitable form of evaluation7.

.An example of a significant step in this direction can be seen in some major educational
projects. which have used aprocess evrrlrration rrpproach. For example. David Mitchell
(Mitchell and Ring. 1999) applied essentially this approach to several research projects
both globally in terms of the entire project. and also the processes related to the
individual participants in these projects. As a specific example. a historical record of the
processes students engaged in over the duration of a course was examined through their
asynchronous postings. This not only provided information about the processes
themselves that the students engaged in. which logically were related to their learning,
but also assisted in assessing the role specific technologies. such as the asynchronous
mode. played in the processs. This reflects a Vygotskian perspective of evaluation, and is
linked to conversution analysis.

Conversation Analysis and The Vygotsky Planes

Cunversarion ana[ysis is an approach that holds substantial potential for use in providing
information on patterns and processes, and adaptability for evaluation purposes. It is an

approach well suited to the interactive ICT learning environment, given text-based
interaction and the resulting transcripts. and videoconferencing tapes.

According to Deirdre Boden (1994), conversation analysis originated some 35 years ago
with Harvey Sacks. The core of conversation analysis is exploring the sequential
structure of social action through conversation. The basic premise of conversation
analysis is that through sequences people create the structures of social action that shape
the world. Communication now occurs through multiple and various modes. including
technical modes. and Boden (1994) sees this as offering what she considers enhanced
opportunities for research aid rigourous analysis. According to Boden (1 994). statistical
techniques can be applied to conversation analysis. For example. Weingart. Prietula.
Hydrr and Genovese (1 999) investigated the sequential processes involved in
negotiation which involved tacit knowledge through a Markov-Chain analysis of the

-There are. however. several issues including interpretive issues. involved in the method
of conversation analysis. and these will be discussed following an illustration and
example of its potential for use in the ICT learning environment.

As a structuring device for the discussion, the hypothetical Vygorsky Planes are used.

This theoretical extension was developed in Chapter 4 of this thesis for the purpose of
addressing what I have referred to as the enculturation component or aspect of higher
level learning. To briefly recap a portion of the argument supporting the theoretical

extension, Vygotsky theorized planes of consciotcsness to be created through various
forms of internalizution, including internalization of the visual field, internalization of
sign operations. internalization of higher psychological processes and internalizastion of
the social world. I drew together several disjointed segments of Vygotsky's work and
argued that Vygotsky was attempting to account for the individual in society. and society
in the individual (a central problem in the social sciences and humanities that remains
unsettled to this day). However. I also suggested that enculturation was a significant
component of higher level learning. and to address the evaluation of this component I
developed the hypothetical concept of The b'ygotsky Plc~nes.

For the purposes of evaluation. the enc~rlr~rrution
dimension of the hypothetical [vgorsky
Planes could be researched and developed through ~~an\~enation
malysis. The

enculturation dimension of graduate level education includes learning, communicating
and reproducing established kinds of speech and speech patterns, forms of representation

and social and communication patterns. Enculturation occurs through internalization.
This is what Vygotsky was alluding to; his work addressed the question of the individual
and social levels of making and reproducing meaning. and intellectual development.

Vygotsky's theoretical work addresses these processes. but a specific framework and

means to evaluate them is not evident. 1 have argued that because his sociocultural
theory of development is a theory of intellectual development. his research methodology
and interpretive framework can be appropriated and adapted for this purpose.

While conversation analysis was unknown in Vygotsky's time, today this modem
academic approach provides potential to be appropriated into a Vygotskian perspective

for research, and subsequently adapted to a Vygotskian perspective for evaluation. I
suggest this may be accomplished through The Vygotsky Planes.

To recap another relevant portion of Vygotsky's original work. internalization of the
visual field is theorized to result in the field of attention. implying an action or octiviv
dimension when the field is operationalized. Extending this logic to the other forms of
internalization suggests activity or action dimensions to them as well:

Form of Internalization

Proposed Activity Dimension

Of the SociaI World

Social interaction patterns. behaviours and
strategies

Of Sign Operation

Use of signs and sign systems. thinking in
complexes

Of Higher Psychological Functions

Concept Formation and Thinking in
Concepts

Of the Visual Field

Voluntary Attention

I

I

These theoretical components can be logically and conceptually drawn together into an

analyzable and researchable form. Vygotsky hypothesized and concluded that though

and speech do not "mirror" each other, and that inner speech is the tool that mediates the
interaction between the two. He also hypothesized a theoretical space called verbal
rholighr. where he believed the elliptical, personal form of thought and linear, social form

of speech meet. The mediator between these components is inner speech, which goes
back and forth through the components.jbrniingplanes in [he [heoretical spuce of verbal

rholight. These are the hypothetical Vygutsky Planes.

In this scheme there are three planes to be considered:

Created By

Plane

Attributed to genetic origin. elliptical and
closely related to emotion and aRect

Plane of Thought

Verbal Thought
1 PlaneTheofVygorrky
Phnes
("

'@)

(mediation and interpretation, including
synthesis and analysis. and the process
of comparison, occur here)

Plane of External Communication
(external manifestation of " The Fj~gotsky
Planes", which can be evaluated)

Internalization of the Social World
Internalization of Sign Operations
Internalization of Higher Psychological
Functions
Internalization of Visual Field

Text-based or Written Speech
Oral Speech
Behaviour (imitation, nonverbal)

In the above conceptualization, research and evaluation would occur in the third segment.

Here the external manifestation of The Vygotsky Planes occurs in an analyzable form.

This is the level of the overt form of e-rpression of internalization, and is essentidly a
plane of exrerntrl commzmication. This is precisely the same level of analysis aas that of
Bloom 's Taxonomy - Cogrritire Domain ( 1 954) and '4ffectivc Domain ( 1964). The level

of analysis is that of observable srudenr behavio~rr.Conceptually, the above theoretical
concept of The Vygotsb Planes and the enculturation aspect of higher level learning
could be operationalized through the general approach of conversaiion iznalysis. and a
simple example will illustrate this:

.A speaker in a videoconference receiving a question or comment can be viewed as having

interpretive options (i.e. what the recipient of the communication interprets it to mean)
similar to that depicted in a decision tree or flow chart. or in table form as appears below:

i

Comment Interpreted As:

Challenge

Direct

On a specific point
General disagreement
Indirect
No clear interpretation
I
Supportive

Of a point, with further supporting point
General encouragement

Nonsupportive

Disruptive but harmless (e.g. joke)
To destabilize, embarrass speaker (grandstanding)

Neutral

Irrelevant to topic or point
Complying for participation marks

I

The speaker's response to the comment would obviously depend on the interpretation he
or she gives the comment. As enculturation into an academic discipline or community
progresses, it seems reasonable to assume that both interpretation ofthe comment and the
ensuing response to it would occur within the context of the established social and/or
disciplinary patterns. This constitutes the social or enculturation dimension. which is
subject to interpretation and relativity in categorization. Some disciplines or fields, for
example law, are generally more "argurnmtive" or "challenging" than others. The
important point is the extent to which a person is interpreting and responding within the

established social putterns of the discipline or field. This would indicate the extent to
which internolizcrtion that has occurred and. by extension. the degree to which
encuituration has occurred. That is the point and purpose of The I.)guisb Planes.

Conversation analysis is a logical mode of evaluation in text-based interaction because of
the ready availability of transcripts. It is also a suitable mode ofevaluation For
videoconferencing because of the rase of taping the sessions. In keeping with a
Vygotskian orientation. grounded research could establish key indicators and patterns in

an external linguistic form that could be categorized within the structure of Bloom 's
Tu.onomy- Cognitive Domain ( 1 954) and Affecrive Domain ( 1964).

However logical the suggestion of evaluating text-based interaction and videotaping is,
on a practical level this would take an enormous amount of time and effort, and would
likely not be justifiable on those grounds in the short term. A long term approach and

solution is more practical, and this can be found in embedded assessment system, to
which the discussion will turn shortly. Prior to doing so, it is necessary to address some
of the issues which arise from my suggestion that conversation analysis is an appropriate
research and evaluation methodology.

A significant issue in this matter is that of interpretcrtion, which for the sake of continuity

of the argument I reserved comment on but do so now. Convrrsation unalysis involves
curegorizing, and the obvious problem relates to creating categories. The work of John R.

Searle and speech acts is informative in this regardi0. According to Searle. there are
several types of categories for moves in a conversation. and each move may have a
different speech act within it. In other words. there are difficulties of knowing what a
move is in an objective sense. Observation does not indicate accuracy in categorizing
speech acts or moves. Basically. a speech act can not be definitively interpreted by an
observer as an instance of any particular category.

Therefore, notwithstanding logical and intuitive appeal of conversation analysis and the

easy availability of synchronous and asynchronous transcripts. interpretation issues need
to remain in the forekont in both developing and interpreting categories for research and
evaluation purposes.

In the case of videoconferencing, similar issues arise in the method of a talk alozrd
protocol method. In this approach. students are videotaped while they "think' out loud,

'

and describe their thoughts as they engage in some activity' It seems reasonable to

assume that the talk alolidprorocol holds potential to be adaptable to a methodology for
researching the activity and learning occurring in the videoconfcrencing environment.
Again, this is suggested as a first step only, as there are quite clearly some complex

considerations such as creating categories and interpreting results.

Embedded Assessment System
.An embedded ~lssessrnentsystem integrates evaluation and learning (Wilson and Sloane.
2000). In that context. embetitleti means that opportunities to assess student progress and

performance are integrated into the educational setting and are virtually indistinguishable
from the typical activities occurring there. An embedded evoirtation system is based on u
developmental perspective, which shifts the focus from traditional evaluation of a
particular educational product at a particular point in time to evaluating the process of

learning and an individual's progress through that process through collecting data From a

number of points in time.

The approach involves determining key indicators and what constitutes an instance of

appearance of a key indicator. which are derived both from professional opinion on what
constitutes higher and lower levels of competence. and empirical research into student
response and performance. These key indicators are defined and embedded by definition

or activity into the day-to-day educational environment. The key indicators and variables
form qualitatively interpretedfiames of relerence for particular areas of learning that can
be categorized. If desired, an individual's progress could be quantified and compared to

others, as well as the progress and relationship between key indicators on his or her own

progress. Conceptually, there is a great deal of flexibility in determining what key
indicators are most important, and what constitutes their appearance.

An rmbedded assessment system can be applied to internet courses. synchronous and

asynchronous computer conferencing, and videoconferencing. Embedded assessment is
applicable to both the knowledge ocqrtisition dimension and the enculturotion dimension

of higher level education through Bloom 's Cognitive Domrrin ( 1 954) and Bloom 's
Domuin ( 1 964) respectively (which could provide support for subcategory

development and expansion along the lines previously discussed). The ICT environment
contains many capabilities for capturing information on both dimensions".

An rmbedded assessment system can be thought of as both a concept~ialevaluation

system.and a technologically embedded system. The current state of evaluation would
fall into the first type, where identified key indicators would be linked to evaluative
categories in terms of defining student behaviour. The second type could follow through
the technology itself.

Virtually all higher level courses include a website component. and an increasing number

of courses are conducted entirely on-line. A commonly used component of campusbased courses is WebCT, which is also often used for complete intemet courses. There is
much rich student information captured and contained in WebCT's features that is readily
available, but essentially not interpreted for evaluation purposes. Many of these features
could be considered to be embedded assessment opportunities that can be drawn out,

utilized and interpreted through the categories of Bloom 's Tauonomy - Cognitive Domain
( 1954) and Aflective

Domain ( 1964).

As an example of an existing situation that could be considered u conceptrrully embedded

assessment techniqlre, key indicator relating to BIoom 's Afecrive Category 2.2:
kVii1ingnes.s to Respond might be established as the pattern of student behaviour
demonstrated through the number of times the person logged on and when over time.
Some students tend to be very active at the beginning of a course. but taper off
dramatically once course requirements have been met and the required number of
responses posted. Other students tend to become more active as time goes on. which
might be interpreted as a movement to 2.3 Satisfaction in Response. Such detailed
tracking of the rsact movement from category to category is probably of very limited use
for graduate level evaluation in and of itself when it is only one component of a campusbased course. However. in the case of the increasing number of graduate level internet
courses where the student's progress and involvement is essentially all on-line. a more
"Fordist" and systematic approach to evaluation may be called for. Embedding
assessment is a practical, time and cost efficient way to approach evaluation and in many
instances can be approached through drawing out, interpreting and categorizing existing
information to establish a basic framework. which can be fbther developed.

On a larger scale, valuable data on patterns and processes involved in the learning in the
various mediums could inform the development of this educational space. Information
from this type of mapping from within a solid structural and theoretical foundation could

also provide a point of entry to inform related evaluation issues and areas, such as prior
learning assessment and transfer of learning.

Asynchronous computer conferencing involves intcmction. and an embedded assessment
system captures this process. which could be interpreted within an evaluative Framework.
There are a number of dimensions that could be considered. and a grounded research
approach could identify preliminary significant key indicators and categories even from
existing transcripts and course materials. The prime consideration is matching the
evaluative framework to the task and establishing the key indicators and patterns.

For example, an activity that takes a significant amount of time on the part of both the
student and instructor is the course requirement for a student to reply to another student's
posting. This yields a large number of postings that vary substantially in form and
quality. ranging from carefblly thought out and reflective responses to postings hastily
made to meet time deadlines. The former. which is the goal. contribute positively to the
discussion. The latter do not and may even negatively impact the asynchronous
conference space by providing clutter and distraction. While both students may have
satisfied the formal course requirement for posting, the difference in quality is striking.
Arguably, it is indicative of the level of value the student places on the task, and could be
evaluated within that category of Bloom's Affective Domain. In this sense, the same or
similar categories referred to in the Vygotsky Planes discussion above are appropriate to
evaluate the degree to which encultmation is proceeding through internalization.

The above is a significant issue that needs to be addressed in the early stages of computer
conferencing, which is still in the process of establishing norms and patterns. If the
asynchronous space is viewed as a valuable. academic tool and space. norms will develop
around that usage and students it is reasonable to assume students would use it that way.
If its use develops along the lines of clutter and distraction being acceptable. the impact
and perceived value could reasonably be expected to diminish significantly. High

standards should be implemented in its early stages to avoid this. and to shape the
development of this educational space in a manner consistent with the opportunities it
offers for higher level learning.

In text-based interaction, the social or enculturation aspect of higher level education

could be researched through the development of The k'c'gors@ PIanes in a text-based
mode. Identibng the key indicators and relevant components through conversation
analysis and interpreting and placing them within such a framework would finher
development of strategies to facilitate the process of developing that aspect in the textbased environment.

Capturing and evaluating process and patterns in the videoconferencing environment can
also be done through embedded assessment techniqzres as well. having regard to the
interpretation issues discussed previously. In this medium the key indicators could be the

same as the text-based indicators but may appear in a different form. or not at all. To use
the example above of categorizing the videoconferencing "comment", it seems

reasonable to assume that a person may not wish to speak on camera if their comment is

"nonsupportive/interruption", or an "indirect challenge" or "general disagreementy'. This

brings up the matter of how to interpret silence or nonparticipation. A reference to the
Affective Domain indicates this would Call under "Responding" category 2.2 "willingness to participate in activities". A small example. but one that illustrates the use
of Bloom's Affective Domain (1964) in the ICT environment.

The videoconferencing environment is particularly amenable to researching pattems and
processes involved in the collaborative learning process because of the impact of the
dimension of time. which impacts usual interaction pattems. There is a "performance"
aspect to communicating in this environment. which seems to be a function of the
technology. Interaction occurs in "units" or "segments" that are longer than those of
face-to-face interaction. In terms of research and evaluation. this provides a larger
analytical unit and opportunity for close study of interaction and pattems.

In this section I have quite freely suggested a quantitative approach to evaluation. This
may seem inconsistent. given that in Chapter 2 I suggested the "traditional" approach to
evaluation was quantitative. and that this may not adequately capture the activity of
higher level learning in the ICT environment. By way of clarification of this app-went
inconsistency. it is more the imposing of an external and objective quantitative standard
on the learner that I see as being inappropriate in the higher level collaborative learning

environment, rather than a quantitative standard per se. A Vygotskian perspective on the
collaborative learning environment as I have developed the conceptualization of it
suggests the learners should be involved in creating the evaluation framework as well as
the learning environment itself. Authentic asse~srnent'~,
as conceptualized by Elliot

Eisner, is congruent with a Vygotskian perspective and could provide a starting point for
this orientation. Such an approach provides a bridge for involving the individual in the
evaluation process and framework, rather than imposing one.

PART IV:

Evaluating the Collaborative Learning Environment - the ZPD

In the previous chapter I raised the possibility of theorizing two ZPD's, an individziai

ZPD and a coliobornfive ZPD. The argument I used to support that possibility is clearly
at a rudimentary level. and admittedly highly speculative and not defensible at this time.
Substantial systematic grounded research is required before a defensible argument could
be satisfactorily developed. However. it does provide some direction for conceptualizing
both the collaborative learning environment and emerging modes of evaluation.

I stated that in the collaborative learning environment knolvletlge is disfribzited and each
person is viewed as a resource and a unique individual. This results in the implication
that evaluation should be based on bofh input and oziiprrr. This is essentially what I was
referring :a with respect to postings. Viewing the posting as contribution or input shifts
the evaluation perspective to evaluating the input rather than an outptit and reflection of
what the person has learned or taken our of the educational experience. This is consistent
with my suggestion that the process of learning in the collaborative environment involved

an iterative process of a person developing the individual ZPD from the collaborative

ZPD (which also includes imitation and social patterns). and contributing back into the

collaborative ZPD. In this sense, the shaping and development of the collaborative
learning environment shifts to a shared responsibility among the participants.

Conceptually. this type of scheme would involve evaluating the components involved.
the individual ZPD and the collaborative ZPD. the relationship between them. and the

processes involved. In the traditional collaborative environment, these are all collapsed
and one joint product is evaluated.

Curiously. this is the exact problem Vygotsky noted in the treatment of thought and
language, which launched his theory of sociocultural development. The discussion has
gone full circle.

At the present time. the collaborative learning environment is conceptualized through
what Vygotsky referred to as a "fusion" or "atomistic" approach. A true Vygotskian

approach would separate these through careful. systematic research. As has been drawn
out throughout this thesis. Vygotsky has provided the basic research and theoretical
approach, including methodology, concepts and interpretive framework. Modem
academia has provided the method of conversation analysis and the technique of
embedded assessments. Together. these offer a direction to proceed for conceptualizing
and evaluating the collaborative learning environment.

V ygotsky's approach is based on grounded research. and he believed his basic

methodological principles contributed to theory building:

"In order to crzase an enabling theory-building method in the generally accepted
scientific manner, it is necessary to discover the essence of the given area of
phenomena, the laws according to which they change. their qualitative and
quantitative characteristics, their causes. It is necessary to formulate the
categories and concepts that are specifically relevant to them.. .." (Mind in
Society. p. 8)
In Vygotsky's view. any social configuration can be understood through intensely

studying a single "cell. which is essentially referring to a case study approach to research.
This would include the collaborative learning environment:
"Within this cell he discovers the structure of the entire system.. .. To a layman
this analysis may seem a murky tangle of tiny details. Indeed. there may be tiny
details. but they are exactly those which are essential ..." (Mind in Society. p. 8)
Conclusions

In this Chapter I drew together several threads which had been introduced in the previous
four chapters, and argued that a Vygotskian approach to research was adaptable to a
Vygotskian perspective for evcrlzlarion. In particular. I argued that process und pattern

evaluation, and conversation cmalysis and embedded assessment techniqcres are modes o f
evaluation emerging consistent with a Vygotskian perspective of learning and research.
Because 1 focussed on the university setting, the existing evaluation structure of Bloom 's

Taronorny - Cognitive Domain ( 1 954) and Affective Domain ( 1964) entered into the
discussion in a central way. I developed an argument that suggested that this evaluation
structure could be tied to the theoretical foundation of Vygotsky for the purpose of
subcategory development and expansion. Specifically, I suggested that Bloom's

Cognitive Domain (1 951)could be informed by Vygotsky's "Concept Formation" for
subcategory expansion. I also argued that the concept of' internalization forming the
foundation for BIoom 's .4ffective Domain ( 1 964) is strikingly similar to Vygotsky's
concept of internalization, and the latter could potentially provide a theoretical foundation
for the development and use of the Affecrive Domain for the purposes of evaluating the
enculturation component of higher level learning.

In terms of emerging modes of evaluation. I argued that research is needed to establish
the patterns and processes involved in interactivity in the ICT environment. and that
conversation analysis and embedded assessment systems provide a logical direction.

However. these approaches are not without imponant and complex issues attached.
primarily in terms of interpretation and category establishment. I concluded with a brief
consideration of evaluating the collaborative learning environment. which is still in an
embryonic state, and suggested that evaluation should be of both inpzrt and orrtplti.

In general, I concluded that there are many research. theoretical and interpretive issues
that need to be addressed in considering evaluating graduate level learning in the ICT
environment. However, a Vygotskian perspective and approach to theorizing and
researching this environment provides a sound and comprehensive foundation in terms of
research and methodology upon which to build.

Chapter 5 Notes
I

I am establishing boundaries to my discussion only, and am not suggesting the
material presented could not or does not apply to other educational settings or groups of
learners.

7

Reference to Vygotsky's "Concept Formation" refers specifically to his
experimental work involving the "Vygotsky Biocks" as detailed in Thought and
Language (1962). The stages of "Concept Formation" were referred to as "Complex
Thinking" and "thinking in complexes" and these appear in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
5

In terms of research possibilities. the "Vygotsky Blocks" provide a f m e w o r k
that is suited for research in the ICT environment, primarily by providing a method for
establishing baselines and categories through which comparisons can be made. There are
several possibilities for researchable experimental conditions. For example, differences in
performance between the researcher and subject being in the same room v. separated
through videoconferencing could be investigated. as could collaboration. and even textbased interaction for concept formation. The Vygotsky Blocks could be computer
generated and investigated in computer based learning as well.
4

The development of Bloom 's Tc~~onomy
is briefly reviewed in Chapter 2 of this

thesis
5

As Graduate Teaching Assistant for Professors Mitchell and Brent. I participated
in evaluating senior undergraduate and graduate level term papers. I noted substantial
variation between the papers. and that some were quite clearly describable by Vygotsky's
categories. For example, one senior undergraduate student's paper (the topic was
regulation of the internet) fell into the category of "Associative Complex". where every
"object" (in this case journal articles) was grouped around a central nuc!eus. The paper
read something like a bibliography: the "objects" were included on the basis of their
having something to do with the topic, and not necessarily each other. I also encountered
an excellent example of a "Chained Complex" in a graduate student's paper on distance
education. The paper lacked a focus on what was stated to be the main topic. and
proceeded through a series of "links in a chain", moving From subtopic to subtopic. As a
final example, one graduate student's paper rose to a very high level of conceptual
thinking as Vygotsky defined it. and moved skillfully from one abstract concept to
another, analyzing, synthesizing and further developing the argument through the
concepts previously created in the paper.
In terms of the ICT environment and asynchronous postings. my observations were the
same,
In terms of the videoconferencing environment, my observations and informal tracking of
student participation indicated essentially the same outcome.

the traditional approach to education and evaluation was outlined in Chapter 2 of this
thesis

7

Several sophisticated software packages offer modem statistical tests and
evaluation techniques. There are numerous possibilities for pattern evaiiration, for
example:
Growth Curve Analysis
Multiple Regression
Correlation Analysis
1.2,3-way ANOVA
All of these forms of statistical analysis have the capability to capture processes and their
resultant patterns. For example. "Simfit" is a computer package for statistical analysis.
curve fitting and graph plotting. It contains 40 separate programs; each dedicated to a
particular area of data analysis. and includes descriptive statistics and graphing
capabilities.
An important factor to consider in using this type of evaluation software for the purpose
of evaluating a process or pattern is the ongoing problematic of operational definitions.
interpretation. and the difficulty of establishing with any degree of certainty exactly what
factors are relevant and necessary to the graduate level educational experience. I have
elsewhere argued that the appropriate position for learning is in the social and
collaborative contest. and that the learner should not be extracted from his or her social

context and evaluated in isolation against some standard. Research is needed (such as the
"field of attention") to establish the relevant factors in the graduate level ICT
environment directly at source instead of relying on an existing software package that
may not accurately reflect the learning processes and their interrelationships.

'

Several examples of process evaluation can be found in the research projects of
Mitchell and Ring (1999). See "Using Networked Technologies to Enhance Instruction
and Research in Communications". in Canadian Journal of Communication. 1999. Vol.
24. pp. 401425.
According to Weingart. Prietula, Hyder and Genovese ( 1999). a Markov chain is
a model for a sequence of behaviour evolving over time. The key property of a Markov
model is that at any point in time, the probability distribution of the next behaviour is
assumed to depend on a particular number of behaviours that previously occurred. The
number of behaviours that must be considered is the order of the chain. Those
researchers were interested in the influence of one party's behaviour on the other, and the
Markov model allowed them to move beyond analysis of crrrrent and previous tums only.
10

''

See for example Searle, 1992; Searle. 1992; Scarle 1991;Searle, 1979

For example, Hemngton and Oliver (1 999) used the talk aloud protocol involving
research on higher order thinking as students used a multimedia program. In the research
two students were videotaped while collaborating on a problem involving using
multimedia for researching a particular problem, generating possible solutions, and
developing a solution. Using a series of categories they had established, they concluded

from categorizing the students' videotaped conversations that the students had attained a
high level of thinking. In another study, Altun (2000) videotaped two expert computer
operators as they navigated through the hyptertextual environment of the internet. The
subjects were to "think" out loud and describe the reasons why they were choosing a
particular path.

''

An excellent example of the embedded assessment technique is BEAR (Berkeley
Evaluation and Assessment Research) Assessmenr System. a generic assessment system
developed by Wilson and Sloane (2000) to integrate assessment with teaching and
learning. It was developed in the context of a specific curriculum in issues-oriented
science for the middle grades in a classroom setting and in some respects is not directly
applicable to graduate level learning. However, it provides a generic approach adaptable
to graduate level learning in the tCT environment. One of their conclusions was that
computer mapping techniques would provide a valuable systematic approach to gathering
and interpreting assessment information.

'

A direct quote from Understanding Curriculum outlines Eisner's concept:
"Eisner (1 993) develops eight criteria which. he argues. are appropriate for creating and
appraising autheniic ussessmmt. These are:
( 1 ) The tasks used to assess what students know and can do need to reflect the tasks they
will encounter in the world outside schools. not merely those limited to the schools
themselves. (2) The tasks used to assess should reveal how students go about solving
a problem. not only the solutions they formulate. (3) Assessment tasks should reflect
the values of the intellectual community from which the tasks are derived. (4)
Assessment tasks need not be limited to solo performance. (5) New assessment tasks
should make possible more than one acceptable solution to a problem and more than
one acceptance answer to a question. (6) Assessment tasks should have curricular
relevance, but not be limited to the cwTiculum as taught. (7) Assessment tasks should
require students to display a sensitivity to configurations or wholes, not simply to
discrete elements. (8) Assessment tasks should permit the student to select a form of
representation he or she chooses to display what has been learned." (Understanding
Ctrrriorhtrn, p. 742)

CHAPTER SIX
Summary and Conclusions

This thesis was provoked by an interest in the interactivity ICT's introduce into the
educational setting, and in particular how learning could be enhanced by this
interactivity. Ultimately, my interest settled around how higher level learning in the ICT
environment could be evahruted. which created the general research focus for this thesis.

ICT's and education form an extremely large body of literature. For the purposes of this
thesis. it was necessary to establish several parameters and boundaries. I decided to focus

on higher level learning in a collaborative context. exemplified by the graduate and senior
undergraduate level. within a university setting. However. many oFmy findings could
extend to other educational settings as well. such as professional and continuing
education. and CBL (computer based learning).

After reviewing several bodies of literature relating to ICT's and education. I noted the
mainstream approach to learning and ICT's was to attempt to minimize the presence of
the technology to the point where it was "seamless8'. This implies that learning in the
ICT environment is the same as a traditional classroom or seminar environment. I
intuitively did not agree with this because to me it seemed the interactivity facilitated in
the ICT environment offered enhanced learning opporturiities. not just the same. My
challenge became developing an argument to support this position, and specifically how
this learning could be conceptualized and evaluated.

While my specific interest is in emerging modes of rvnltration. I do rat actually get to
that topic until the last Chapter. That is because every approach to educational evaluation
involves background assumptions about what is being learned, and how knowledge and
skills are acquired. In essence. it was necessary for me to establish whur is being
evaluated prior to considering horv to evaluate.

This chapter starts with a summary of the major topics covered in this thesis, and outlines
the main conclusions reached in each. The final section of this Chapter outlines what I

consider to have been accomplished by this thesis.

Chapter Two - Literature Review

Chapter Two reviewed several bodies of literature for the purpose of contextualizing the
research focus within the academic discourse of higher level learning in the ICT
environment. The main focus was to forefront the calls for change from a variety of
educational perspectives to shift the focus on learning as an individual activity to an
ongoing, lifelong activity that occurs in a social context.

In Chapter Two I summarized the traditional approach to education and evaluation
within the sociocuItural context of the postwar years (approximately 1930 - 1955). This
approach to education is immersed in a positivist orientation and views learning as linear.
sequential, cumulative and hierarchical. The traditional approach to evaluation "mirrors"

this orientation. The approach to evaluation is quantitative measurement of the level or
amount of knowledge a person can demonstrate through testing to have attained fiom an
educational experience.

The well established standard for educational evaluation at all levels. including the

university level. is Bloom 's Taronomy - Cognitive Domtrin ( 1 954). and Affective Domain
( 1964).

This evaluation structure was developed at a particular point in time for a

particular purpose. which was to facilitate communication between college examiners. It
filled a particular nerd. and was phenomenally successful. I have argued that these
Tu~onomiesare underdeveloped and undercritiqued at the university level. but hold

substantial potential for development.

I have not argued at all against the traditional approach to education and evaluation.
Rather, I have attempted to develop an argument that the traditional approach does not fit
the needs of the modem liJieZong learner. I have drawn support for that position fiom the
literature on higher education and educational policy. which calls for change at the
societal level, and which 1 arranged around three themes - reconceptlmlize, reform and
restnictiire. The influence and impact of ICTs in society in general and education in

particular underlies each of these themes. The reconceptl~alizetheme calls for
reconceptualizing the modem learner as a li$ilong learner, what it means to learn, the
learning environment, and repositioning the lifelong learner within a global and social
context. and in a mediated learning environment. The reform theme focuses on altering

existing procedures, rules and requirements to enable or force educational institutions to

adapt to new circumstances in modem day society, and includes a growing awareness of
the diversity and individuality of each learner. The third theme, restntctlrre. calls for
change at the level of the structure of the university and its perceived changing role in
society, as well as to integrate ICTs. It focussed on integrating the changing function of
the university with other aspects of society, and is arranged around two basic positions.

These are restructuring according to social justice principles. or according to market
principles.

In summary.this literature calls for change on a number of interrelated dimensions,
including reconceptualizing:

"learning" and the processes invoived. including the cognitive processes and
social processes
"learners". specifically lifelong learners
"leanling environment" to include positioning the learner in a social and
global context
"evaluation" of this learning

The concept of collaboration runs directly or indirectly through all of this literature,
which positions learning in a social context. This raised a central question: Is social
learning different than individ~iallearning? It also raised several additional questions,

such as: Ifso, how is it different, and how can it be evalzrated? The questions raised by
the literature are both broad conceptualizations and specific points. However. the
common thread running through was repositioning the individual in a social context.
This suggested a constructivist approach to theorizing the ICT environment.

Chapter Three - Constructivism and Vygotsky's Work

Chapter Three focusses on constnlctivism. first the general concept and its appropriation
into higher level education and the ICT environment, and then specifically on the work of
Vygotsky.

The educational literature revealed that the term constrztctivism had been imported into

education in various forms. the two most common being socicrl constr~tctivismand
cognitive consrrzrctivism. The literature is heavily sprinkled with the word

~~constructivism".
and references to Vygotsky and seven1 of his concepts. such as
collaboration and the ZPD. However, in the educational literature Vygotsky's work is
fragmented, with severed components appropriated into educational practice. This results
in an inconsistent and often imprecise application of his theoretical concepts. I also noted
that Vygotsky's theoretical components are frequent1y used in conjunction with

essentially a rencirning of traditional education practice and repcrckaging the traditional
learning environment.

These factors prompted a return as close as possible to Vygotsky's original work for the
purpose of drawing out theoretical components that could inform theory and practice in

the ICT environment. specifically higher level learning. Because I was interested in
theoretical development OFthe ICT environment. I reasoned that Vygotsky's rich and

intricate theories would offer much, but would be of most benefit if they were examined
in a unified fashion.

In Chapter Three I closely examined Vygotsky's research methodology and interpretive
framework, and the theoretical positions and experimental evidence influencing him.
From this investigation I reached the conclusion that for the purposes of this thesis. the
major theoretical components of internalization, mediation and the relationship between
thought and language are relevant because they speak directly to the ICT environment
and the activity occurring there. I also concluded the operationalization of these concepts
in the notions of concept formation and ZPD are relevant, primarily for the same reasons.

in particular. inrrrnalization emerged as a theoretical concept that could provide a view
of higher level (earning well suited to theorizing higher level learning in the ICT
environnlent. It encompasses both knowledge acquisition and enculturation. and is based

on the notion of interactivity. This concept spans both individual cognitive development
and social development. and captures the fluid. changing nature of learning and
development. By positioning learning in a social context. internalization speaks directly
to collaborative learning.

Chapter Four - Implications for Higher Level Learning in the ICT Environment

In Chapter Four I created a bridge between Vygotsky's work and emerging modes of
evaluation, and argued that a Vygotskian approach can enrich theory and practice of

higher level learning in the IC'T environment. I supported this argument through several
discussions and reached a number of conclusions. including that it provides a complete
research methodology and interpretive framework, which I illustrated by "reading"
vidroconferencing through a Vygotskian perspective. I also argued that several
theoretical components are directly applicable to the ICT environment and provide a
theoretical Framework for the activity occurring there. For example. Vygotsky's theory

of the relationship between thought and speech is directly applicable to text-based
interaction in synchronous and asynchronous conferencing. Others. such as the field of
attention. are researchable and could further understanding of learning in the ICT
environment.

In Chapter 4 1 also constructed a theoretical extension. "The i j g o t s b l PInnes ". from
various disjointed components of Vygotsky's work. The purpose of this extension was to
address the gap between the individual and the social in a manner that could be evaluated.
A Vygotskian perspective on learning is essentially internalization of the social world

and signs and sign systems. and The Vyguisky Planes hold potential to capture this
learning or internalization in terms of both knowledge acquisition and enculturation.

Also in Chapter 4 1 outlined a Vygotskian perspective on social and collaborative
learning, and constructed a theoretical extension of the ZPD to encompass this.
Specifically, I suggested the notion of two ZPD's. an individtral ZPD and a collaborative

ZPD.

Chapter 5 - Emerging Modes of Evaluation

Chapter Five drew together material from the previous four chapters for the purpose of
considering emerging modes of evaluation. To this point, I had drawn out theoretical
aspects of Vygotskp's work. directly applied them to the ICT environment and created
iwo theoretical extensions. In general, I had concluded that a Vygotskian perspective
was not only appropriate. but enriched theorizing the ICT environment.

Because I was interested in the university setting. the evaluation structure of Bloom i
Ta~unomy- Cognitive Domain ( 1 95 4)

and Affective Domuin ( 1 964) were of primary

importance. It is something of afossil. and I disrupted it through Vygotsky's work.
Specifically. I examined Bloom 's Cognitive Domain ( 1954). with a view towards
subcategory expansion and development through Vygotsky's complex formation. From
this I concluded that in general this evaluation structure held potential to be tied to the
theoretical foundation of Vygotsky for subcategory development. particularly in the
categories of Analysis and Synthesis.

In retaining my general focus on the theoretical concept of internalization, I then
examined Bloom 's Affective Domain ( 1 964). which is based on a continuum of

iniernalizution. The similarities between Bloom and Vygotsky on the meaning and use
of this concept are quite striking and. in many respects. virtually indistinguishable.

From the examination of the categories of Bloom 'sAffective Domain ( 1 964) and
Vygotsky's work through a discussion of the concept of internalization, I concluded that

Bloom 's Affecriw Domain ( 1 964) held potential for evaluation of higher level learning in
the ICT environment. However, the concepts needed to be operationalized. so at this
point I returned to the hypothetical Vygotsky Pianes as a conceptual and methodological
tool to address this.

Finally, I concluded that process ond pattern evairration are emerging modes of
evaluation consisrent with a V ygotskian perspective. and that conversation unu(.vsis and

embedded assessment rechniqlres are specific appropriate applications. The embedded
assessment technique can be thought of as both a conceptrrcrl evu.nlrtarion system. and a

~echnoiogicaliyembedded system.

Revisiting Some Concepts - Collaborative Learning and the ZPD

Vygotsky's theory firmly positions learning in a social context. and provides the notion

of collaborative learning and the ZPD.One of the main benefits to theorizing the ICT
environment through a Vygotskian perspective is that it offers an alternative to the
traditional view of collaborative learning. In a Vygotskian sense, each person is the
collaborative environment is both a resozcrce (and also a knowledge user). I termed this
the disnibuted knowledge perspective, where from this perspective knowledge is
distributed through the collaborative environment.

From this point of view, responsibility for the collaborative environment is a shared
responsibility among the participants. As such, evaluation should be on both input and
outpzit. In speculating on how collaborative learning could be evaluated, I suggested two

ZPD's may exist in the collaborative environment. an individzlnl ZPD and a shared
collaborative ZPD. From this point of view, collaborative learning would be an

interative process of developing the individual ZPD and contributing to the collaborative

ZPD. This conceptually would remove any ceiling or limit implied by theorizing the

ZPD to be a characteristic of an individual only.

In considering how evaluation of such a collaborative learning environment might be
conceptualized. I stated that the discussion had in fact gone full circle and once again the
problem of an "atomistic" or "fusion" approach noticed by Vygotsky had appeared, this
time in the form of conceptualizing and studying collaborative learning.

What Has This Thesis Accomplished?

This thesis is essentially a methodological prologztr. and has identified how a Vygotskian
perspective can enrich theory and practice in higher level learning in the ICT
environment.

In this thesis I have constructed a set of arguments to support the position that a
Vygotskian perspective is well suited to apply to higher level learning in the ICT

environment, and provides a theoretical foundation for learning, research and

intepretation. I have also constructed a set of arguments that suggest the theoretical
foundation of Vygotsky can be tied to Bloom 's Taronomy - Cognitive Domain ( 1 954)
and Affective Domain (1 964) for subcategory expansion and development of both the
Cognitive Domain and the Affective Domain.

I have also identified numerous sites for potential research. and have illustrated how both
theoretical development and practical research could occur through a total Vygotskian
perspective.

Finally. 1 have outlined a Vygotskian alternative conceptualization of coNoboru~ive
learning. which is well suited to the graduate and senior undergraduate ICT learning

environment. and have suggested that this conceptualization could be further developed
through case studies. which are also suggested by Vygotsky himself.
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APPENDIX A
Vygotsky's Work in English Translation
Sources Referred to and Cited in this Thesis

References to Vygotsky's work and the concepts presented in this Chapter come from
what can be considered two main sources. The first source is the original Russian to
English translations of "Thozrght and Language " ( 1 962) and "ibfindin Society'' ( 1 978).
The second source is a five volume set entitled "The Collected FVurkr uf'L.S.Vygotsky",
This the English translation of a series of six volumes originally published in Moscow by

Pe~iagogikabetween 1982 and 1984, and which contains Vygotsky's work from 1924 to

his death in 1934 (Vol. l . p.v). All five English volumes were published by Plenum

Press, New York. Volume 1 was published under an agreement with The Copyright
.-lgenc*vof the L W (KIA P). and Volumes 2 . 3 . 4 and 5 under an agreement with the
Rirssiun rltcrhors ' Sociey I R 1 0 ) . The English set contains the following volumes:
Vohime I: "Problems of General Psychology" (published in 1987)
Volzrme 2: "Fztntlamentals of Dejectologv" (published in 1 993)
Voltrme 3: "Problems ojthe Theory and History of Psychology" (published in 1997)
Volume 4: "The History oj'the Development of Higher ~CfenmlFzmciions"

(published in 1997)
Volume 5: "Child Psychology " (published in 1998)
The set contains a variety of material produced by and associated with Vygotsky.
Compiling material for The CaIlected Works appears to have been a collaborative effort:

"The process of collecting materials already published in Russian as well
as hitherto unpublished manuscripts from V ygotsky' s personal archives
and elsewhere, the identification of references where necessary, and other
editorial tasks were carried out by a commission of leading Soviet
psychologists consisting, in part, of Vygotsky' s former students and
collaborators. The Editorial Commission was led by A.V. Zaphorozhets
and included T.A. Vlasova, G.L.Vygotskaya. V.V. Davydov. A.N.

Leontiev, A.R. Luria. A.V. Petrovskii. A.S. Smirnov, B.C.Khelemendik,
D.B. El'konin, and M.G.Yaroshevski. The Editorial Secretary for the
Commission was L.A. Radzikhovski. It was this Editorial Commission
which, as far as possible, organized the volumes according to their themes,
and within each volume they arranged the papers, monographs, books,
lectures. lecture notes. and occasional fragments in chronological order.
In publishing the English translation, each volume will retain the fonn of
its Russian model - including the critical apparatus provided by the
Moscow-based Editorial Commission - but will be published in a different
sequence and will contain additional notes. introductions. and
commentaries from selected contributors outside ofthe Soviet Union.
Dr. Bruner's Prologue to this volume describes. at some length, the scant
supply of Vygotskian materials which have heretofore been available to
Engl ish-speaking readers."
(Volume 1. The Collected CGbrh. p. vi)
Volume 3 of The Collected Workr. published in 1997. (which is actually Volume I of the
Russian series). comments on the ongoing difficulties of accessing Vygotsky's work:
"It must be realized that reliable archives of Vygotsky's writings open to

the general public or interested expert do not exist. There is no Vygotsky
Center which on demand sends facsimile copies of original manuscripts.
papers, and letters to interested researchers. There is no Vygotsky Library
where we can consult copies of Vygotsky's publications as well as those
of his contemporaries. What exists are the family archives which by
nature are accessible to only a very limited group of people and the private
archives of different people interested in Vygotsky. This situation poses a
problem to those who want to study Vygotsky's work thoroughly."
(Volume 3. The Collected Works. p. 1)
Referring to the publication dates of the English volumes (set out in the list of five
volumes above) indicates a substantial time lapse between publication of Volume 1 in
1987, and the next Volume 2 in 1993. The remaining Volumes 3.4 and 5 (published in
1997 and 1998) are relatively current works. Most of the specific materials in this thesis,
and in this Chapter in particular, appear in the Russian to English translations of Thought
and Language (1962) and Mind in Society (1 978). All of this material also appears
throughout the five volumes of The Collected Work of L. S. Vygotsky, which contains a

thorough cross-referencing index in each volume. If another sources is referenced, it is
properly indicated and cited.

